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CHAPTER I

THE INTRODUCTION

I

THE

The writer,

INTRODUC'l:IO!~

limited study in tlle field

Christian

and
edu~~~brought

the fact that

rtad.

beliefs '\duoh consti tu.ted

developed an educational

in Order to

educational m,.-,..,,.,
eate the educational philosophy; and, the methods used

nWW\~~-o

to oommurdthe

outcome.

was
in an

to discover if a signifioe.nt relationship exists

basic theological structure,

bet'\>~'een

the

philosophy, and the educational

methods.
Jusi1,f:i;oa,~ion

Sfl the Stud.z

The writer beoal'lle
theological
cated to

struo~ure

.J..U.....

.~;~:~"".~.ut-::.•;~

principles of the

of a religious group were not
In other

what the

1ue:nm~rs

being communivrere taught did not

necessarily affect their lives in relation to God and their fellow-men.

If

the impact of the :religious message was not cll.anging lives, it seemed
reasonable to

asSL~e

meesa&~

that either the

used to communicate the

were faili.71g.

pertinent question arose:

~<~as

how was it

was inferior or
Fl.~om:

methods

this obsei-vation the

tlle """""""'''.,...,
the

tvh...<it

product of
:l!b.e

communicative

Catholic basic theological structure and

the

methods used to convey its message had never, to u1is

wri ter• s

On the other hand, there 111as a

Catholic theology and educational

of literature

penetrating and extensive t..hinking is being done a.11ong

It seemed justifiable then. to

Catholic

an analytical investigatioll of

the basic theological structu.re, the educational
ology of the Catholic Church in order to determine

method-

m1cl

or not a

cant relationship
Limitations ,2! ,tP.~ S]ugx
:l!b.e field of Catholic education lvas found to be of such dimension
that it i'lias necessary to confine this study to contem.lJ()rary .Americ<?.n Catholic
education.

The study was

fur~~er

limited to the underlying philosophy of

Catholic education and the educational methods most commonly
municate ita

No attempt was

to com-

to deal with the reasons for ti1e

magnitude of g:ro>vth in the Catholic educational system.
By so limiting the study, curriculum, organization, and administration

were excluded.

4
II.

following

For the purposes of this

were defined.

It

Cathol~!(

Ca:tholic.

to

Catholic Church.

In

to fac:Ui tate

sh.orter

~~~!:i.we.s

Protes..t,l!l/ll

E~io!l

the tem Protestant Evantmlioa.l was used in the research, it
had reference to those Protestant views which hold

~uat

the Bible

the

written Word of God; that the essence of the Gospel consists of the doctrines
man's si:nful. condition and need of' aalvtdion; to the revelation of God's
grace in Christ; to the necessity of
1~

the experience of redemption through

III"

and participation
fai~l

in

m~ist.

THE .fifETHOD OF PROCEDURE

Souro...§ll!. ftl Data
The sources of
the

in

were books and periodicals

Sem::i.na:cy library, the

County library, the

Univerai ty of
writer's

ne~r>A{)11.<:Jd.

library, t..i.e I<loun t

and the

Abbey

lib:r8r.Y•

Tregtmty.,!9..f. ~ li'i;ndiBiJ:!
The procedure "iiras to

:from the

of those scholars

who ,.;ere considered authorities in the :field of Catholic theology and. educational philosophy, and from these wri tinge to report the Catholic basic
theological structure. the educational philosophy, and the methods used in
the educative process.

These findings ware

~1en

criticized from a Protestant

Evangelical position in o:rd.er to conolude if a significant rela tionshi:p
e::d.sts between Catholic theology, educational philoso1ihY, and educational
methods.
The findings were organized into the following order:
historioal survey of the evolution of Catholic education in

To set forth a
II; to

critically examine Catholic theology to determine its basic doctrinal
structure in Chapter

III; to set forth Catholic educational philosophy in

Cha.pter IV; to ascertain the educational methods 'l'<hich Catholic educators
employ in C'napter V; to evaluate the findings in the lig;ht of the problem in
Chapter VI.

CHAP:i'ER II

CATHOLIC EDUCATION :

ITS BACKGROUND

CHAPTER !I
CATHOLIC EDUCATIOZ.T :

ITS BACKGROmm

The magnitude and virility of Catholic education in the U:ni ted States
is a most striking social phenomenon.

Supported by the funds of a people

who already bear a share of t..h.e cost of public education, the institutions
of Catholic educa tion can today be found in all parts of the na tion.

Nor

are they interested in offering merely elementary education; on the contrary,
the system of Catholic education embraces a complete ins tru.ctional syste:n
from kindergarten through graduate school in the u.nivers i"ty.
of subject matter

tau&~t,

these

~~stitutions

other private and public institutions.

I n diversity

bear close resemblance to all

None of them fail to provide ·i;he

religious education ..,.rhich renders them truly Catholic.

1

The fact which most impresses the historian is that this present
larger scale system of Catholic educa-tion has not come into existence r eadymade.

Its philosophy, principles, cu...""Ticulum , methods, were no·t "struck off

at a given time."
resemblance in

2

Contemporary Catholic educa tion may appear to bear close

essenti a~

the tl·ientieth centur"IJ.
ti1at

features to an educa·tion that 11ms developed 1-Ti thin

A st'Udy of the history of Catholic education reveals

tod~'s possessions are but the culmination of a thousand yesterdays. 3 .
1

J. A. Burns, The Growth~ Development .Q! The Catholie School System
]a ,.Th!l United States (N"m-J York: Benziger Bros . , 1912), pp. 16-17.

2 .

. Ibid., p. 18.

3Ibid •• pp. 23-25.

I.

THE BIRTH OF

C~4.1'HOLIC

EDUCATION

The inspiration and motive that fired the Ca tholic educators of the
late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries in the present boundaries of
the United States, must be sought in a study of the time in which they lived
and the heritage t'lhich they possessed.
One must go back to very beg:tlmings of Christianity and follow the
teaching activities of the Church dmm through the ages in order to trace
the rise and developl:!lent of Catholic educa tion.
a period of nearly

~renty

Inasmuch as the story covers

centuries, no single trea tise could present more

than a cursory vie\1 of the !)rocess by which Ca tholic educational theory
arrived at its present day formulations.

Still more sketchy, of course, was

the presentation confined to the limits of an historical survey.
The Founder Q£ Catholic Educa tion
The Catholic Chm•ch boasts the beginning of its educational theory
when · the new Gospel vTas introduced into the ·;orld.
vray of life, heL1ce, a nevi educa tional theo!"'J.

C ll'ist introduced. a new

He gave to the world a nel'T

philosophy, one that furnished for the first time definite anm-:ers to
questions tha t had agite.ted the minds of men from the dawn of history.
Catholic educators regarded a s the suprane accomplishment of

~~1rist--reve

lation of the nature of man, society, and truth-the criteria upon
Catholic educational theory was based.

~-Thich

These theories 1<1ere passed dovm

through the ages by the Church, from the command of Christ through the
Apostles and Church Fathers and Church leaders.
A most significant fact needed to be emphasized at this point of the

9
historical survey--that because the disciples were t aught and commissioned
by Christ., this ensured the Church's educati Ye thrust against error; and
also, the Church itself being sanctioned by Christ became the infallible
teacher of His teachii1gs. 4 This major premise for Catholic educational philosophy vias made cleai· by Honsignor Pace, uho said:
the

~ororld

"The task of instructing

in Christian truth would have been impossible but for this penna-

nan t abid:i.ng of Christ's teachings vri th His e.ppointed teachers." 5
Ca·tholic writings indicate tha t 1-Tha tever individual interpreta tions
vrere given to the teachings of Jesus Christ, the f act remained that His aim
of life and His aim of education were one and the same, namely, to save
man's immortal soul.
The Foundation Of Catholic Education
The ul t:iltlate aim of Catholic education

~~as

clearly not of this '\·mrld.

It \'las a life beyond this life to be attained by follovring Christ.

With

Catholicism, religion became the central element in life and education.

It

sought the salvation of man's soul and the moral regeneration of society.

6

There 'l'Tas very little difference beti-<een teaching and preaching in
the beginning of Christianity.

They were so closely allied as to be indis-

4a.

J. Deferrari, (Editor), Essays .9.!1 Catholic Education ln.~
United States (i'lashington, D. c.: ~ae Catholic University of knerica Press,
l942), pp~ 4-5.
5

.

E.o A. Pace, "Education," The Ca tholic Encyclopedia (Special
Edition), V, 200 .•
6

J! D. Redden ru1d F. - A. Ryru1, A Catholic Philosophy Of Education
(Revised Edition; Mihmukee: The Bruce Publishing Co., 1955), pp. 101-102.

10
tinguishable.

Nor was there, in the beginning, an effort made to set up a

formal institution like the school.

Rather, ever<J church became a school in

tihich young and old alike were taught of faith and the

~;ray

of life.

'llJ:J.e

Christian teachers of the early days 1'iere concerned mainly l'Ti th preserving
intact the deposit of truth they had received.
fixed-the truth of the Church.

So their curriculum became

This new educational philosophy 1·1hich

centered around Christ and His teaching gradually supplanted all other educational theories among :peoples they evangelized.. It prevailed practically
unchallenged from the dawn of Christi1:1ni ty to the :rise of ProtestantiWl in
the sixteenth century. 7
The teaching activity of the Church expanded more and more during the
first sixteen centuries.

In that long period there i'Tas little need for a

formal presentation of educational principles of the Church apart from its
doctrinal exposition.

Successive generations of teachers were trained in

the reading and interpretation of the Scriptures and in the content of
Sacred Tradition.

Simultaneously, they 11ere trained in the methods of com-

municating Truth to the people and · of fo:rming in them Christian char acter.
The following were the new elements introduced into culture and education of
that period:

(1) the religious elements centering in the life and person of

Christ; (2) the hope of everyone for eternal life; (3) Christian democracy
wherein all are equal before the Father; (4) marriage given the dignit-.t of a
sacrament; (5) through faith the individual received from God the seed of
the spiritual life; ( 6) a hannonious system of philosophy and theology 'I'Thich

7Deferrari, .!2.1?.• .£.ti.,

p.

5.

11

prese..l'lted a tmified vie'IIT of the w.iverse; (7) history and language took a.
universal form because all men are potentially members of the mystical body
of CJh:rist.

8

Secondary aims , such as

kno~rledge*

culture, vocation, discipline end

efficiency, vtere recognized in their proper place and significance.

Schools

of different types \·rere established as occasion demanded, differing i..'t'l the
quality and extent of secular l ea.rn:ing imparted.

There 1vas no di sagreement,

horrever, about the ultimate aim of education and no variation in the r elig--lous and ethical conception of life set before the people in those school s.

They were altmys subordinate t o man's l ast end. 9
:l.lhere is one characteristic of Ca tholic educational philosophy which
distinguishes i t from all other systems-the continuity manifested in its
hist orical evolution.

The educational th:r'Ust of the Catholic ChU.Tch, from

its earliest beginning to the present, is basically the same .

The ultima te

aim it claims has r emained unchanged and the definition of education which

H. H. Hor-11e gave i n hi s book The Philosophy ..Qf. Education, namely, nan

intellectual interpreta tion of the meaning of education L11 rel a tion to the
whole of rea.li ty ," has been f onnula.ted by Ca tholic educa tors through the
ages.

10

II.

THE PA11'RISTIC AGE

(ca . 100..600 A. D.)

To avoid a lengthy treatment of contributions of the Patristic Age to

8

Redden and B.yan, .£E.•

ill·,

10nr ·
' .QQ.. ..QJ;_.
't , p. "'ox •
e errarJ.,

pp . 101-102.

12
Ca t holic educa tional development, mention wa s limited to the more important
pedagogical -vrorks of the Church Fa thers .

A specifically noted fact 1·m.s that

,in the Pa tristic Age w·ere l a.id the foundations for the structu._-re of reli-

gious education tha t l-1as reared by l a 1cer . generations..

It

~ras

al s o i mportant

to note that Ca tholic educators .in all ages have a ppealed to t h e

authori~J

of the Fa ther s with the same conf'idence as have t h e t h eologians and philoso..
phers.

11
The rela tion of Chr istian educa tion to Pagan learning a.nd culture

divided the Fathers of the Early Church into ti-ro quite vrell def ined groups.
One group , being of the Eas tern Church and called the Greek Fathers, held
that Greek philosophy contained much that was valttable for t he Chur ch .

T'n e

other group , being of t he hiestern Church a.nd call ed the Latin Fa t hers,
scorned Greek philosophy.

Each group made valuable contributions to the

evolution of Catholic educa tion .

'lb.us today, if a >vri t er wishes to s et

forth the Catholic philosophy he must be f amiliar vii t h the con tributions of
the Church Fa thers and their synthesis of Greek philosophy and Christianit,y.
~

Greek Fathers
. Follotdng a roughly

chronologie&~

Clement of .Alexandria. (160-215).

order , the first Father l'Ta s St.

He l·rrote the Stromata i n which he

explained the purpose of education a11d encouraged his f'ollouers to beeome
acquainted lid th the treasures of Greek learning.
..

'

.

His view i<ras followed by

the majority of the Greek Fathers, while the Latins generally 1>1ere averse to

11
De f errar:t.,
' .Q.Jl•

"t
c7 •
s_.,
pp. o-

13
such study.

12

A contemporary of Clement and his successor in the f amous Catechetical
School of Alexandria vm.s Oregin (185-254).

Particularly important from the

educational aspect was the universally accepted opinion that to Oregin, together with Clement, Christianity uas indebted for the earliest r ational or
scientific explanation of its essential nature.

13

St. Cyril of Jerusalem (ca. 386) 1.ra s the author of a pedagogical l'1o!'k
entitled Catecheses, the lectures of which Catholic educators regarded as
among the most precious r emains of Christian antiquity.

.! t 't>Tas of specie.l

interest to Catholic educators since it gave a fairly good idea of the
methods employed in the fourth century in the tea ching of doctrines. 14
A contemporary

of Cyril was St. Basil the Great (329-379), the founder

of monasticism in the Elast.

Catholic scholars U-l'lhesi tatingly rank hUll among

the greatest figures in Catholic history.
..Q!1

th~

RitW:t

~ .Qf.

He l'7l'Ote an .Address .iQ. Young Hen

Greek Literature, >'lhich was considered a sort of charter

for secular studies even as l ate as the Renaissance.

15

St. Gregory of Nyssa (ca. 394), a younger brother of St. Basil,
formulated llis educational principles in his Oratio Catechetica

Ma~.

He

followed the example of his distinguished brother in defining proper atti.

12
J. A. Neve, A Histor;z: Of Christian Thought (Philadelphia:
l!Iuhlenburg Press, 1946), I, 82-83.

13tbid~'. pp. 83-85.
14n f
0
·
e enar.i , .Qll•
CJ.. t • ; PP• 7'-u.
1~

-Neve,

SJ2.~

cit., PP• 96-97.
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tudes of student tow·ard pagan philosophy and culture. l6
St. Gregory of Nazianzus (330-390) was even more empha tic in insisting
on the value and necessity of secular studies.
of man's greatest privileges.

He rega.rded education as one

In :his Accusati ons Aga inst J\!.lian, he

denounced the attempt to deprive Christians of' the advantages of higher education, which he claimed to be a God.... gi ven right.
T1Iost important of the Greek

Chrysostom (347-407).
in the fourth century.

Fathers~

17

in some respects, vras St . JolLYJ.

He 1vas an eloquent spokesman for Catholic education
His uork

Concerning~

Education .Qf Children, has

been characterized as the finest pedagogical treatise of the Patristic era.
A part of ~his treatise deals with the matter of sex instruction.

Catholic authorities this work has never been surpassed.

To

Tlw other works of

this man, his treatise .Q!! The Priesthood and his Defense .Qi Honastic

~.

were helpful in understanding the principles of early Cati1olic education.

18

The Latin Fathers
St • .Ambrose (340-397) was the first significant personality of the
La tin Fathers.

His writings played a role in dete:rmining the direction of

education throughout the Middle Ages.

Of particular interest to the student

of education was his i·TOrk .Q!! ~ Duties Of The Clergy,
patterned on

the~

T'nis work 1'1'as

Officies of Cicero, the only important treatise of the

In content, Lt -constituted a real contribution to the formulation

Romans.

16

.

.

Patricius ., Sch..1.ager, . "Gregory of Nyssa," Catholic Encyclopedia, VII;
pp. 16-18.

17Deferrari, ..2J2.• cit., p. 8.

18_
. , p •9
•
IbJ.'d
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of moral teachings .

The hi@1 estimation in which Ambroseis discourses on

virginity 1>1ere held was noted a s a further example of his educa U onal
influence.

The lofty conception of t-romanly purH-.Y 11hich he expounded :Uf his

homilies determined in l arge the ideal for the educa tion of girls lll the
!Udelle Ages, 19

St. Jerome (340-420) ·was likewise held in high repute during the
Middle Ages as an authority on the educa tion of vmmen.

20

One of the greatest of the Latin Fathers influencia.l as a leader, vlas
St. Augustine (354-430).
Christian educa tors.

He ranks as one of the most outstanding early

His vast lee.rning, universally acclaimed in the t-rorld

of scholarship, has led some to proclaim him the most important and influential among 1lfestern Church Fathers.

He 1:1as the first of the Fathers to

realize fully the necessi t-.Y for a r a tional foundation for the f a ith,.

\fuil.e

none of Augv.stine' s w·orks w-ere 1acld.ng in pedagogical value, four, ~
Confessions, The City .Qf. Qru!.,

~

Treatise .Qn. Christian Doctrine, and

~

Catechezandis Rudebus, 1-rere of particular interest to Catholic educators.
Catholic lr.riters attributed to Augustine, more

tl~

to any single individual

among the Fathers, the refining influence which teachings of Christianity
brought \'I estern Europe; and l"Thich •·ras the necessary condition for the cul-

tural advance ti1at characterized the later Middle Ages. 21
The fifth century marked the fall of the Roman Empire, with its 1·i idespread political, moral, and social confusion.

That education during this

19J. F. Laughlin, "Saint .Ambrose," Catholic Encyclopedia , I, 383.
20D f . .
. t , pp. 9-10
e erran, ..QJ2.• . s..~
. •

21 Ib.id.
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period of chaos should have been at a lot-r ebb ttras not surprising.
surprising was that schools l>rere maintained at all.

What tlas

Catholic educational

theorists, men 't'tho i'lere not satisfied with merely conducting schools but 't'Tho
felt it obligator,r to restate the principles of Catholic education, rose up
from time to time.

Two ~.;riters from this period, Boethius (484-524) and

Cassiodorus ( 90-583), have contributed to the basic literature of the
Catholic philosophy of education.

22

Boethius, vrho has been called the last of the Romans and the first of
the Scholastics, wrote a treatise entitled The Consolations .Qf Philosophy.
Catholic authorities laud this study of philosophy as a means of bringing
man to the knouledge of God.

2

~fuile Boethius

\ms bringing Christian! ty and

ancient learning together, it i•ras Cassiodorus who gave as an essential
feature of monastic life, the scriptorium.

The work of transcending the

writings of the Church Fathers and Scriptural texts became a means of
developing Christian character and se.ving some of the treasures of divine
and human wisdom vrhich the onrushing tide of barbarism was threatening to
mreep away.

Tlw of his works are of special interest to Catholic scholars,

namely, The Institutiones .D ivinarum et Bumanarum Literarum, an encyclopedia
of sacred and profane literature;
Literarum; i-Therein occurs

fo~

and~

Artibus

~

Disciplinis Liberatium

the first t:ilne the pll.l"ase.

11

the seven liberal

arts. 1124

22
Deferrari,

.QJ2.·

ill·, P• 10.

23
\villiam. Turner, "Boethius, 1' Catholic Encyclopedia; II, 610-611.
24
Joseph Otten,

"Cas~iodorus, 11

Catholic Encyclopedia, III, 405-407.
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The story of .C atholic education in the sixth and succeeding centuries
, 'l'm uld be quite i ncomplete ui thout references to the work and influe:nce of
t'ttro saints of the Cat-'h.olic .Church.

These "b.vo sa ints vrere St . Gregory the

Great (540-604), uho reigned a s Pope from 590-604, and

st.

Benedict

(480-543), Father_of l-Jestern r·lonasticistn and found.e r of' the Benedictine
Order. · While · they- are not usually regarded as educational philosophers,
they nevertheless left

an · imp~ssion

upon educa tional theory and practice

that has persisted to the benefit thereof until the present day.

25

St, Gregory's .contribution ivas the organization and discipline of the
Roman Catholic Church and the spr eading of the Ca tholic religion t.L"U.-oughout
Western Europe.

Indirectly, by enforcing' much needed ecclesia stical

reforms, by founding a nUI!lber of monasteries, and by his writings, he did
much
~-

to influence · the · cours e of EUropean education. One of his 'VTOrk;s ~

..2!

c1ergy.

Pas toral~,

becem.e a stancla:t'd guide for the educa tion of Catholic

26
St. Benedict played an important role in the preserva tion of
civiliza tion ~

European

~~estern

The record of monasticism and mona.s-tic education

constituted so Vi tal · a chapter in the history of the Catholic Church and of
Wester-n. Europe tb.a:t no Ca tholic educator 1rm.s ·. able t o i gnore · it.

It vTas · the

r ecord of . the vroi•k of st . Benedict and his Order. 27 ·
' The immediate edu¢ational aim of monasticism during this period was

2

5Deferra.ri, Jm."

26

c~ R~

27

c.

436-439.

ill~,

P• 10.

Hudleston, ·"Gregory I, 11 Catholic Encyclopedia, II,, 721-723.

C. Alston, "Rule of St. Benedictj" Catholic Encyclopedia , II,
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physical and moral discipline.

The ultimate a:i.m of monasticism \!las identi-

cal ui th the purpose fo:t.• which i Jc was organized, namely, the salva tion of
the hu.ma.n soul.
taken for the

But the chief educational contribution v1as the measures

p~eservation

of learning.

The schools and monasteries of this

time contributed to the development of a secondary school cu..ryiculu.r:n by
establishing the seven liberal

CI.Tts~

This uas significant, for -vrith the

organization of universities , ''Thic..lJ. came

later ~

the seven liberal arts

bec&1le the content of the f aculty of arts.
By the thirteenth centu1"'J 1 the \lork of higher education vias carried

by the various f aculties of the 1.miversities:
medicine.

arts, theology, law, [:JJld

Kno'I'Tledge 'ttTas held to be the most important proximate aim of edu-

ca tion and the ver'IJ basis of a liberal education.

T'.nrough va rious steps the

student acquired a lrnowledge of t he seven liberal arts; a knowledge of the
three philosophies--metaphysical, practical, and natural;. and fin..<tlly, a
lmowledge of theology.

All lvere proximate to the achievement of the ulti-

mate aim of all medieval edt.tcation...... the attain.ment of the supernatural end
for which the individual was crea ted.

28

These representatives of the La tin Fathers
typical exponents of the Patristic Age.

~vere

considered the most

These l'rere the Catholic scholars

who kept the lamp of learning btU"'iing in Western Europe during the so-called
Dark Ages-

Ca tholic 1<rriters \'lere more generous and spoke of this time and

its influence on educational life as the i'!iddle Ages. 29

28
J •. A•. Burns and .Bernard J. Kohlbrenner, A History :Q! Catholic
Education lB.~ United States (rle\'1 York : Benziger Bros., 1937), pp. ·3-5.
29

neferrari,

.QE.·

ill·,

p. 11.

HI.
the
the fourteenth centuries in

the sixth

to discover more of the background of

Catholic

of the

educational activity was

decline

fall

Empire

the

and
discipline,

the
Catholic Church lay,

but it

course,

(Teutons)
of nobler conduct.

It developed and spread around them art in its manifold

and family, of master and servant.

It

him a Htu.rgy by which he could

give praise to God and visibly express his worship,.
tutions of learning.

And, i t gave him :lnsti•

Each of these had a marked influence not only on the

period itself', but on the future as well. 30
This period was significant to the develo}.J!llent of Catholic education
in t:r.t.&.t grea.t leaders sprang up from time to time by whose effort the torch

of learning was kept aglow.

20

The Early Middl~ ~ (ca . 70v"'-1050)
Scholarship and learning i'Tere not maintained e.t a hi gh level during
the period of history designated as the Early Medieval Period.

History

points out that this '·ras due to a number of causes; largely economic and
political.

Nevertheless, educational progress >ms on the move .

Cherishing

the treasures of t'Tisdom and the ideals of education secured from the Fathers,
educators of this period prepared the 1:1ay for the flm·rer:i.!1..g of Catholic
scholarship that \'Tas to occur in the later rUddle Ages and in the Renais-

.

. 31

sance.

Behind .Anselem, Abelard, and other great scholars of the eleventh
and. t>1elfth centuries there ·were generations of steady and sound growth
of Christian scholarship and institutions in Western Europe • • • •
scholars increasingly recognize that the break bet>~een the t>~e13~
century and the century just preceeding it was not a sharp one.
Many names in the history of Catholic education belong to this early
period.

They "t-rere men vrho rose above the level

bf

their cont€illporaries and

either by means of books they wrote, the schools they set up, or both, added

to the capital of Catholic educational tradition, and thus the formulation of
a definite philosophy of education.

The Venerable l3ede, Alcuin; Charlana.gne,

Alfred the Great; Rabanus lilaurcus, John Scotus Eriugena, and Gerbert, w·ere
singled out for special mention as having shed more than a fitful light upon
the alleged darkness of this period. 33
Charlemagne (742-814) and Alfred the Great (849-900) were noteuorthy
as medieval rulers who showed a genuine interest in education.

31Burns, .fm.•

.

c1. t., p.

33Ibid., p. 12.

4.
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Deferrar;t, .2J2.•
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effective

m~asures

to extend the benefits of schooling to the clergy and

They could not be credited vti th having made direct contri-

laity alike.

bution to educational theory, · but they did introduce educational i"efonns,
the effects of \·Thich vrere ·felt long .after their respective reigns had come
to an end..

The influence of AlcUin ( 735-004) , the scholar uhom Charlemagne

engaged to organize his palace school and l ater appointed as his minister of
education, Has more direct.
teacher and

administratol~p

theological subjects.

Ilis reputation rested mainly on his work as a
although he t<Jrote · on many educational as

1~ell

as

His letters, hmrever, contained invaluable infor-

mation whiCh projected a. fairly accurate picture of the literary and social
conditions of

~1at

period.

He rejected the study of the classical litera-

ture in his l ater life and emphasized the ascetic aspect of the monastic
life.

He l:ilnited his pupils a.11d monasteries in general to the study of

sacred writings.

His great service t-Tas to bring leB.I'I1..ing to the support of

the Catholic Church.

In conjunction with Charlemagne, he demonstrated

that

intellectual training was quite as essential to the 11relfare of society as
efforts at purely religious and moral betterment. 34
Rabanus I•Iaurus (776-.856) surpassed in brilliancy his great teacher
.Alcuin.
Universe.

He was the author of several \mrks, including an encyclopedia,

~

Like .Alcuin, he had some slight knowledge of Greek, but his chief

interest was in dialectic instead of in grammar.

Dialectic he termed the

science of sciences,. 1-rhich teaches how to teach and hov1 to learn. 35

3.4-paul r.1onro e, _!. Brief Course ln.~ History Qf. Education (New York:
The Macmillan Co., 1917), PP• 125-127.
35
.
:
Ibid.; pp. 127-128.
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John Scotus Eriugena (ca. 810-887) was frequently ranked as the
g:reatest scholar of his time.
scholasticism.

He was by some considered: the precursor of

Eriugena was well versed in Greek learning , including the

writings of the Greek Fathers.

He brought ]:l..is va.st knmdedge to bear upon

the 1wrk of systematizing Catholic thought in such a way that reason vrould
be given adequate recognition in the solution of the philosophical problems
involved.

In this vlay he contributed to the study of dialectic and did much

to revive interest in philosophy.

It must be noted, hm·rever, that there was

much in his teaching s that was irreconcilable

~ th

Catholic dogma und that

many of his doctrines have been condemned by the Churcn. 36
Gerbert (ca. 950) vras a renovmed classical scholar and a student of
philosophy.

Bett er than any one individual, he helped Catholic educators to

apprecia te the fact that learning and intellectual interest generally w·ere
not vli thout eloquent spokesmen in the latter half of the t0.nth century.

He

aimed, by teaching, .l'l'ri.ting, a..11d collecting manuscripts, to transmit an
enrichec1 inheri t a.nce of the Catholic educational tradition to succeeding
ages. 37

The Latel' Middle Ae;es (ca. 1050-1300)
Catholicism has inherited from the period of the later l-Iiddle Ages a
treasure of educational wisdom which Catholic educators consider equal in
richness to the heritage received from the Fathers.
is surpassed only by Divine Revelation.

3nJ:;lOnroe,
..
't
.Q:E.• .£2....·,
p.. 128 •

In Catholic opinion, it

The age was one of ex traordinary

37 Ib-td.
....
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intellectual vitality.

The seeds of Catholic learning smm in the early

centuries and carefully cultivated, by .numerous zealous students, both clerical and lay, eame to full flowering in the establishme.<'1t of universities

It ua.s vlithin these universities

throughout the length a.."l.d breadth of EltU'ope.

that fonnulation of the philosophical system known as Scholasticism

~ras

established. 38This system was described as being "about as near to fo:rmal
perfection as a..11y the world has ever seen. 1139
The universities were distinctive products of t.'IJ.e Latin Church.

The

history of European education, from the tv·Telfth to the tvTentieth century,
rTas unintelligible vii thout an 1.md.erstandirlg of the part they played in the
spread of learning a11d in the training of the Western mjnd in the processes
of logical thinking.

It ims in this period that Church leaders became con-

cerned with fusing all teachings of the Church into a consistent set of
doctrines vthich could be philosophically defended. 40~s marked the transi tional stage betvTeen early Christian thinking and the Rennaissance.
Schola§ticism,

A movement to rationalize the teaching of the Catholic

Church began during the later }IIiddle .Ages.

This movement and its conse-

quent system of philosophy was described as Scholasticism.
A controversy arose at the beginning of the Scholastic period over
tbe

r~u.tw.·e

of

kno~rledge,

splitting the schoolmen into two opposing camps.

38Deferrari, .QE.• cit., p. 13.
39C. ~i. Coulter and R. S. Rimo~aczy, Ji La~ • s Guide 1Q. Educational
Theoty (N·e1~' York: D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., 1955; :PP• 57-59.

40Ibid., PP• 57-58.
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They were the nominalists and the realists.
tinued for a century.

The battle between them con-

The realists, under· the leadership of .~selm (1034-

1109), insisted with Plato that ideas constitllted the only real existence;
that reality 11as the result of t-hought.
mystic elements of faith.
of the Church.

This resulted · in emphasizing the

To lmou the truth, man must believe the doctrines

'llJ:le nondnalists, under the leadership of Abelard. (~070-1143)

and Rog~r Bacon (1214-1294), followed the teachings of .Aristatle that ideas.
concepts; al1d Ul1iversals had no separate existence but were generalizations
from individual objects~

Reality consisted only in tangible things.

Thus,

they .emphasized, the test of reality lay not in faith or authority J but in
reason alone. 4l
Scholasticism, as defined by the Catholic Church• was the attempt to
develop a rational method of dealing

~ii th

heretics.

T'ne only way to success-

fully meet heresy, said the schoolmen, vras by convincing argument, by successful debate.

Debates t·rere 't·ron by collecting data and so arranging it to

reasonably defend a position already t aken.

The schoolmen undertook to find

and organize the materials necessary to prove the reasonableness of the
doctrines l>Thich the Catholic Church had long formulated.

They aimed to pro-

vide a ratic;ma.l basis for the Catholic faith rather than an authoritarian or
trad.i tional one.

The whole thrust of Scholasticism was to shovr how the

Church's doctrine, while not independent of faith, had a rational basis.
Thus Scholasticism stimulated people to think and ·tr.e period

. .

profound thinkers.

produc~d m~

42

4l '.
'
Coulter and R:i.monaczy,

.QE.•

ill· ,

p. 61.

42 Ibid.., pp. 59-60.
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It was during the rise of Scholasticism tha t many universities sprang
up in Western Europe,. a fact which produced a gTea t influence on Ca t holic
educational ·philosophy.

The interest of this research, hov1ever, Has in the

men i'tho made the universities t'l'hat they were, and who by reason of their
profound scholarship, their superior conpetenee in the. art ·of teaching,
a ttracted such large bodies of students to these centers of learning . . i.fany
of them 'VTere · educational theorists as -v:ell as practical educators.

They

have left trea tises vThich were of inestimable value i n fo:rmulating the
Catholic philosophy of educa t i on. 43

g.

II'homas Aquinas.

The main figure of the later f'Liddle Ages and one

who was and is considered the greatest of Catholic educational theorists,
was St. Thomas .Aquinas (1226-1274).

His monumental achievement of system-

atizing the t.heology and philosophy of Catholieism has earned for him an
undisputed place among the great Doctors of the Church.

His~

Magistro

was frequently cited as "an excellent example of scholastic philosophy
applied to education. 1144nov-rever, it \<Tould

be

a mistake to have assumed that

from this work alone could be gained an adequate idea of Aquinas 1 philosophy
of education.

His ma.,jor w·ork Summa. 'l".aeologica, must be considered in order

'tha t an unders·tanding of his basic principles might be gained. 45
Althou@1 primarily a theologian and only incidentally an educator,
the viel-fpoint and philosophy represented by Aquinas was so inextricably

44Ibid •• p . 14.

45p,. J. Marique, The Philosophy of Christian Education (New- York :
Prentice-Hall , Inc., 193'§),'" pp. 27-29 •. ·.
.
,.
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connected with education that a surama.r-s of his work was necesSa;F.f.

His was

the synthesizing vrork of effecting a compromise between t'wo Hideiy contrasting vie1·rs.

The contention vras between the .Averroists (founded by an

Ar abian scholar), to 't'Thom truth -vras a matter of reasoning, and the
Augustinians, to whom truth

\'laS

a matter of faith only.

task to ;reconcile the two view·s.

Aquinas made it his

He contended that both parties to the dis-

pute were measurably right and each measurably wrong,

He held that there

were -&\oro different realms of truth, each complementary to the other, each
separate from the other, each to be apprehended in a different way. 46
The philosophy sustaining the compromise was not simple.

In his syn-

thesis, Aquinas took the ground that mind is a separate mental and spiritual
f aculty with potver to reach out and grasp ultimate truth.

The processes by

'orhich this could be accomplished were thinking and learning.

According to

Aquinas, truth is peculiar; it is not created by man but by God; it is
static, changeless and eternal; God himself is truth and all created things
are governed by it.

But the most important point which Aquinas stressed ua s

that truth may be discovered by man through the exercise of reason and
intelligence.

.t-1an is imperfect and he must develop from ignorance to kn.ot-T...

ledge through learning.

He has been endowed with intellect that he may be

able to achieve knoii"ledge and truth.
man's unaided intellectual effort.

But all truth cannot be apprehended by
Some truth may be apprehended without

outside aid, but it is only by resorting to faith, revelation, and grace,
that he is able to compass the higher truths of theology and the final end

46
coul ter and R:imonaczy, .2.£· cit. • pp. 60-61.
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of man. 47
Aqumas further held there are
the lo1-rer..

~To

types of reason--the higher and

By . inference, he established that there are also tuo distinct

fields of thinking:

The first; having to do with nature in all its mani-

festatii.ons; and the second, haVing to do ui th the supernatur81-theology.
The first field of thought changes; the second is changeless.

There can be

neither connection rtor conflict because they are on different pl anes, eaCh
being reasonable in its separate field.
things; it ·wor.ks up,mrd ,
celestial to mortal.

The fanner starts with man and

The l a tter begins '(·r i th God and \<Iorks

dovm~mrd

from

Thus conflict between them is unthinkable. 48

· Aquinas accumulated an intellectual reserve 1·/hich centuries of study
and r esearch have not exhausted .

Catholic t heologians, philosophers, and

educators alike continue to draw from that storehouse of scholastic thought.49
Other S.choolmen.

There ivere other prominent schoolmen who made con-

tributions to the capital of Catholic educational philosophy .

The writings

of these schoolmen included outsta nding encyclopedic works such as the 1-1ork
of Vincent of Beauvais, the Speculum Majus; educational treatise by the same
author,

~

Erudi tione Filiorum Regalium; a similar \"lork, De Regi.mine

Principum by Aegidio Colonna; contributions
Ma~us,

to science by St. Albertus

Roger Bacon; and others; text s and manuals such as

~

and !Q. of

Abelard; and the Erudi tionis Dida.scalicae Libri Se·otem of Hugh of St.

47Coulter and ·Rimonaczy, .QJ?.•

49

Deferrari, .Qll•

ill•,

ill· ,
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pp. 60-61.

48Ibid., pp. 62-63.
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Viotor. 50 Ca~1olic educational theory and practice are deeply indebted to
these medieval teachers, both individually and as a group.

I4any of their

ideas have been discarded and some have been proved erroneous; mru1y of their
practices are now outmoded; many of the problems with which they Hrestled
are today considered of no monument.

:aut on the whole, Ca tholic authorities

hold these scholastic theories to have enriched the fu..l'ld of edu_cational
't'dsdom.

l'Jhat Has considered most important by conteJnporary Catholic T·r :riters

wa s the f a ct that these scholars maint ained an unbroken tradition of scholarship.

This constitutes one of the principal glories of \vestern Catholic

civilization. 5

la.

J. Deferrari quoted P. J. McCormick, a Catholic historian,

to substantiate this position:
What has survived today in universities or higher education and
largely in secondary education is the direct bequest of the scholastic
teachers, who not only preserved the literature of antiquity, and
stamped education with the ·mar k of Christian principles, but who in
their 'Wrks • • • laid the basis of the education of modern society. 52·
IV.

THE HUI'iANIST PERIOD

(ca . 1400-lqOO)

The J.>iiddle Ages gave vray, i n the f ourteenth century, to the begi.Jliling
of the Renaissance age.

'!'he Renaissance v1as essentially a return to the

philosophy of life

forth in

shOiin

tile

classic literature of Greece and Rome.

There, the leaders believed; vias the great treasure of literai"'J Health tha t
would satisfy their longing for artist:Lc expressions; would :f'ur:nish t..'Iem
rdth a wee~th of noble thought and a spiration; and 1·muld a t the same time

50neferrari, .QJl• cit.; pp. 14-15~
51
Burns ancl Kohl brenner, ..Ql?.•

ill·,

pp. 14-15.

52ne f erra.r2,
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provide a means for self-developnent to a degree impossible rd.th the

our~

riculum of the IUcldle Ages.

It was largely a reaction from the religious atmosphere of the Hiddle
Ages iii th emphasis on human qual:i. ties t'l'h:i.ch resulted in the birth of the
Humanist moveme...'lt•

The education of man as man, with only secondary

importance attached to his vocational needs; was thus emphasized .

In the

view of the Humanist educators, this could best be achieved through the study
of classical Latin and Greek w-ritings.

'.rhe term humanities arose to indi-

cate the contributiorl that the classic litera ture could make in the development of human virtue and perfection. 53
One cherished idea of the modern world for l·l hich Catholics Here
indebted to the Humanist movement was that

of

a liberal education.

Among

the Ancients; Aristotle had made the distinction betvreen the practical and.
the liberal studies. · The distinction i'Tas not heeded among Romans, hmrever.
Catholics, bent on the mission of evangelization, ;.rere forced to restrain
tendencies tmmrd subjects the primary value of which was theoretical.
Humanists stressed the full development of the individual.

The

Underlying this

position TJTas the · follmdng statement ta.'k:en from the wri t i 11..gs of Petr..ts
Paulus Vergerius, Italian Huinanist and professor a t the University of Padua:

We call those studies liberal which are Horthy of a free man; those
13tUdies by which ~·Te <3.ttain and lJractice virtue and wisdom; that education which calls forth, trains, and develops the highest gifts of
body and mi nd •·rhich ennoble mensfld which are riehtly judged to rank
next in dignity to virtue only.
·

53coul ter ·and Rimonaczy, ..QE:• .Qii., pp. 61-62.

54Paul Monroe, .! Text-Book 1£ ~' History ..Qf Education (Ne~" York:

The f.!acmillan Co., 1912), P? • 3!51-352.

.

This HUL1lanistic influence was first granted a place in universities
of Italy· and later spread to the universities of Northern Europe.

Petrarch

(1304-1374), 1r1ith 1rrhom Humanism began, took upon himself the task of
recovering the Latin of the Pagans.

He was personally responsible for the

recovery of many ancient manuscripts.
~ue

The recovery of Greek writj_ngs vias

to the presence of Clur,ysoloras, a Grecian from

Constantinople~

He had

come to Italy on a diplomatic mission and taught for f our years at the
University of Florence.

Interest in this language t.;as revived through his

influence on l ar ge numbers of students.

Eventually a vrhole rievl literature

\lras offered for the pleasure of the cultured man.

Throug.h this revival and

the preservation ·of manuscripts during the MidcUe Ages, the modern uorld has
come into possession of the chief l·m rk of the Ancients l<Thich are present
today. 55
Historically, three forms of Humanism existed:
Catholic Humanism.

broad, narro1rr, and

The broad form existed in Southern Europe.

The inf luence

was l argely on Greeco-Roman culture uhich aimed for a hannonious developnent
of the individual in all aspects of human life.
Greek ideal of a liberal education.
in Northern Eurepe.

It was patterned after the

The more narro'l'< form of Humanism thrived

Its educational thrust vras directed toward a ttainment

of social refor.ns rather then the achievement of individual happiness.

The

Catholic form of Humanism had for its ultima te aim the fulfillment of the
individual's final destiny.
meaning of the tenn.

Jts proxima te aim v-ras culture in the fullest

The best illustra tion of Catholic Humanism and the

55r.ionroe, .Ql2.• ..Qti., pp. 352-361.
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fulfillment of its aims may be seen in the educa tional vrork of the J esuits .
Their immediate aim vras culture.· Its purpose was to develol? and discipline
all the powers of the boy; to fo:r:m a man before training a specialist.

In

b1·ief, the Jesuits sought the fono.ation of a Catholic man of culture and

, 56

scholarship. ·

V.

THE PROTESTPlTT REVOLT

(ca . 1500-1600)

The sixteenth century marlred the first real break in the continuity

of educational tradition, for there vms no longer one universally accepted
philosophy of education.

The thrust of the fifteenth cent-ury i•ras literary

end aesthetic; it involved the recovery and appreciation of the classical
li teratv.res.

The interest of the sixteenth century 1-;ras ethical and theo-

logical; it involved criticism and reconstruction, rather tha!r appreci ation. 57
The most fv.ndamental feature of this period was the changed char acter
of the Renaissance in the North, for the Renaissance in Germany was not to
be distinguished from the Reformation, satre in

spj~t

and in its outcome.

The interest of the Ite~ia.n Renaissance was largely in classical and pagan
literature.

The Teutonic Renaissance was in the study of Christian liter a-

ture and the ''(fri tings of the Christian Fathers.

As vm.s prerlously stated,

the one was concer.aed with personal culture; the other in social reform of
morals and religion.

One was indiVidualistic and self-centered, the other

was social · and reformatory.

56Redde;n a nd

Ryan., .QE.•

The explanation of the difference 11ras found

cit. , pp. 62-63.

57r1onroe; .Q.E.• cit., pp. 351-353 .
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partially in

~~e

f a ct that the civilization of La tin countries was based

directly upon classical institations.
of the Pagans i'Iere ever present.

There the traditions and influences

The civiliza tion of the Teutons, on the

other hand, had been a direct outgT01i'r th of their Christianization .

There

was also the f act that the Teutons possessed a moral and religious bent,
while the Latin mind was predominantly secular in its in·terest. 58

A momentous movement was under way after October 31, 1517, when
!4artin, Luther posted his ninety-five theses on the university church door at
ifi ttenburg.

Primarily a religious event, the Protestant ReYol t had :i..nL'D.enSe

consequences for social, political and educational affairs as we11. 59The
immediate effect on education everywhere vras injurious.
wrote:

The noted Erasmus

"Where Lutheranism prevails, there the sciences decay. "~·Ielanchthon,

a prominent practical educator among Protestants declared:
Studies which should develop the intelligence as \<7ell a s morals are
neglected and nothing is left of general knmvledge; what is called
philosophy is empty, fruitless deception ivhich leads to quarreling.
True wisdQm uhich came down from Heaven to control man's emotions is
banished. bl
And Luther saw the effects of the movement he was leading, for he
as having said:

"E.'Ve:ryi--rhere schools f all into decay..

1>ras

quoted.

It 'VIill come to such

a pass that schoolmasters, pastors and preachers must resign and devote

.

themselves to ha.:nd\-tork . n

~Ol'U'Oe~
60

.QJ2.•

62

ill• 1 pp. 351-353.

59lbid., pp. 418-419.

.

I. L, Kandel, Histo;o:: .Qi Secondary Education (Ne•·r York:
lUfflin _Co., 1930) , p . 71.
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One effect of the Reformation that had a e,rreat influence upon education in the United States Has the .transfer of authority from the Church to
the . State.

Luther appealed to the civil authorities early in his break.

In

the confusion that was everYl·I here so real, with the hold of the Catholic
Church gone in many German sta tes, and .the Lutheran denomination not yet
strong enough · to command, respect a.."ld obedience, the responsibility for the
establishment of schools was thus placed on the civil authorities.

Luther

advocated th8.t the school day be 1.-vm hours long, learning a trade at home to
be ·the occupation of the pupil vThen not in school; that curriculum be humanistic, but that to Latin and · Greek be added Hebi'e1'f and the vernacular; mathematics,

science~

and music; and that education shotud be state supported and

contro~led. 63
' The immediate effect in Germany of the dissolution of monasteries and
religious houses 11'as a decline in attendance.

The loss in numbers

particUla:r'ly evidenJc in the case of universities.

'~<Tas

In 1530 Luther stated:

The universities of Erfurt and Leipzig and many others are deserted,
as well as boys' schools everyl~'here, so that it is lamentable to think
thereof, ru1d little Wittenburg almost alone must do its best.64

On the · other· hand, some1-rhat to balance this decline, . must be mentioned the
establishment of ne1•1 universities during the Reformation period. in Gennany.
Catholic universities 1fere also established in the Gennan sta tes in the same
period.

65

63Burns,
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VI.

THE CATHOLIC REVIVAL

(ca. 1500-1600)

The Protestant Reformation ltad mrept over the greater part of Europe
i'Tithin a short period of time.

Catholicism t-ms, hot<Tever, able to regain

parts of Europe \"iith its coilllter refonnation or revival.
reaction aimed at three specific th.i.ngs:

This Ca tholic

First, to bring about certain

reforms in life and discipline; second, to arrange the teachings of the
Church into a CO!llpact authoritative system as over against Protestantism;
and third, to reorganize the whole political and institutional machinery of

the Church to meet the netv situation.
Papal Refonn
The refol'!Il spirit that had been felt for a number of years prior to
the revolt led by Luther eventuated in two chief measures:

One vras the

appointment of the commission on Reform by Pope Paul III i.YJ. 1557; and the
other was the summing of the
met at various times over

2

Ecum~1ical

Council of Trent in 1545.

The l atter

period of years, its final reports being made and

66
.
d m
. 156sJ.gne
)..

'fuile the Commission on Reform was instrumental in calling attention
to some of the prevailing abuses and evils in education, i t "t-Tas the Council
of Trent that vras really influential in effecting educa tional reforms.

Per-

haps the most important educatioh.:-'ll achievement of the Council of Trent "t-ras
the decree that every diocese should have its mm seminary for the preparation of priests.

66

Burns,

~·

Preaching in the vernacular was recommended., the Silllday

cit., p. 14.
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school for religious .education was to be established, the parish school was
to be reopened wherever it had been closed, and teaching Orders tvere
encouraged.

The general decrees vJere to be adapted locally by diocesan

synods. 67
Educational Orders
SemD~

education became the established type of preparation for

prospective priests.

This was followed by the formation of teaching Orders,

These institutions ivere formed as part of the Catholic reaction to the
Reformation and became the most significant influences upon Catholic education in the United States.

Of the teaching Orders, the t>vo which were

most significar1t i n the formulation of Catholic education in the United
States i·mre the Ursulines and the Society of Jesus.
founded by St. Angeha 1'1erici in Italy.

The Ursulines Order 1vas

She considered the rel i gious edu-

cation of girls the greatest need of the time,

T'.ae Order spread from an

informal modest beginning throughout Europe, and -vras the first to establish
a g;irls school in North .America.
Pope Paul III in 1540.

The Society of Jesus was recognized by

This Order addressed itself to the br:i.nging of some

kind of order to the chaotic condition of the Catholic European schools.

68

The success of the Jesuit schools may be attributed to several
factors:

First, the teachers v1ere better prepared than the average human-

istic teachers; second, the methods o:f instruction employed, mainly catechism, \vere

super~or

tuition was charged•

67

'

Burns, .Qll•

to the method in vogue at the time; and third, no
The influence of the Order spread immediately; and as

ill·,

p. 14.

68

.I12!£l.' pp. 15-16.
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6

the educati onal ivork grew , numerous institut ions sprang up. 9
CATHOLIC EDUCATION ll~ THE UNITED STATES (ea. 1600-1962)

VII.

. The beginning of education
referred to as a period of

j_n

the .American Colonies 1<ras of ten

trc~splantation.

educational theories prevailing in the
Colonis ts.
on

The types of schools and the

~iother

countries \<Tere adapted by the

Insofar as these Colonists i·l'ere Catholics, they

a tradition

as old as the Catholic Church itself.

~;ere

but carrying

The line of development

\.

lias therefore continuous, although the connection of American education with
European \·ras to be found rather in the philo.s ophy and motiva ting spirit of
education than in the actual schools.
Neither parish, · cathedral, monastic , nor other type of medievd.l
school was carried mrer to the neM world.

No exact duplica tion of European

educational prac·tices l·Tere made by the early colonists.. Thi s was due prima.rily to the disparity of conditions in the i;i>m continents.

The schools

toot tvere involved :in the settled cultural life of Europe Hould have scarcely
been suited to the s avage, primitive life that auaited the explorers and
miss ionaries to the Indian.

But the spirl t of Catholic educa·tion Has kept

alive even Ui1der such different

circumst~~ces,

and the philosophy of Catholic

educa tion has never l acked able defenders in the course of the centurics. 70
Teachers came forvmrd

l'Ji th

new fol'!llUJ.ations of the principles of education

a -'3 occasion demanded, but never changing the primary aim of t he Churc.'IJ...

a result there is today a vast educational structure, t he 1w:rlc of past

69

Burns , ..9..P-•

ID•,

p. 16.

70 Ibid·., pp. 18-19.
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decades.

Many educators have made contributions to this

str~cture, 7~et

"there is no dishann.Qny in its sever al parts, for each suceeeding addition
has been laid in place under the careful supervision of one Master

~~ilder,

the Church. '172

Q.gp. trary Educational Philosophies
The tvrentieth centur; is characterized by an interest in education

that may be said to be well nigh universal.

It has given .r ise to conditions

that render a statement of Catholic educational philosophy imperative, for
education today has become the battleground of conflicting philosophies of
life.
The influence of the sixteenth century Naturalism on education , l'Thich
is today the principal opponent of Catholic philosophy, prevails.

It is

significant in institutions of higher learning, and its teachings are chan.neled. down to the lower schools.

Prag}Ilatien, 1r1hich is ba sically natural-

istic, is especially prevalent in the >·T ritings of American educators.
John Dewey and his follm·rers, i n the form of experimentalism , have
sponsored the movement kno>m as Progressive Education.

The movement has

sv1ept .America by stom.
Hegelian Idealism has been for some time in the ascend.8ncy in Gennan
and Italian educa tional drcles.

lt has strong supporters among educational

leaders in the United States.

71 Deferrari,
York :

.Q.E.·

cit., p. 19.

72
F:ranz De Hovre and Edvrard Jordan,
Benziger Bros., 1934), p. 100.

Catholicism~ Education (New

The philosophy of Comnn.m:lsm has not only gained complete control of
life and education i n Russia, but i t has found its ws.y into at least some of
the schools of practically every land. 73
'l'he doctrine of Nationalism, which Catholic educators have termed the
dominant philosophy of modern times, was more influential than any of tl1ese
systems .

At the same time, hol-rever, it made use of the t enets one

Ol'

the

other expedience dictated.» How i t affects education may be seen by a study
of the public school system and by a revieu of the legislation passed in
co!l..nection ~Ti th education. 74
These several philo sophies are either vtholly or in part antagonistic
to the teachings of Catholicis.11.

Their efforts to secure control of edu-

cation of the young constitutes a direct challenge to Catholic educators.
Catholic educators a ttempted to meet this challeng e.

They have written

volume on volUme of educational theory and practice in order that the
principles of education be set forth and defended against what they consider erroneous conceptions on 't'Thich modern philosophies are based. 75
Contemnoraty Catholic Educational Writers
Mention must be made of the encyclical letters on education before
closing the historical development of Catholic education in the United
States~

The encyclical issued by Pope Pius XI is called The Christian

Education .Qf. Youth.

73Deferrari,
York:

H gives the modern world an authoritative presentation

.QQ.•

_g;h1. , p. 18.

74Ibid., pp. 267-2:77.

75F:ranz De Hovre and Ed1·rard Jordan, Philosophv ~Education
Benziger Bros., 1930), pp. 1-16.
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of the Catholic position on the more important of the controversial points
in educational theory and practice.

Thus the encyclical may be said to

constitute a modern charter of Catholic education, taking precedence over
but not supplanting the works of other 1·1 ri ters on the subject.

It uas the

intention of the Pope to direct, not to suppress the activities of Ca~holic

6

educators.7 rrence, the Church holds that the theory of education ey.pounded
in the encyclical must be supplemented by a study of the works produced
other Catholic

l·Jrl ters

b~

who have specialized in the field of education. TI

·Contributions to the philosophy of Catholic education from the turn
of the present centtu-y included the viorks of Burns, Shields, De Hovret
I1cGucken, F-1 tzpatrick, ·l arique, Redden, and Kane.
spokesmen of Catholic

education~

These are some of the

Coupled to these writers is the authori-

tative 11rork ~Catholic Encyclo·pedia, as well as many series of doctrinal
dissertations w-ritten at the Catholic University of .America by students in
the department of education. 78All these works have made their contribution
in the fonnulation ru1d analysis of the Catholic educative process in the
following pages of this study.
VIII.

SUMNARY

T'trls chapter was a survey of the foundational roots of Catholic edu..
cation in relation to its philosophy.

76ne r erra.n,
·
·

It was noted that Catholic educational

·t , p. 19 •
..Q:Q.• .Q.;!,_.

77The reader is referred at this point to the Appendix 'tihich contains
specific points of the encyclical ~ Christian Educa tion .Qf Youth.

78 Deferrari, .2.12.• .£.ll., pp. 19-20.
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philosophy 1va:s not forged at a given ·time.

Ra ther, it had twenty centuries

of evolution; from the t jme of its fom1der, Christ, to the pres ent vast
system of educa tion in the United States.
Catholic author:!. ty 1fas t.-racecl to Christ.

Because Chris t sanctioned

the Church, Catholic educators have stressed the f act t.l-:lat its educative
thrust is infallible.
In the first century education was simple pr each:lng.

As i t

encountered various pagan philosophies, hmvever, it needed educ:a tional formulations to sustain it.

These evolved around the education of the whole man.

The educational fomulations began with the Church Fathers in their attempt
to sjnthesize Greek philosophy and the teachings of the Church.
Two types of synthesis vrere formula ted:

Those of the Greek l!,athers.

who felt that secular learning could make a valuable contr-lbution to educational philosophy; ancl those of the La·tin Fathers who e.YJ.deavored to realize
fully the necessity for a rational foundation of the faith.

This uork l.Yas

carried on through various types of schoolst cUlminating in the medieval
universities.
cation.

Krio~Tle<lge 1-u:as considered to · be the most important aim of edu-

In order that the individual milih.t attain more fully his supe:t'-

natural end, Catholic educators felt that scholarship wa s the

anm~er.

Then the decline of the political 11orld brought disorder and chao-s;
Scholarship deciined duri..'lg this tim.e.;

·.. ·

The Church felt that discipline was

the ans't;er· to the lawlessness that prevailed.

It <·ras with the rule of

Charlemagne in the Early Middle Ages tha t the reorganization of education

begari.; ·It started wi:ih the palace schools >·:here Charlemagne appointed
.Alcuin to be minister

·or

education.

Alcv.in rejected the pursuit of secular
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studies, emphasi zed ascetic aspects , and brought educa tion in support of the
Church .

The elements of Greek secular education vTere revived >-rith I'iaurus ,

Eriugena, and Gerbert, however, and came to full realiza tion :in the l a ter
Middle .P._ges.
I t was i n thi s period that Catholic leaders became concerned uith
uniting all teachings of the Church :into a consistent set of doctrines which
could be philosophically defended.

But a. controversy betv-reen the realists

a..-rid nominalists at the begirming of this period caused a debate as to where
the authority l ay-in fa.i. th or in reason,
-~Ihich

thought

1'his in turn produced scholas tic

reached its acme in t he t·rorks of Aquinas.

It vias bi s t ask to

synthesize faith and reason in relation to ultimate trut.h.

Aquinas held

that truth i·ras of God and i·ras changel ess, itrhereas man Has imperfect.

He

further stated t hat man -v;as endowed wi th an jntellect, making it possible
that some truth could be d..i.scover ed through reason.

Only through f ai t h ,

revelation? and gr ace , hovrever, could the final end of ro.an be fully unders tood.

This philosophy uas perfected by other schoolmen into a unity of

educational ·philosophy.
This unity tias disrupted some1·rha t by the Hmntmistic i nfluence in
revi~ng

the notion ·of s ecular educa tion and

Latin and Greek as a means of educa tion .
Protes tant revel t.

re-em~1asizing

the classic

The disruption culmmated in the

It marked the first real brealc in the continuity of

Catholic educational tradition, thus pos:t.ng a challenge to the Ca:t..110liC

Church • s right as the :i11fallible teacher.
T'ne Catholic revival, follmving the rebellion, afforded a new stimulus to educa tional refonr..s .

Founding of new teachmg orders such as the
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Ursulines and the Jesuits was its accomplishment.

These reforms became

influential in the transplantation of Catholic education in the nevr society
of the United States.
Ages.

Unchanged, however, remained the thrust of the Middle

Intellectual educa tion still attempted to fulfill the educational aim

of the Catholic Church-to prepare man for his final destiny.

,.

CHAPTER III
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CHAPTER III
CATHOLIC EDUCATION·;

ITS B.ASia THEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE

The purpose of the foregoing chapter was to investigate the background of

Ca~~olic

education in order to show its s i gnificance to contempo-

rary Catholic education in the United States.

The vast educational structure

of the present day -vras seen to be the result of past decades.

It -vras noted

that throughout its fo:rmulation the pr.ima:ry aim of the Catholic Church 1-ras
never altered.
Hence, to understand Catholic education in the present boundaries of
the United States, one must

kno"l'~

something of the theological structure oat

of wh:lch its educational philosophy vlas fanned.

The vTork of this chapter

vie,s to ascertain the ba sic theological structure of the Cath«?lic Church,
\"Ti th s pecial reference to its view of the doctrines of God,

man~

and sal-

vation.
I•

THE DOCTRINE OF GOD

The doctrine of God to which the Catholic theologians hold, is
reached by means of natural intellect rather than on the basis of fa:i.. th and
the Scriptures.

This position evolved out of medieval thinking, particu-

larly that of Thomas .Aquinas and his contemporaries.

Out of this scholastic

period, natural reason first established and allow·ed its
to be

supplem~ted

by a deductive exposition.

bl'm

demonstrations

As this intellectualism

developed, the problems l>hich Catholic thinker s f ound themselves compelled
to face seemed to 1t1a.rrant their trust in :rec:oo.1 that the age vtas adopting;

It seemed to justify their admission that natural theology must logically
precede faith and provide its rational foundation.
they felt was necessary, sli1ce the
the seat of Christi an authority.

non-~aristiru1

world did not believe in

For this reason i ·t was obvious to them

that the ul t:imate appeal could not be to f aith in
authorit-,y of the Chu.rch.

This tY'¥e of thi.l'lldng

l~evela.tion

nor to the

1

---

The Existenc.e of God

-.--.....

Thoma s Aquinas set the pace for all Ce.tholio theologians in his Summa.
Theologica.

He began, by means of reason, to prove the existence of God as

unchangeable, primary, necessary, perfect; and intelligent cause of the u orld
of experienced f act.

Catholics today still hold to the five famous proofs

of Aquinas in defence of the Catholic faith.

They believe that by human

intellect the existence of God can be established.

2 ~1e Vatican Council of

1870 defined that it 1·ras possible for the existence of God to be established
l<Ti th certainty from the evidence of created things and Y<ri th the aid of the
natural light of human reason.
Reason then, rather than the Scriptures and f aith alone, must be the
prj~ary

court of appeal; it must be regarded as competent to establish, by

its own resources, the foundation of faith, and to provide the logical proof
of the existence of God. 3 Because man is obviously an imperfect being whose

1

m, A. Burtt, T,ypes of' Religious Philosophy (Revised Edition; Ne"r York:
Harper & Bros., Publishers, 1951) t pp. 93-95.
2

Ibid., pp. 99-101.

3r. J. Sheed., 'l'heology £:ill!. Sanity (N~·r York:
pp. 31-32.

Sheed & liard, 1958),

iutelligence is limited, the manner in \'Thich he understands anything must
reflect his limita tions, especially when the thing understood is infinitely
greater than he.

The Catholic solution to this problem is that man must

make ttro distinctions \•Then dealing with the nature of the Divine :Being.
First, he must distinguish the attributes whose meaning is essentially negative from those which ca:rry positive implications.

Among the fo::rmer belong

such aspects of God's nature as eternity and infin:i.ty.
expression of the divine transcendence of the finite.

~ith

Second, the problem

These are all applied to God by

arises only with the positive attributes.
analogy,

These are s:tmply the

their application to finite things .

Therefore, say Catholic

theologians, God t s nature can be 1mown through analogy. 4
The foregoing distinctions and the results reached by their aid are
vital to the basic Catholic theological structure.

The whole point of vie-vr

so far as concerns man's knol'Tledge of God rests on the threefold conviction
that:

human

reason is metaphysically competent up to a certain point; but,

incompetent beyond it; and, the determination of that point is one of the
matters that lie vtithin its c0I!lpetence.

Without the firs t conviction, the

u1 tima te appeal t'lould have to res t on revelation and authority r ather than

on reason .

On that basis there would be no

an~·rer

to the questions of those

who are not moved to accept the authori't'J of revelation.
above

reas~m

could logically be a.llm1ed

'Vii thout

Not.lti.ng lying

the second conviction.

God

being fully lmot-table by man l'Tould possess no trans.c endent nature and there
would be no need or place for a divine revelation to supplement human lUlOW-

4Burtt • .212.• ill·, pp. 114-116.
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Without the third conviction the first Hould go by the board. 5

ledge.

The Ca tholic basic belief concerning the nature of God '"as also
establiShed in the· Vatican Council of 1870.

The cotmcil defil1ed it as

follO\IJS:
T'nere is one liVing and true God, creator and Lord of heaven and
earth; omrdpotent, eternal, eminent, and incomprehensible; infinite
in intellect and uill and in all pe:-tfection; ~rho being one, singular
absolutely simple and unchangeable spiritual substance is to be
regarded as distinct really and in essence from the -vmrld, most
blessed :i..n and from Himself and unspeakably elgvated above all things
that exis t or can be conceived except Himself.

Once Catholic theologians have proved the existence of God. by means
of natural reason, they

tt~n

to revelation to establish the na tQre of God.

They speak of this as the doctrine of the Holy T-.cinity.

This doctrine,

Catholic scholars believe, is one of those absolute mysteries which humen
reason by itself could never have discovered or even thought possible. 7
The entire dogmatic portion in the development of the Triune God
began

~dth

ti1e Apostles Creed and its amplificationt the Nicene Creed.

These CJ;'eeds are, in the main; expositions of the doctrine concerning the
Holy 'l'rinity.

Hm'l'ever, it was the Athanasian Creed vThich actually fonnu-

l ated the doctrine of the Trinity to which Catholics hold,

I t is in part as

follows:

5Burtt, .Q."Q.~ cit., PP• 115-117.
6

c.

St. Louis:

A. Coppens, A Systematic Study .Qf.lllit Catholic Religion (3rd Ed.• ;
B. Herder, 1904), p. 125.

7A. G. Mortimer, Catholic Faith and Practice (4th Ed.; Net<r York:
Longmans, Green, &: Co., 1900), pp. 12-1~
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• • • that 't<Te honor one God in Trinity and Trinity in Unity neither
confounding the persons nor separating the Substance. For one is the
person of the Father, another tha:b of the Son, another that of the
Holy Ghost. But of the Father, the Sonp and the Holy Ghost the
Divinity is one, the Glory equal, the majesty coete.rnal. Such as the
Father is such is the Son, such the Holy Ghost. The Father is uncreated, the Son is uncreated, the Holy Ghost is uncreated. • • • the
Father is God, the Son is God, the Holy Ghost is God; • • • and yet
ti1ere are not three Gods, but there is one God. • • • the Father is
not made by anyone nor created, nor born. The Son i s of the Father
alone., not made nor created but born. The Holy Ghost is of the ~,ather
and Son not nmde nor created nor born but proceeding. 8
II~

THE DOCTRINE OF l1A!~

The second step in establiffi1ing the Catholic basic theological struc-

ture vias to determine its vie-ws concerning the nature of man and sin. This,
like· the Catholic doctrine of God, Has approached by aid of fundamental ideas
derived from Aristotle and emphasized by Thomas Aquinas. 9
~

Nature ..Qf. ~
l~i th

included:

respect to the Catholic concept of man, the follo'i'Ting areas 'lvere

his origin, his nature; his supernatural elevation, and his fall

with its consequences.
The Ca tholic concept of man begins vrith the creation and all the preparation Qed had made before He created man.
necessary to fit the vrants of man.

The earth's adaptation Has

All the other parts of the creation are

only a contribution to the support, the comfort, the pleasure, the knowledge
and the mental and moral elevation of the human f ami1y.

8

Coppenst

9..:9..~

£ll.•,

pp. 137-138.

10
Sheed, .QP.• cit., PP• 130-131.

10

9Burtt, .Q.l2.• cit., p. 117.
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The account in the first

~vo

chapters of Genesis gave Catholic thee-

logians two ba sic statements about man:
and likeness. • • • n

"• •• let us make man to Our image

11
andt "· • • the Lord God fonned man of the sli.I£1e of

the earth and breathed into liis f ace the breath

ot

life ru1d. man became a

living soul. 111 ~ere is the basis of the .Ca t.'holic concept of .the tvro-fold
element in man.

The slime represents the body as the sensitive f aculties;

the likeness of God represents the soul a s the rational and moral f aculties.
Hence the dichotomy of man-body and soul. l3

It was a matter of opinion among medieval theologians uhether Adam
i'Tas created in a state of innocence and aftenv-ards raised to a supernat- ural
state, or

~Thether

he tvas origi:nally created i n this supernatural state.

The

fanner was probably t he most common view before the fifteenth century,
although it was not held by Thomas Aqu,i nas. 14since then, Thomas' viffiv has
prevailed, namely, that Adam >-ras created in the supernatural state of sanetifying grace, free from sin, holy, just, and pleasing to God.

\'lith this

1-vent also freedom from concupiscence, pain, and death, together 'I'd th a high
degree of lmowledge infused by God into Adam a t the moment of his creation. 15
This aspect of the doctrine of man was also defined by the Council of Trent.
H.w, endowed 11ith a spi:d.tua.l nature, was not orJ.y a rational being

but was also capable of religion or '\>TOrship .

In this capacity for

~rorship,

even more than in the possession of ·r eason, he differed altogether from the

11Genesis 1:26, Douay Version.

12Genesis 2:7, Douay Version,

13Sheed, .9Jl•

14J;bid., · P• 133•

.

CJ. t.,

PP• 130-131.

15
coppens, .!lll• Cit. • pp. 167-169; and Smith,

.QJ2.•

ill·, pp. 320-325.

rest of crea tion.

Me.n only, l1as the part of God's creation which possessed

a spiritual nature.

16

The immaterial or spiri tua1 part of man may be considered as a. sub-

stance endOl>Ted with special faculties such as intellect, f:tee vTill, etcetera, end in its mm nature independent of the conditions of s pace to 't"lh ich
matter is subject,

Being a substance, it is capable of existing apart from

the body, and so exists in purgatory until the last day.
united to the body.

Duri ng life i t is

17The Catholic doctrine defines this to be the soul of

man, and it holds that the soul of man is immortal.
defined by the ·Fifth Council of Latern.

This position lvas so

18

There are three theories concerning the origin of t he so\4 • namely,
Traducianism, Generationism, and Creationism.
advoca te is the Crea tionistic theory.

The position vThich Catholics

It holds that the human soul is

crea ted and infused into the body a t the first moment that there is a body
fit to receive it.
The Cati1olic position on the fallen sta te of man i s as follows :

He

"ttm.s crea ted in a supernatural state of sanctifying grace and was pl a ced on
trial.

He vTas surrounded by all that was needed to minister to his happi- .

ness and to enable him to serve God.
a very close communion v1i th God.
one exception.

It was in this sta te tha t man enjoyed

He 1vas free to folloirT his des ires vri th

God, in giving him permission to eat of the fruit of every

tree imposed upon him one lavT of obedience, vlhich was in fact a limitation

16 .

· Snn. th, .Q.B• cit,, pp. 42-43.
18
Coppens, .2.12.·

,m.,

p. 160.

17
Sheed, .QE.·

ill· ,

pp. 128-130.
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of his intellectual natu2·e.

He must restrain himself from eating of the

tree of knovrledge of good. and evil.

Th.e purpose of the prohibition \vas

evidently to test man's obedience.

The ·yielding of Adam vras a fonna.l and

grievous sin of disobedience.
as God.

~1is

also linplied pride and ambition to be

19
·catholic theologians hold that rebellion of all the htilllan passions

against the rational will comes from Adam's sin; and it allures to sin, but
it is'' not sin.

This struggle of the soul may come from a determination,

when man 'is bent upon some sin, not to 'listen to the promptings of divine
grace.

Or it may be the very opposite; as when the struggle consists in

the state of temptation to sin.
iarly

This phase of the nature of man is pecul-

lmci~m as concupiscence. 20
Adam, before his sin, did not ·suffer from concupiscence; he was

gifted wit.tJ. integrity.

Although this has not been explicitly stated in so

many words, the Council of Trent clearly defined it in the fifth canon as
original sin.

It

says that concupiscence is sometimes ca lled sin because

it rises from sin and inclines man to sin; hence it follows that before
there 'l'Tas sin in Adam, there was no concupiscence in him.

The ba sis of

these conclusions was t aken fl;'om Genesis 2;25, " • • • and they 1-rere both
naked • • • and were not ashamed."
The N'ature

21

.Q! Sin

Certain tenns used by Catholic theologians should be clarified in

19coppens,

21 Ibid.

.QE.•

ill·,

pp. 169-170.

20

Smi th, .2£•

cit.,

PP~

324-325.
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considering their concept of sin.

First, natural, strictly speaking, means

that 1<1ith t\fhich man is born as opposed to i·l hat is acquired; but it is used
also in another sense as that which belongs to an individual because he
belongs to a certain species.

22

second, preternatural is that

i~h:Lch is not

required by the nature but does not transcend the order of that nature.

It

perfects that nature vithin its own limits idthout raising it to a higher
order ..

Freedom from concupiscence, for example, is preternatural. 23T11ird,

superrtatural implies that •·rld.ch is superaddecl. to the natural and in theology
means t'l'ha.t is above the essence and requiren.e nts of any crea ted nature. 24
Fourt..ll , concupiscence is the same a s the word desire, and signifies the
year-cing of the soul for some good or fancied good >·Ihich it does not possess.

The t.rord itself does not indicate itJhether the object of desire is

good or bad, nor \'lhether the desire originates in the soul or in the body, 25
Catholics hold that rnan lost, by the fall, all sU:pernatural grace and
those preternatural gifts with vrhich God had endowed him, although the
Divine decree immediately ti'ent forth tha t in vi:rtue of the redanption to be
wrought by the i'Jord made flesh, the r ace should be resto!'ed to the supel'natur .1 destiny it had lost.

The supernatural gift of saTJ.ctifying grace

1vas not given back to the r ace as a >•Thole, hol'rever_. : It was to be given

only to · individuals on the fulfillment of certain conditions .•

26

Before the fall, man had sanctifying grace and pretel'Ilatu.ral gifts

22

Smi th, ..Q.E.•

2
4Ibid.,
.

-

26

ill·'

pp. 324-325.

·pp~ 46-47.

coppens;

.QE.~ .Qii~,

23~·;

p.

322.

25Ibid •
pp. 170-171; and Smith, .2.E.• _ill., Pl)• 338-339.
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such as, great knoi'lledge, self-control, immortality, and happiness .

Adam

disobeyed God and lost this sanctifying grace and the prete:r:natural gifts.
Man , being a descendant of Adam, inherits only tha t which he possessed

after the fall.

The most important f act concerning the fall is tha·t: man

lost sanctifying grace.
nal sin.

Tl..1is is l'r hat Catholic theologians define as origi -

Since Adam sinned, the only human person l'Tho has come into the

vrorld preserved from original sin is the Blessed Virgin Mary.
always filled with sanctifying grace.

Her soul v1as

This privilege is called, her

Immaculate Conception. 27
Furthennore, Catholic doct:dne states that by the fall man did not
lose the image of God, nor did it render the soul substantially bad or C0mpletely depraved, for the second person of the Trinity

in the Inoan1ation

took on Him a nature substantially the same as man 1 s,. and certainly He
assumed nothing that was substantially bad.

28

The nature of original sin, as explaLTJ.ed by Catholic vrri ters, is as
follows:
Men are nmv born deprived of sanctifying grace, or 1dthout that
grace which they ought to have; this privation had its origin in an
actual sin, that of Adam; and it is identicaluith the state to whiCh
a Christian is reduced l'rhen he commits a mortal sin. 29
Catholic doctrine reeognizes several ty})es of sin beyond original
sin.

First, sin in general is explained as the transgression of God's

27N.

A. 11cGuire, Baltimore Catechism !Q.. g, (Official Revised, Text;
New York: Benziger B:ros.,, Inc., 1941), pp. 19-21; and J. c. Gibbons,~
Faith ..Qi Our Fathers (83rd Ed.; New York: P. J. Kened & Sons, 1917), p. 220.

28
sheed; ..2J2 •....Q.U •, pp. 16()...163.

29

Coppens, .QE.• cit • , pp. 171-172.
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la-vr. 30second,

actue~ sin is any wilf'ul thought, desire, lwrd, action, or

omission• forbidden by the l aw of God. 31Thiru, venial sin i s a transgression of God's l aw in some slight matter or even in a serious matter
when the sinner believes it is only slightly 'I'Trong or does not give full
conse.""lt. 32Fourth, mortal s in is a grave offence

aga.ill~?t God's .law· "Thieh

brings s piritual death to the soul by depriving it of its superna tural life;
sanctifying grace. 33These various degrees of sin are intricately uoven into
the ministry of the Catholic Church.
I):I.

THE DOC1l}t;I11E OF SALVATimT

The Catholic doctrines of

Christ~

Redemption, and the Church; com...

bine to reveal the plan of salvation for fallen man.

The ba sic theological

struct-ure of the Catholic Church is culmina ted in this distinctive area .
The Nat11re ;91. Christ
Catholic doctrine describes l1trist as being the Son of God, born of
a

Virgm~

He lived a perfect life, suffexed and died for man's sins, was

buried, rose really and physically on the third day and a scended into
heaven from where He carne.

Christ, by His passi on, death, and :rest1.L""Tection,

merited the salvation of all mankind.

In other words, heaven would have

been closed forever to all, had it not been for the 1·rork of Christ. 34

30F+: J. Connell, ~ ~ Bg1timo:re Ca techism No • .2, (Official
Revised Ed.; New York ;
~ I bid., p .. 358.

Benziger Bros., Inc., 1943), P• 368.
~ Ibid.,
· · .
.
p. 369.

"

Ibid., p. 365.

34A. G. Nortimer, Catholic Faith and Practice (4th Ed.; NeH York:
Lon@ll8lls, Green, & Co., 1900), pp ~ 55-59.
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The question asked b:Y Catholic scholars 1o1as:
take place?
for sin.

v1'11y did the Incarnation

Thomas Aquinas axls"&"re red that ·the Incarnation was the r emedy

This is the position V.Thich predominates in the Catholic Church

today.
The Inca_"Y'flation of Christ

~;as

the great revelation of God, for "in

Him dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead bodily.» 35The Incarnation

revealed to man the purpose for w·hich he "\fas created, the goal for -vrhich he
must e.im, and the perfection to

•~hich

he must attain. 3G

The Incarnation was defined as the union of the Divine and human
nature in the one Person of

~he

Son of God.

~1e

Catholic Church accepts

the Athrulasian Creed concerr.d11g the nature of Christ.

It reads as follmvs:

Our Lord Jesus CP..r:ist, the Son of God, is God and I•le.n. He is God,
of the substance of the Father, born before all ages~ and Nan, of the
substance of His !IIother, born in time. Perfect God e.nc1 perfect f.1an;
consisting of a rational Soul and human Flesh. Equal to His Father,
according to His humanity. Although He is God and .Ma...11.~ still there are
not ~m, but one Christ, not by the conversion of the Divinity into
Flesh, · but by the assumption of the humanity into GOd. Perfectly one,
not by confusion of substance but by unity of Person.37

The Nature .Qf Redemption
When the 1:10rk of Redemption had been accomplished by Christ it was
· applied to men's souls by the Holy Spirit.
Ca tholic doctrine tems ey.ace.
~rithout

being due.

This a pplication is l'l·hat

The tenn denotes something that is given

J:t i s a supernatural e,-rift, therefore, it cannot be

reached by natural po~rers'. 38The sacraments and the holy sacrifice of the

35colossians 2:9, Douay Version.
j7Ibid., pp.

1~176.

36c. oppens,

~·

·t pp. 174-175 •
.m._.,

38Ibid., p. 191.
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mass are the chief channels tb:r.ough which the f :rui ts of Redemption and ·the

It may be

blessings and gr aces of God are a pplied to individual souls.

s a id that the Church i s the vehicle by the sacramen ts ·(;ll.at man r eceiveB

grace. 39 .
Grace is either actual or hahitualp a ccording to Catholic doctrine.
These viet'ls of gra ce \vere established by t he Cmmcil o:f Trent.

Actual

grace is defined as a "superne.tural help from Goo., enabling man to perfonn

e. good act • 1140No a ction of man has any superna tu.ral value unless it be
elevated . above its na ture by the influence of the Holy Spirit.
action must be

~;holly

Every

penneated with grace; \vhich must, in turn, affect

both the intellect and t he will.

Act~lal

grace i s needed for

~he

beginnings

of faith and for every good work that i t may receive a supernatural reward.
Actual &-:race cannot be had before habitual grace is receiV'ed. 41Habi t ual
grace is defined

as

a "name for sanctifying grace i·lhich is obtained by

Baptism. u 42This is a s piritual qu.ali ty ennobling the soul, eleva ting man's
nature to a new o:rder of bei ng, malting him the adoptive son of God, freeing
him from original sii1, and making him heir to eternal life. 43

The prinoipal effects of seJlctify:tng gxace are:

First, the

struction of ail grievous sins, both original and actual.

de-

The sta te of sin

consists in the privation of sanctifying grace which o'Ught to adorn the
~··--------------

39G, D. Smith (Ed.), ~ Teaching .Qf. ~ Catholic Church (Ne't<r York :
The M:acmillaJl Co., 1949), I and II, pp. 71-72.

40Connell,
2

.

.Q.R• c~ t.,

P• 358.

4 Smith, .!2.!?.• cit., p. 66.

41

Coppens, .QJl• gi t., pp. 193-195.

soul.

'Hhen sanctifying gra ce is obtained, grievous sin i s t h€3reby d&-

Second., i t makes man Christlike--the same s t ate man ue..J i.Vl before

stroyed.

the fall, for "as many of you as are baptized have l)Ut on C:r1. .rist. 1144Third,
habitua l grace makes man holy and supernatt1.rally pleasing to God.
man becomes an adopted son of God.

Fourth,

Fifth, sanctif'yi.11g grace brings r.<dth it

many infused values and gifts of the Holy Spirl t. 45
The Council of 'rrent 1le:fi ned that man may f all from grace into sin.
Sru1ctifying grace is \·/holly lost by mort al sin; but there is a general
agre ement that it cannot be partially lost by venial sin, else multiplied
venial sin would be equal to a mortal sin? whi ch is a contradiction.

Venial s i n, however, temls t o lessen the supply of actual grace and t..'lus
paves the
~

~.:ray

Natu.re

for mortal sins. 46

.2! ~ Church

The Ca tholic Church a lone is the divinely established means by \•Thich

sanctifying g-.cace is brought to the vrorld and t he full fruits of Christ 's
redemption are applied to men. 47
The doctrines of Christ and Redemption~ according to Catholic theologi ans, affected humanity as a :race only.

Some means, therefore, 11J'as

neGded to transrni t the gifts which flmved from t han to the individual of
~thich

the race was composed.

It was necessary that Christ should be more

44GaJ.atians ·3:27, Douay Version.

45cop·nens ·
...

'

.Q.:Q.•

cit., pp. 208-209; and HcGuire,

..
4··6Coppens,
.21?:• ._ill. , P• 210.

.Q.:Q.•

cit., pp. 46-47.

than transient if He was to effect its purpose in the pe:rmanent restoration
of man's
He

fe~len

complet~l

nature.

the

ta&~

For t his

end~

therefore, Christ founded the Church.

just prior to the ascension when He commissioned the

Apostles to make disciples of aJ,l nations.

Before this He had instituted

the sacraments, chosen the twelve Apostles, instructed them by iVOrd and
deed, and conferred u pon them the po-r1er of teaching, ruli..""lg; and sancti-;
fying. 48s:tnce Catholics claim

truJ.t Chris t is found only

in the Church 1'lllich

He established, t herefore vlhere the Church is, t here is Christ..

Along v1i th

this f Catholics hold that in order to obtain grace, man must become a
member of the Church 'l<rho is the sole dispenser of grace.

To be a member of

the Church the sacrament of baptism is necessar-Y'. 49rn oTder to ranain a

real member of

~cl1e

Church after baptism a person must continue to profess

the one true fa.i th, mus t not -.;fi thdraw from t.."ll.e unity of it by schism or
heresy, nor be excommm1icated by legitimate aut..hority because of serious

.
50
sms"
The Council of Trent states t..hat the chief a ttributes of the one
true Church are authority, in:fallibili ty and indefectibility.

First, the

authority comes direc-tly from Christ through Peter and other Apostles vrhen
He bestoued the power of teaching and baptism upon them. 51second, infa.ll:l,hili ty comes through the special a ssistance of the Holy Spirit.

York:

The Chu:rch,

48s. I. Stuber, Primer on Roman Catholicism For Protes tants (Nevr
Associa tion Press, 1953~ P• 4.
·

49Karl Adam, The Spirit of Ca tholicism (Garden City:

Doubleday &

Co., Inc., 1954), pp. 54-55.
50

smi th, .9.12.• .£it.. , pp. 706-707.

51 Ibid., PP• 1026-1027.
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therefore, cannot er.r vThen it teaches a doctrine of faith or morals,..

The

Church teaches infallibility vthen through the Pope alone·, or by the Pope
l•7 ith a general council, or through the bishops, it defines a doctrine of

fait.~

or morals to be held by all the faithful.

52Tl:urd, by indefectibi;Lity

is meant the :permanent and substantially unchangeable nature of the Church.
This is in confonni ty w"i th the 1tdll of Chris·t Hho promised. to be vTi th His
·Church until the end of time. 53
Christ founded the Church in the form of a visible hierarchial
society with a monarchial head which is the Pope.

1'b.e Pope rules uith full

povrer, haviil..g jurisdiction over the Church . 54By such a :Eotmdation ·the Church
claims authority to . dispence grace, through the seven sacraments; to its
children-the laity.

The secret of the po't>rer ;-rhich the Church has over its

children lies in the possession of man from the cradle to the

gr[~Ve

and

even in pmrgatorJ, a pla ce of sanctifica tion of the soul. 55
The Church signifies Christ's body.

It claims not only to pel'-

petuate His presence in the 't>TOrld, but to speak vdth authority and to:
minister to all man 's needs.

The Church also claims to speak w·i th unerring

certaint-.r on all the necesSBriJ questions of the human soul.

This is to say,

the ·c:b.urch. is (.1) the d:ispel1.ser of gra ce; (2) the gua.rdian .· a.nd teacher of
truth; (3) tlle unerring .guide in morals; and (4) the dlTector of worship. 56

All the do@'na s of the Catholic Church are stampCd with the name of

52 .. 1

.

.

SuiJ. t h , ,.2.1?.•

.£.±.!•,
•

pp. 7i~72.

54-Ibid.: , pp ~ 70-71.

56
· -f/Iort:!Jner,

..Q:e.•

.

.QU., pp; 87-88 •

53Ibld., pp~ 730-731~
55.Adam;

.Q.E.• cit.,

PP• 209-210.
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Christ .

The

Chu~ch · holds

that they express each and every aspect of His

tea ching, and tl:m.t they aim at being nothi ng els e than truths of Chrl's t ' s
revelation presented to man by infallible
fundamental object of the educative

~<rork

authori~J,

~1is ,

then, i s the

of the Ca tholic Church .

T'ne dogma of Christology deliniates the person of the God-man and
describes the :r-adiation of the glory of God in Jesus Christ.

Tb.e dogma of

Soteriology sets forth the redemptive activitY' in His life, passion and
death, a.nd at the right h&<d of the Father.

The do@lla that concerns the

Trinity leads man to the fundamental source of this divine life--to the
bosom of the Father, and

joL~s

the actual manifestation of Jesus to the

eternal processions of the inner life of the '.rrini ty.
~ariology

The dogma of

describes the bodily and natural relation of the humanity of

Jesus and His redemptive work to His m-m blessed Nether.

The dogma of

grace secures the chara cter of redemption as unmerited and due wholly to
God; it sets the new ba sic mood of the redeemed, namely, love, peace, and
joy in the Holy Spirl t.

The dogma tlk•t deals

l>li th

the sacraments shG,fs how

the new life that welled up in Chris t is communicated to men of all times
and pla ces .
Fulfiller;

The dogma of Last Things sets forth Jesus as the Judge and
a.~d

shows how, 't'Then His redemptive 1-m rk is complete, He gives

back His lordship to the Father so tha t God may be all in a ll.IJ7
IV.

Sut>IMARY

Catholic doctrine holds that the existence of God is discernable by

57

Adam,

.!rQ.• cit., PP• 13-29 •
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natural reason, but His nature is to be learned only from revel a tion.

This

position 1<Tas formulated by Thomas Aquinas and is the basic position held by
Ca tholics today.

It was ratified by the Va tican Cou...TJ.cil of 1870.

The Catholic doctrine concerning man states that he is a creature
composed of bod.y and soul, created by God for the :purpos e of servil1g Him on
earth ru.1d attaining eternal happiness 1iTi th H:tm in heaven.

He was created

in a supernatural state of sanctifying grace, free from sin.
he vms placed on probation and consequently he disobeyed.

In this state

As a resu.l t, man

fell into discord tdth himself and God, but still being endmred '\vith a conscience and a free will, he is responsible for his conduct, ti1e norms of
l!lhich are predetennined by the eternal principles of the moral la'l-7.
moral lmr is immutable and is independent of man.

This

Because of the act of

disobedience, man los t the sanctifying grace, leaving hih'l in a state called
original sin . ·As a result of

origi.na~

· sin, man has an i ntellect less able

to attain truth, a 1·1ill less able to seek good, and a nature more inclined
to eVil.

Original · sin did not effect the nature of hv.man intellect and tdll

but deprived it of special powers vri th the 1-ri thdrawal of God's felloww..ip
from mail and the loss of the continual oper a tion of t..l!e Holy Spirit.

r-ia.n, · however, received from God the power to learn certain truths in
the natural and · supernatural order; and God has revealed to all men truths
in the supernatural order which, because of man • s limited capacity to learn

he could not learn

othe~rise.

God bestowed upon man certain supernatural

aids, such as grace, to operate beyond man 's na tural powers.
The Incarnation became the means by v1hich the supernatural gift lost
by the fall uas restored.

The Incarnation completed the 'vork of redemption;
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but the redemptive process of manJd.nd needed t o be a pplied to his soul.
Th.:is · .pplica tion vias a ccomplished {; JXough grace.

The CaJcholic Church, claiming Christ a s i·i:;s head and the Holy Spirit

as its guide, t akes upon itself the sole au·hllorit,y- of di spensing grace.
Tfl.is

gr~ ce

syst~.

is administered to

th~

soul of man through the sacramO'ltal

Thus, through the sacre,ment of baptism, certain supernatu.ral gifts

axe restored to man, bu·i:; the effeets of original s'in in respect to man's
intellect, will, and nature r emain.
The dogmas of the Catholic Church express every aspect of CP..:rist' s
teaching , so that men may be t aught to be Catholic Christians.

CHAPTER IV

CATHOLIC EDUCATION:

ITS PHILOSOPHY

CHAPTER IV'
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Catholic educators believe
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~~eological s~ucture

tha~c

ITS PIIILOSOPI!Y

the body of truth derived from the

must be interpreted and evaluated by the

unchanging nor.ns of its educational philosophy in oroer to be transmitted
by i;he most effect ive means.

The fundamental truths concerning man, his

destiny and origin have been held by Catholic educators through the

cen~

ri.e s al3 having a necessary relationship to their educational philosophy.
~1is

relationship reflects intimately in the field of a±ms and methods of

education, they maintain.

Therefore, in the content of this chapter the

nature and scope of Catholic education was set forth in an attempt to
determine its philosophy.
I.

THE NATURE OF CATHOLIC EDUCATION

The word education has no satisfactory single tenn to express its
nature.

In contemporary tili'les , how·e ver, Catholic educators have used the

tenus teaebi:ng and discipli,n e.

In this sense they feel the tenn teaching

is understood as the art of transmitting to the young the intellectual content of civilization; and the tenn disci}!line is used as the ini;roduction
1

of the young to the moral life of the community •

;LJ. D. Redden and F. A. Ryan, !!:. Catholic Philos onhr .Qf Education
(Revised llld.,; Milwaukee~ The Bruce Publish:i.ng Co., 1955 ., p. 23.
;
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Th!§l. Definition of Catholic Education

The following study of the definition of Catholic educa tion con•
cerned itself with infonnal education in an ind..i.rect sens e, for the te:rm
has a broad and a res·hricted raea.ning.

In its broad meaning education

embr aces all those e..""tperiences of the individual through ivhich lmoNledge is
acquired~

the i ntellect enligh·bened, and the will st·..cengtb.ened,

! n its

restricted meaning the t em is limited to the consciously plal'l. ned and systemat-ically applied fo:rmal education carried on through the various agencies
of education, chiefly t he school.
A

descriptive defini tioi1. of fol'mal Catholic education held i n

essence by Catholic educators as being correct is as follows:
Education is a deliberate and systematic influence exerted by tlre
mature person upon the :i.minature JGhrough instruction, discipline and
the haimoniotls developnent of all the po'l'rers of the human being,
physical, social, intellectual, aesthetic and spiritual, according
to their essential hierarchy, by and for their individual and social
uses, and directed tm;a.rd the union of the educa:nd with his Creator
·as the final end.2
In this definition, :influence is the dominant pr:inciple; instr uction and

developnent of povrers are the means; and to obtain the end for which man
was created is the objective}

A brief interpretation of the tenns in the above definition uill make

clear its' completeness, vGLlid.ityt and applicability ·to contanpora~J probla:ns
of education.
By the te:rm deliberate

Jlllil systematic influence is meant 11 the exel'-

cise of an authoritative and moral control over ~Q-le activities of others. 114

2
· Redden and Ryan, .QI>..• cit.~ p. 23.

4Ibid.,

:p.

24.
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It should be pointed out that Catholic education i s a lways concerned t1ith

bringing to perfection s ome

person~

whether it be a Child or an i mmature

This t ame, according to Ca tholic educators, is best accomplished

adtut.

through care and guidance by the matUJ.' e person in lvhom authority is vestea..5
The te:rm m.g.ture nersqu .m ~ j.mmat qre is tP..at uhie.. l-J. "regards the
teacher responsible for tmnS'1li tting to the pupil a d f'ini te cultural and

spirit~l

heritage."

6 Consequently, there follows the obligation of con-

trolling and directing the pupil's 1mrk accord:Ll'lg to a purposef\tl pl an. 7
Al~10ugh

instruction ·is only a mec-u1s of educa tion, Catholic edu-

cators hold the tel~ to mean· a very necess~~ mero1s and its importance
should never be underestimated..

This type of teaching empl'w.sized the

:necessity of a mature person over the imma t ure.

Instruction has for its

ai.Tli. the "presentation of truth in such a manner that the child will accept

it as true in i-tself, Or ~s co~ing from proper authority. 11 ~ Ins truction is
prima.I'ily directed t¢iia.rd haVing this heritage accepted and a ssim.ilated

py

volunte.ry a cts of the educand' s will. 9

tfue h.a:monious developnent means tha t the five elements of man'' s
nature , .physical, social, intellectucil, aesthetic, and spiritual, "should
be developed according to t..h.eir essential hiera:rehy or right order and pu:rpose, and consonant with the edttcand' s nature. n10Hannop.igus means not only

that one 'element in the person's nat-ure is

no~c to be conflicted v-tith a.YJ.other,

but that · each element 'is to support the other to securE?" a proper balance and

5nedden and Ryan, .2Jl• cit,, p. 24.

6Ibid., pp. 24-25.

8

9Ibi d.

1.121!!·'

p. 26.

-

7Ibid.
1

~Ibid.

that no element is to be neglected because of expediency or Changing social
emp.l'1a.Sis.

The rea son and the need for this har-111onious developnent is to be

found in the mli ty 11i thin man' s nature.
Po~rers

11

may be defined as the capacities by means of l<Thich "the indi-

12
vidual engages in activity of a particular kind. n These pm-rers are of ttv-o
kind, one is tenned cognitive and the other appetitive.

The cognitive

pmiers receive impressions from ivi thout; the appetitive respond. to stimulation from within.

The cognitive f aculties are those t-ihereby the indi-

vidual acquires knouledge from t uo sources:

(1) the sensuous and organic

sot.1.rce; (2) the spiritual and inorganic sources, including acts of the
intellect--fox example, judgment and rea soni.YJ.g.

The appetitive pm·Ters

respond to a particular good ·that is sought for and desired and thc."l.t is
appre.."l<J.ended by the intellect a s good.

There are t wo divisions of appetitive

(1) the sensuous passions 11hich must be properly directed and con-

powers:

troll-e d in te;rlils of established principles; and (2) the rational tdll which
a s a result of original sin has been weakened and consequently must be
strengthened through enlightenment, discipli...11e, and gra ce.

13.Another aspect

of the term has the meaning that "every method of education founded wholly
or in part, on the denial or forgetfulness of Origitlal Sin and of Grace,
and rel;yi.ng on the sole power of human nature, is unsound, tt14The trill power
of the individual must be specifically trained, in other uords.

1i

.

Redden and Ryan, .fU?.•

,m.,

PP• 26-2:7.

12

.

Ib~~ .. ,

P• 27.

13 Ibid., PP• 27-28.
14Pope Pius XI, Christian Education .Q! ~ (Nei-I York:
Press, 1957), P• 19.
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~J

the term :ilJ.dividual and socieJ. ~Catholic educators mean since

man is a social and moral being 11 i t follous t..'l:tat education is a moral activity which must consider the moral nature of ;man, the purpose fol' his
creation, the natural laws of moral conduct, and the question of htunan
liberty and conscience•

f-1an viewed in the light of his moral nat-ure is

revealed. not only as an individual, but as a social being. 1115The encyclical
on the ChJ:oistian Education .Q! Youth substantiates this viei·T in the

folloi>~i.ne

sta-tement:

It must be borne in mind. also that the obligation of the family to
bring up children, includes not only religious and moral education but
physical and civic education as 1iiell~ principally in so far as it
touches upon religion and morali~J.l
Catholic educators tnaintain that man was created to praise, reverence, and serve God in this wo:rld.

Thereby he

eternal happiness with God in Heaven.

wou~d

attain as his

ret~-ard

Everything in education must be sub.-.

ordinated to and directed
tov
Tard ...............
the.. final
end of man.
.
.· .
, · . _.....,......._

17

In brief, the Catholic definition of education in its broad meaning

embraces all those experiences of the educand from bot.ll the infoxmal and
foi'Jllal agencies through T;7hich knowledge is acquired, character formed, the
intellectual powers enlightened, and the will strengthened.

18
In the

restricted meaning of education, the responsibi+ity for the edue::md 1 s
developnent rests largely

~;i th

those forinal agencies 1-rhose function it is

to foster and safeguard the needs and inte:t-ests of both the individual and

5
l Redden and Ryan, ..212.• ill·, pp. 28-29.

16P· .
. J.US

17

18!'OJ.'d •

.

Redden and Ryan, ..Qll• cit., p. 29.

-

n·

,

.!rQ.•

·t

OJ. , ·'

p e 11 •
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society. 19
The foregoi..'ilg defmi tion and its expl anati on assert ed. the follot'ling
basic truths of Catholic educational philosophy.

In these basic

truths lie

the mea.Yl:Lng of Ca tholic education.

(1) intelligent teacher authority is a prime necessi~s in the educative process; (2) the child must be given specific instruction in
the social heritage and in the truths of religion; (3) the child
must be brought un.der Christian discipline ru1d learn hm-1 to discipline himself; ( 4) each of the child's powers must be developed and
fostered according to its natural importP.nce, or, as the definition
states, ttaccording to its essential hierarchy"; (5) the child must
be guided to become self-support:irl..g and self-d.irec·ting in the sense
that he may s tand before · God, 11 a l aborer t hat needet..~ not be aslu.:'l.llled";
(6) the child should be g;i.ven every opportunity to cooper a te >-rl"hh
other s £or the common t,ood; (7) t he child is not an end in himself,
nor is he a means to some other :persons end; and (8) all the pmvers
of the child, and the exercise and outcome of those pm1ers must be
directed to God, 11h:ls first beginning and his l ast end. u20 ·
The Basic Principles .Qf Ca-J;holic Edugqtion

The definition of Ca tholic education points to the fact t hat in the

educative process the rela Uon of t he ultima te aim. to the \vhole 1vork of
education must be constant.

It should be recognized, ho1·rever, that in

different periods varia tions in the theory and practice of education have
occua~ed.

Such varia tions were ·represents.tive of certain times , places,

and prevailing philosophies of life 11hich excluded fundamental principles
that. impose specific contr ols on theory and practice.

Ca tholic educational

philosophy is vi tally concerned. with ·t.."hese principles and controls.

In

every aspect of education Catholic educators have considered it important
t-o distinguish

19

be~·men

those element s that are f'undamen.tal and constGilt,

.

Redden and Rya..11, ..QI:., cit. , p. 29.

20

Ibid,., P.P• 29-30.

21

Ibid.
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and those that change either in the course of their development or through
social emphasis.

21

The constant elements are fundamental truths or principles

about man's nature, origin, destiny, and his relationship to God.
able elements include theories, practices, and metlwds.

The va:ri-

These latter ele-

ments nevertheless, have their source in and direction from fUndamental
truths.

22

Catholic educators ree,"8Xd certain basic pr:inciples as gi. ving congruency to the educe.tional philosophy,

They are enumerated as follous:

(1) The UniV"el·se '1-vas created by Almighty God and :l.s governed by His provi...

dence.

(2) Man is a creature composed of body and soul, created by God for

the purpose of serving Him on earth and attaining eternal happiness with
Him in heaven.

(3) ~ian, being endo~1ed vrith a conscience and a free 14'ill,

is responsible for hiS conduct, the nonns of i'llrlch are predetermined by the
eter-nal principles of the mo!'al law.
independent of men.

This moral lal·T is immutable, a.TJ.d is

(4) I•ran received from God the power to learn certain

truths in the natural and supernatural order; and God has revealed to all
men trut..lJ.s in the supernatural order ~rhich, because of man's linli ted capa-

city to learn could not be learned other'VJ'ise.

(5) God bestm-red upon man

certain supernatural aids to conduct, such as grace, that operate beyond
manis natural powers.

(6) As a consequence of original sih, man has

&..'11

intellect less able to attain

truth, a t-rill less able to seek good and a

nature more inclined to evil.

Original sin did not affect the nature of

2

laedden and Ryan, .9Jl• ,.ill•., pp. 30-31.

Franz De Hovre and Edvrard Jo:vdan, Cathol:i.cism ~ Educa.t:i:sm_ (Nevr
Benzi.ger Bros., 1934), PP• 23-24.
22

York:
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human intellect and i·Till but deprived it of especial and

powe~l

aids.

(7) Through bap'l!ism , certain superna tural gifts are r estored to .man; . but
t he effects of original sin in r espect to man 1 s intellect, i'Till, ,a'Yld na.tu.re
remain.

(8) r.1an by his very nature is a social bei ng, ha."r.ring obligations ..

to society and in turn being affected by society.

(g) Education vrhich is

a t one and the same time essentially an individual and a social process
must embrace the systema tic formation, develOp.!llent, and guidance of all t.lJ.e
legitimate pmrers of man , in conformity 't·7 ith his true nature and according
to their essential hierarchy. 23
. The ultimate aim of education, that of directing ,the educand tormrd
the purpose for 1-1hich he 1·ms created, is achieved from i;hese pr:lnciples.
The principles supply the fonuulating elements of the educational philosophy 1-rhich in turn direct t he educator in (1) t he setting up of objectives;
(2) the selection and al'rangement of curriculum materials for each of tile
levels of the educative process; (3) the selection of appropriate methods
i n the face of conflicting t heories.
This true philosophy also establishes a

"clea.ri..nghouse" 2~hereby

other ' philosophies of education can be evaluated and constructive contributions recognized and incorporated into .;:1.ctual pr s.ctice.

The va.lidit'IJ of

· the 'basic principles of Catholic education are based upon the follmring
tl1ree essential characteristics:

(l) it ·make s religion the foundation of

life ·and education; (2) it 'is universal a~d objective

u1

its applica tion

23Redden and Ryan, ..2£• cit., p. ;6; a.nd ,Chapter l!I, Ca tholic
Education: Its Basic Theological Structure.
2
4-nedden and Ryan, .2Jl• cit. , :p. 31:
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~egardless of time, place or social conditions ; (3) it is traditionally

sound in its principles as proved by the experience of the past and its
comprehensive possibilities for t he construc-tive guidance of t he fut-ure . 25

k

Aims Qf_ Catholic Education
What then is the Catholic interpretation of the a:iJn of education?

Authorities in the field recognize tt·ro main types of' educational aims.

The

primary aim is so to form the educand that he will be both fitted and determined .to strive

con~tantly

his eternal salve,tion.

26

tm.;ard moral

perfection~

unto the a ttainment of

This primary end of education is clear from two

(1) Divlne revelation, \<l'h ich informs ma:n t hat all human striving

sources:

must be directed toward the attainment of eternal happ:iness

'IITi

th God; (2)

human reason, which infonns man that he has an immortal soul which cannot

be destined for this passing vTorld nor satisfied with any material happiness alone but seeks complete happiness in possession of the highest goodr
'11J:1e pr:i.m.a.ry and ultimate aim of all education is identical

~Ti th

the purpose

for 1vhich man "t<ras created, to lmow God a...Yld to enjoy eternal happiness
Him in heaven.

i'i'i th

The lower or immediate aims, proximate and secondary in

character, are recognized as those aims llhieh contribute to the aChievement
of man f s final destiny.

Such secondary aims must at all t imes be subQrdi-

nate and adapted to the ultimate aim, as the natural is to the supernatural,

25Redden and Ryan:, .212.• ill•, P• 31.
K. J. O'brien, ~ Pro:A'i.mate ~ .Qf Education (a Dissertation;
The Catholic Un:i,versity of llillerica Press, 1958), PP• 198-.199.

26

\~ashington:
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the temporal to the eternal. 27
This ul tima.te end may be attained, at least pa:rtiaJ.ly, by the promotion of. the following secondarJ contributions:

(1) a sotmd moral. and

religious tm.ining in Christian principles; (2) an intellect disciplined and
enlightened by tru.th, a...TJ.d guided by the teachings of relig:ton; (3) a disciplined t<Till uhich, through achievement of self-control and a firm adherence
to moral principles; strives to attain the maximum level of human excellence; (4) an appreciation of the duties, obligations and rights of man and
society as ordained by the Creator; (5) a recognition of the order and harmony of the universe applicable to man, na"ttu·e, and society; (6) a love of
truth, virtu~ , and justice; (7) the acquisition of a fitness to ear.a a
li\ri.11g and make that living liveable ana. truly Christian.

28

Catholic educators point out that the seconda:t'"".f or loTtrer aims are
the means employed to realize the primary aim.

lt implies conscious effort

to form the educand by instruction, gu.i.dance, and diseiplin.e.

He should be

well fitted and determined to carry out life's 1·m rk <'l'i th interest and zeal
in conforinity to uncha...TJ.ging

raor~~

princij?les.

In this conformity; moreover,

the educimd rrill be disposed to strive not only tm<1ard.s his m·m i•i ell-being,
but also tmrard the lv elfare of others,;

Each person has a right to the edu-

cation aTJ.d training requisite for a successful pursuit of his temporal
vocation, and. for taking his place as a 1·rorthy manber of society.
the Catholic says, is not limited exclusively to temporal order; it

Z7 . .
.
Redden and Ryan,
28

.Q.'2.•

ill·,

pp. 90-91.

rbid., pp. 6-8; and O'brien, _sm. cit., p. 175.

Vocation,
~~s
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moral and spiritual implica·tions as l'l'ell.

Vocation is one of the means in

the achievement of the primar-y end of education. 29
The Synthesis of Catholic Educa tion
I n Catholic education the etemal and the ·tem.:poral elements fo:r:m a
synthesis which cannot be separated.
tributes to the former.

The achievement of the l a tter con-

Catholic educators maintain, fu.rthemore, it is a

f'unck'Une:ntal error of modern education to hold t hat preparation for present
life entails the tsrhole of education .

Noreover, either to deny a higher aim

in educa tion or to be indifferent to it, is to promote a fon'a of education

that is definitely one-sided and exclusive.

The educand may acquire from

such exclusive education a culture that not only l acks integration i n the
social and religious life of a nation, but also fails to contribute to his
own moral and spiritual "!'Tell-being.

Such culture is incomplete and inevi-

tably leads to an extreme form of individualisn unless integrated

~'lith

moralit,y and religion.30
CatholiQ education Should give the

educe~d

a body of truth , of both

human and divine origin, lvhich vrill serve to bring his conduct into confonni t,y with the Catholic philosophy of life and tri th the recognized
standard of civilization. 31only as these elements are combined can it truly
be said that Catholic education aims e.t the developnent of the 1-lhole man,

29Redden and Ryan, .2.12.• _ill• , p .. 91; and P. J. 11Iarique The Philosophy
~Christian Education (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1939), PP• 158-159.

~arique, .212.· .£.ti..,

PP• 142-145; and Redden and Ryan, .Q].•

3lRedden e.nd Ryan; .2!2.· _ill., PP• 99-100.

.ill•,

p. 93.
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at the integration of the personality, at the transfonnation of man' s
native egoism to altruism, at the modification of his social nature so that
he may regard a ll men as his brothers in Christ and coopera te with them for
the greater glory of God •32

.IJ:.
It has been

THE SCOPE O;F CATHOLIC EDUCATION

~~phasized

that man is a social being having obligations

to society and, in turn , is affected by society.

It follmvs then; that

education is not only an individual process but a social process as \'Tell.
The individual is born into the f amily and through the feiD.ily becomes a
member of society.

Society is an aggregate of many individuals, in.sti-

tutione, and ;functions, diversified in themselves yet capable of a high
degree of unification and integration.

Man must live in society, confonn.

to the customs of his group, and make the necessary adjustments to conventional stand..'U'ds; l aws , and social forces..

Experiences the i ndividual

must undergo as an inter acting and coopera ting member of society are intimately related to the achievement of his final end. 33
Certain types of education are essential in order to equip the individual to meet these experiences and to be successful therein.

Fundamentally,

each of these types require the acquisition of specific knm-rledge, the formatio:n of socially desirable habits and skills, the developnent of wholesome attitudes and appr eciations, a.Yld the a ssimilation of the essential
elements of the social heritage.

For this assimilation to be effective,

32Redden and Ryan, .QJl• .£1i•,
.

PPt 99-100.

33

l&:!4•, P• .191.
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the

socie~

forces ttrhich influer!Ce the individual's morality, personality,

and character must be brought under proper controls.

Catholic educators

contend t hat this can be accomplished only when all agencies and institutions constituting society are gbverned completely and administered
strictly according to t he unche.nglng principles of the moral l aw. 34
Those principles demand, first

of all,

that ~10 major elements, the

nature of the individual, and the nature of society, must always be taken
.

.

i nto account in providing types of ed.uca t ion .

These t't10 major elements

requir e tha t the t ypes of ·educa tion provided must be within the folla1'Ii ng
t hreefold classification:

(1) education as a moral-religious process; ( 2)

education a s a physical ·process; and ( 3) educe.tion as an i ntellectual process.

T'nis cla s sifica tion may be further divided into five areas of edu-

cation for specific application, namely:
aesthetic, and physical.

r elig'ious, moral, i ntellectual,

The scope of Cat holic education covers t hese

areas.

Religious education i s the primacy :function-the acme of Catholic
education.

It not only tri::Ulsni;ts to man divine truths of 11hich the Catholic

Church is the guardian, but also teaches con:fo:rmi ty to the u:ay of life
e.xe1Ilplified by Jesus Chris t and. codified in the tenets of the moral l mr.
Nan can fulfill the purpose of his c:t'eation only by conduct in confonnity

to these truths and this "tray of life. Religion , of necessi ty mus t permeate
all life and education .

Its teachings constitute the very core and foun-
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elation upon 1·1 hich all e<lucation must be fovnded.. 35
Certain fundame.nta.l t1'U.ths give Catholic religious bduca tion its
supreme importance:

(1) Han is a creature composed of body and soul, made

to the image and. likeness of God; (2) Nan was crea ted out of God's infinite
love and into man God breathed the living soul; (3) 'lhe s oul is t..l-J.e one
abiding, substa..'1tial, ind.i.visible, spiritual principle in man.

soul can never cea se to exist; it must, one day

rem~1

The human

to its Crea tor, by

Him to be j udged, and from Him to recei ve either the rei•ia.rd of eternal

happiness or sentence of eternal sorro1v.
In Ca tholicism , t herefore, education mu s t be directed mainly and

ultimately toi'lard the developnent and sanctification of the spiritual life
of the individual.

Tha t particula.r ty·pe of education l·Thich embraces the

only j_nfallible mea..'lls of man 1 s spiritua l ends i s found in the study and
practice of Ca tholic r eligion.

It is utterly falla cious , argue Ca tholic

educa tors, to limit education exclusively, after t he

fa~1ion

of many secu-

lar systems, to education of the body or solely to the educa tion of the

. '7.6

intellect.:;

Catholic education is not prima:rily concer:.r1ed with physical uellbeing, nor t>ii th the accumulation of l>real th, lmm<Tledge, power, culture,
prestige, or social efficiency.

\llhile all these have their place, and in

the forego i ng study received t heir I>roper recognition, they are but inci-

35

New York:
36

m~ A.

Pa ce, "Education," The Ca tholic E:neyclopeclia (Special Ed.,
The Encyclopedia Press, Inc., 1913), V, 305.

·
. R
Redden 8lld yan, .QE.·

ill·,

pp. 191-193.
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dental to the major purpose of Ca t holic educa tion. 37This is substantiated
by Pope Pius ·l..I in lLi.s encycliccl on Ch'dstian

;EducE!.:~

.21, Youth where he

states:
• since education consis ts essentially in pr eparing man for ~rha.t
he must be and for what he 1:1.ust do here below, in order to a ttain the
subl:ilne end for Nhich he was created, it is clear tha t there can be no
true education • • • there can be no ideally perfect educa tion ~Thich
is not Christian education.38
The goal of Ca tholic educa tion is the fonnation of a trne Christian.
This means tha t every effort must be made to a s s i s t the educand

-t~o

secure

t hat knowledge , and acquire those habits which will enable him to l ead. a
thoroughly Chris tian life.
every a spect of life.

To do this religion must enter directly into

It must include religious teach.i..11g , embra cing both

instruction in dogma and training :in moral conduct.

On t his subject Pope

Pius XI s ays:
~ ~ • it is necessary not only that religious instruction be giv-en to
the young at certain fixed times, but also t hat every other subject
be pennea ted ~ri th Christian piety. If this is >.Yanting, if this sotmd
atmosphere does not pervade and 1'Iarm the heart s of masters and
scholars o.like, little good ca..YJ. be expected from any kind of lear-.C!.ing~
c-..nd cons iderable he.rm uill often be the consec1uence,39

1.llit na t-ure
purpose:-

and pu:rpgse.

Catholic relig-ious Gducation ha s a tvmfold

(1) to present dogmatically the teaching of basic philosophy of

the Ca tholic Church; for these truths ar e the only nonns tha t can gUide
human conduct; ( 2) that religious education muflt center in and revolve
around the personality of Ohrist, so that it becomes a way of life wherein

37r-1arique, ..Qll•
38p:LUS
·

vr

-~ , .Q12.•

.ill.·,

pp. 302-303.

.t P• ./•
"~: '
.£h..•,

:;gibid,., P• 26.
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the educand of hi s mm free '\!Till adopts Chris t a s t he way of life. 40
For precisely this reason , Chris tian education t akes i n the
iiThole aggregate of human life , physical and spiritual , intellectual
and moral, i ndividual, domes tic and social . Not 'l!rith a vie~r of
reducing i t in any way, but in order to eleva te, regula te and p~r
fect it in accordance 1-rith t he example and teachings of Christ* 1
The rela tion

k moral education. The a ppeal of Catholic relig'ious

education is primarily to the riill.

Such educa tion by its very natu:re and

purpose can never be limited merely to t he acquisition of content or to

It must develop i n the educand t hat s trength of will

emotional respons e .

and character which
l aw.

~~rantees

firm

a.ccep~~ce

of and adherence to the moral

Religion, therefore, must be made the core-curriculum around which

revolve all other branches of learning.

Furthermore, if man is endovTed by

his Creator 1-Tith an intellect capable of apprehending the f act t hat he is
bound by the moral l a11, then there can be no moral training withou t reliReligion aJld moral educa tion are inseparable . 42Fa t her Kane, in his

gion.
book

~

Principles of Educa tion has emphasized this point by saying:

• • • morality depends upon religlon , gets i ts meaning and its
sanction fro.>il the r el a tions bet't-teen God and man. Right or \orrong
bet-ween man and man is unthinkable 1-Ti t hout an independent and absolute ba sis extrinsic to rnan. There is no natural l at'i s ave as a
part of t he eternal l aw; hence to separate morality from religion
is to destroy morality; 1·1e cannot worship God -vrithout k eepi.."V],g t he
moral l aw; and we camwt keep the moral i mr 1vithout worShipping
God. The t 'I·To are interdependent. 43

.

40Redden and Rya..'l, .2Jl•

ill·,

42R dd
· d Ryan, .£E.•
e en an

. ~..,
c~

~

p. 197.

4lp~us
.
XI ,

1938), P• 202.

. t , p.
.£1.....

?:!'\
./V •

PP • 198-200 •

43tv. Kane, ~ Principles of Education (Chicago:
Press ,

..Q.I!..

Loyola University
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T'ne basic :principles.

There are specific unchanging principles on

which Catholic religious educa tion is based and to which H has always
held.

'lllJ.es e principles spring from definite truths about man and God, and

the relationship of man to God.

They are as follo1·1s:

(1) man is a moral

bei..Tlg; (2) the voice of conscience is the reflection of the moral law; (3)
beyond revelation in the natural order, God

P~s

given a

fur~~er

revelation

of divine truth through His Son Jesus Christ; (4) man is destined for
another and more perfect life, for which this present life is a prepar ation.44
The obj ectives and content.

Catholic authorities in education have

stated that religion is the most important subject of the curriculum.

They

maintain .also, that it ru1ould be intimately correlated, articula ted, ru1d
integra ted -w·ith ever-:J secular subject.
r eligion are mru1y but the most
be summarized a s follows:

The obj ectives of the teaching of

~nportant,

from the Catholic standpoint, may

(1) to impress upon the educand the true purpose

of his existence, orig:i.n , and destiny; (2) to promote an understanding and
appreciation of the doctrines, teachings, and pra ctices of ti1e Ca tholic
fait~1; (3) to make religion the central and motivatii1g element in t he edu-

cand's .life

Sb

that he may a ttain the end for uhich he was created; (4) to

promote a love and reverence for the ritual, pr ayer, and ceremonies included
under the liturgy of the Church; and (5) to develop well-instructed,
responsible, devout, and edifying individuals for God and country. 45

44Redden and 1\yan, .2J2.• ill·, pp. 182-183. ·
1

4 5.t.1 arique,

..QJ2.·

cit., pp. 309-310.
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An integra ted religlous knovrledge mus t be imparted soundly and
effectively in order t hat these objectives may be achieved.

This must

include knowledge of God., the Incarnation, the Red.E.mption, original si'n,
heave;:1, gra ce, prayer, the coll1!lla.ndraents, ano. the code of Christian morality.
Also,- knowledge of the sa craments and t.VJ.eir effect must be taught so that
there '\'till be enkindled in the educend a desire to pa.rticipa.te in them the
remainder of his life.
Catholic educators hold tha t the eclucand can be disposed to follo-vr
the directions of the Church through a careful study of its liturgics.

It

1·rill encourage the educand to make progress tovrard the perfection of his
life, as well.46
Moral, Educa tion
Ca tholic education has for its basic ob jective the sys t ematic influence of the mature person over t.lte imma ture, through guided activity and
tra ining in ever-:1 phase of life.
by Catholic educators.

This idea has repea tedly been emphasized

Such directive influence must include the a cquisition

by the imma ture of moral integrity as an element in human excellence.

This

acquisition cannot be effected 1·Tithout the religious tra ining es sential in
motivating the individual to f ashion his conduct in a.cco:rdarice 11i th the
basic philosophy and the tenets of the moral law.

Therefore, moral edu-

ca tion l'lhich fi.hds its roots in religious education is the capstone in the
development ·of the individuril.47

46

Redden and Ryan, .!2!!.· .ill,.. , pp. 209-210.

47 Ibid,, PJ?• 245-246.
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h

meaning .Q! moral.

The Catholic concept of the moral lal-r ~<ras

necessar.y in order to understand some of the implications of

more~

edu-

It >•ra.s defined as "t..lJ.ose rules of action, mandatory in form, which

cation..

rea..son itself reveals as having their origin in the archetypical ideas
existing in the Divine Essence, and v-rhich have been established and promulgated by God. n48
The follmring are the essential characteristics of the moral la1·r as
stated

~J

Redden and Icy-an:

(1) Universal~ in that it encompasses all persons, actions a~d conditions; (2) Innnutab.le, in that it admits of no change or variation;
(3) Absolute, because it provides for no dispensation; (4) Evident,
because it is binding in conscience and is knm·rable by any normal
person \fho has reached the age of reason and who • therefore, can knmv
what is right and "t'7rong; (5) Obligatory, bece.use its authority is
derived from the divine law existing in the Divine Essence, and is
made knmm to :cnan through conscience; (7) Pe:rmanent, because it
remains operative in the face of all denia.ls or violations. 49
Norality,

per~'

is agreement and eonfonnity to l'lhat man freely does

and t'lhat reason tells him to do; be'hreen man's free actions and the dictates
of the moral lai<T. 50Further, the true standard governing such conduct is the
Divine will of God as taught and exemplified by Jesus and embodied in the
ever present, unchanglng, natural lav1 made knovm to man through conscience. 51
~~

for moral education.

1-ioral education aims to inculcate in

the educand those principles of conduct which are in conformity with the

~. G•. HcCluskey, Catholic VieTrnoint .QU. Education (Garden City:
Hanover House, 1959), pp. 77-88. ·
49Redden and Ryan, .9Jl• cit. , P• 246.

51Redden

.

and Ryan, £U2.· .Qll.; pp. 246-247.

SCltariq.ue; .Ql!• cit., p. 273.

moral law.

The scope of morality embra,oes conduct with respoot to man him-

self, his Creator, his fellmf man,
conduct is governed by the
his conscience.

un<~bangj.ng

na tttral law made knmm to man 'tP.rough

f'ne ideal of the natur(:!l law is v::l.rtue.

Virtue

fasted by self-control,
exemplified in the life of Christ.

Moral education is integrally related

to religion and can never be entirely fruitful when sepa:r.s.ted

ita

religious basis. 52
Basically, moral education is character education

is achieved by

the process of character formation.53

ties, includes the integrated functions of man 1 s

and his

rational spiritual soul throU€,h the operation of his intellect e.nd vrill.
Moral principles may be achieved by proper developnent and discipline of
powers.

The moral principles to wb.ioh the wlll

o~t

to s.dhere in

choosing one course of action rather than another are the unive.rst;U
expression of the moral law, obligatory on all men.54:Pius XI wrote 1dth the
clarity of the authoritative teacher on this point:
the true
product of Christian education is
supernatural man tvho
judges and acts constantly and consistently in accordance l'ti th
illumined by the supernatural light of the ext>.mple
teachings of Christ; in other \words,
to use the current tenn, the true and finished man of character.
For, it is not principles that make true Qha.racter, but oxlly constancy

52p
.. aoe, Jm•

•t
.W.•,

531ace, l;Qc.• ci;t.

P• 304; and Marlque, Jm• .,g,i,i., PP• 273-274 •

54Redde..."l

Rya."l, .9.:12.•

c~ t. ,

l'P • 248-249 •

in follot·ring
eternal principles of ju;;:rtiee, as
admitted even
by the
~fhert he prais§s as one and the same "the man who
just and
of
u55
and wit..Pi.

previously
the encyclical letter .Tfl.e C!Y;is,timl, mguc,a,t:t,op
of cha.racter in
cation

of a Catholic

as follows:

Character is the d.elibere.:1tive control
of one•s
conduct through the recognition and acquisition of
moral
\·rhich are strictly exemplified in conduct,
con.sistently applied in every aspect of life's experienoe.5

a.ng

According to this definition character means a will strengt..'llened,
disciplined~

and developed under th.e enlightened guide.:nce of ru1cha.ng:tng

moral

of conduct.

The
a disciplined tdll and a firm
the

fashioned will is one so

The obvious resul·t of a will so trained

acquisition of habits of

57A

self-control and self-direction

mentally

will

disci-

in conduct.

fozmed,
develops right

55Pius XI, ..9J2.• cit., p. 31.

r:nw.

56Redden

A. Kelly, Educttional Ps;zcho.lS?ml: (Milwa:uk:eet
Publishing Co., 1935), PP• 218-279.

5l1tedden and R;ran, lgo. cit.

Jm.• Qi t., p. 251.
The Bruce

all
ch.a:l.?acter 5.n

h~.msel:f by

a thoroughly disciplined i>lill. 59Every ex'l::Jre;r;>s:i.on of

intellect

in one

'!"fay

or another to

the making of character. 60
develo1~ent,

must be founded on the

if it is to

that man owes to God

of strict

such a

con:f.or.J.i ty

s origin,
three.

theclog1.cal

:fact, and has caused Father

Catholic
Hull to write

things whiCh our educationalists are
So
children are brott@lt
in our
t.lle
.-.:'"'""''""'1'"' care; instructed and train.ed and. disciplined for years; and
yet when they
school
to
the
adult
life, l'le
them tu:r.n:t.'lg out a
disappointment. Pupils ltho at
school vrere
in discipline,
in sentiment, and reg'J.lar
and devout in religious
are ~qu.ently tuming out a
fa.ilttre; some d.:roppi."lg off in
practice,
a.ud the
Saeran1ents, and even their
duties; others even losing their
fai tb an.d
ei thor
or agnostic or unbelievers. 61
Ji\U'ther consequences of this lack of adherence to moral

60

1\yan, Sit• cit-. P• 251.

~.

R. lfu.ll, Colla,;esei!J

a

Adql~ L;j.t):~

Th!d., P• 255.

(Bombay Examiner Press• 1920),

pp. 3-4; and Redden and Ryan, .ell.• ,ill.. , p. 252.

"

consequences are
wherein parental indifference and neglect or the inability to

--·~~-,"'-·--

the child
for authority, too often e:rlst.

This points to the

for

character training by the adoption of methods that are definite, valid,
conducive to lasting results.

62

As a step in t.'lle correction of

social ills, it

level of human excellence desirable for the educa.nd to acqu:lre.

!he

following quote is in essence the aim of Catholic character education •
• • * we want o'Ul' children to become excellent Chrlstians,
gentlemen. and excellent all-round men. And since the
all these qualities must
in order to collle to their 1"'1"\!"'"~'"'
is ncharactertt; and
since character means
principles, it follows that the great business of our training is,
first, to lay before
child the best and noblest
idee~
.... secondly to get that ideal stamped into his mind in the con•
crete :tom of sound principles; and thirdly, to establish so fimly
in him the habit of acting according to those principles that the;r
will last for the rest of his life. 6:5

There is
must be

to character

fo~ation

and

In

aituatiOllS

progre.m.s of character education have b.een formulated and introduced into
the cur.ritmlum for this reason.
Despite many apparently justifiable arguments to the contrary, at
no time in the history of the world has character developnent

'-'""•'·""-'-'"''"''""'u. mo1•e

life of
or
nation
than now. This great present demand for improved training, for ethical living and
of' the
of vAMCCJ.<J>'V
as the main objective of the educational procesaf are the results of'
factors; (1) a new l::lllljcl.u.a.>:u.i:t>
gather with release from the very rigid standards imposed by formerly
~~>nr>on·t:""" but now partially rejected,
(2)
training for living in more highly complex and intricate life aitt:u:~ttiona; and, as a result of
( ') a C!'iimlerr,u
increasing diaaati ction with the inadequacy of school training and
school objectives.

the fact that in any type of' program of character fonnation, if it is to be
adeq.u.ate and effective, the educand's weakened will must be strengthened

disciplined so that he may acquire

we~

ideals and d&velop

rig~t

habits.

Character education was formulated by
"Qh.m.cter ArchijfectuJ::e. "65Aquinas

Aquinas under the

this term as a process of
principles

of themselves give meaning and purpose to every human act:i-

wh:i.ch in

vity.

66A.ocording to this concept, character fonnation must transcend mere

ment

a moral

to

t..l.:te individual into intimate relationship wUh God ..

c. M:oKown, Character .~3125\tioA (New York:
Co •• Inc., 1935), p. 455.
6

4n.

6

5z,~.

(Milwaukee:

work of

l'IcGra:tf-Hill

H. Moyer; .~~ _Ph:J,19SOph;t 5ii Teay;ae; ~ §1. ThoB'AS :\9.l!iBfll'}
'the Bruce Publishing Co., 1929 , p. 156.

66
lbid., pp. 156-157.

lization of all those favorable influences which discipline a weakened will ..
Likewise, Catholic educators advocate that a systematic training be
directed toward the eradication of all undesiralile influences which entice
the will to abandon those moral principles that regulate desirable conduct.
Redden and R.yanJ in their book

Catholic :fbi;l,oa;OHft;[ .9! !t¥.9~~:f;on quote a

prominent Catholic psychologist to substantie,te this theory.
In its educational ~fioanoe, oharacter formation •••
involves the tra.inin{4' and guidance of the individual so that he will
strive to achieve worthy ideals. to develop self-control through a
disciplined will, to acquire suitable habits and proper attitudes,
to attain emotional stability, and through
co-ordination of these
to achieve moral integrity. • • • Character foma.tion :must provide
tor the direction of the powers, capae:i ties. a11d capab:ili ties of man
to prepare him to lead an honorable, upright and useful life j,n order
that he ma.y ac."U.eve the end for i'thioh he l>Tas created. Above all,
oha.raoter fomatian must develop in man an ever increasing capacity
for moral exoellenoe.67

From the :foregoing excerpt Catholic educators have developed the
follmdn~ basic elements:

(1) the training of the will; (2) the d.evel9p-

ment of worthy ideals; (:;) the acquisition of correct habits; (4) the control of emotions; a11d (5) the acquisition of moral integrity.

!~.bess ele-

menta give guidance to the educational agencies of character education.
The home, the Church, and the school are all agencies of character education.
in

~1e

It is their task to strive to develop desirable character tr-aits
eduOalld and to inetilcate and

perpe~~te

in h±m directive moral

principles of conduct by mew1s of systematic influence, guidance, eXEllllplet
and instruotion. 68

in that it

fooulty. 70

lastio teaching relative to the

of the intellect as follows:

.An

sensory
or :pn.~::m1:;asm
ness
the rai'f material for intellectual activity,
intellect abstracts ~1e essence

fol:'1US

universs~

:fU.nction of intellect

{

the discovery of the id.enti ty or diversity of ti-ro concepts or

(3) reasoning, the affimation or denial of t'l-1o concepts through
a third oonoept.73

a comparison

69Redd.en and B;ran, .\Ul• oi.t. ,. p. 149.

70~.

71~.. ,

721J:l:t,d,. , P• 22:7.

P• viii.

7:5~ De Hovre and E. Jordan, Ca.thgliqii!£1. ]& W.ue~tio:n (Ne>f Yo:rll::
Benziger Bros., 1934). P• 158.

intq.ll.ecrty~M: ~~~~...

s total education

Sl:leOif:ic

develo;-

for lfhicll

intellect vm.s created.

education can never

of' lmol,rledge.
various

ope~tions

,jud~snt,

and

to

In the Catholic vimr,

involved in

the formation of ideas,

re~lson111g

discipline llhicll accords r.1. th the intellect's true
search for truth.• 74

of

is

vidual

This pur-pose

because the

ectJlCEi!ld

must __ j" ___ upon the cooperation of society to proVide

intellectual

the more complete means a..nd
found

the social
through learning those

meuts o£ ou.lture

civilization wl1ich provide ltVn with a rational

dation for meeting his social obligations.
education, supplied in

fo~

content of intellectu.al

society, must be

the course of the educative process.

It must

ap1:~eal

to the various levels

of the eduoru:;.d•s mente.! develo};l!lent and to the variation of individual

7'\larlque, Jm.•

ill·,

PP• 212-213.
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ab:Uity. 75

process of passive aseimilation,.

Rather, it ie a procese of pu:rpoeetul

activity and effort on the part of the learner.

"It is self'-developnent,

self'-rea.lization by met?ms of self...a.ctivi ty. n 76r.~eaming includes the integra.tion of ex;perie."lce through intellect and will.

It is the unfolding of a

rn.overa in the act of learning, the
resul. ts in knowledge.

operation of the intellect, as

not until knowledge

eators note, however,

the person's mental developrnent, may it be said to

Catholic edu-

contributed

actuP~ly

to

resulted in in.tel-

lectual education.77
Rnol'iledge, which is the outcome of the learning process,
origin in concrete experiences.

its

of the learning process are des-

The

cribed by Catholic educators as folleiTS.
The first source of all knowledge is

and perception.

:By

this means the external eenses receive and discer.n particular objects
whereby the educand becomee aware of theee objects.
fundamental

This means that the

essential condition of knowledge is the presentation to the

. 78

external sense of material objects.

75Redden and

lcy'an,

1~·1. l!. :f;Ioyer,

,sm. ci;t., PP• 228-230.

Philo~phl, SJ1. haoh~ !!.! ..§!..

The Bruce Publishing Oo., 1929), pp. 51...;3.

TI_r,pid., PP• ;3-54.

j!tom,as, l!QuinM

78J;Rid., pp. 51-53.

(I•!ilwa.uke~
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The second

in the lear.ning process is t'1e formation and con-

struction, by the imagination, of' sensory representations of the individual
perc~ived.

objects

These representations

~

retair1ed in the memory and

may be recalled

the sense objects

are absent. 79
The third step in

~1e

learning process is to make these sensory

experiences intelligible, since kn.ovlledge carn1ot be explained by sensory
experiences alone.

The acrtive intellect a'Jstracts from the

the conditions which individu_qlize

~1em

senso~J imao~s

in time and space, the essential

nature of essence, lrhile the potential intellect fonas the abstract or
general concept in the sense data. 00
place
objectives:

(1) the acquisition of knowledge; (2)

development of habits e11d skills
of beltavior; (3) the ability to

in

i11dependently..

think resou::rcetully, intelli&"mltly 1

Al ~1ougil

functions, it is one povrer

The

world is acquired; (2)

in

~1e

acquisition

perception or consciousness, whioh provides an

awareness of lllental powers and states, such as sensations,

79t4oyer, .9J2.• cit., pp. 51-5).
8

~arique, ;;u::,. cit., pp. 203-206.

80
Kelly,

.§Ul•

eit., p. 197.

meaning.

as the good, the true. iib.e beautiful

through 'Vlhich under-

standing of things that are beyond the oapaci ty of the senses is acquired.
second

in the assimilation of k:nowledge concerns ths.t

process "l'lhereby the intellect preserves data whic..l-L
n:rE·Jcl'!l'l~...

82

of preservation definitely involves the

of the

This
the

place when present

The a.soocia tion of
is ... '"""'""'u.n:;;;o;<c>\.!.e reconstructed,

been acquired.

.!S..1!vw ..~;.e~.U:{tl

asoociated td th knowledge previously

aoquired. 83
i.11 the

transformation, or modification of knowledge by the intellect. Tbis
is accomplished by the powers of the intellect through concepts, judgments,
and reasoning processes.84
Catholic educators point out that intellectual education can attain
its complete development only when the teacher is fully cognizant of the
operations and multiple functions of the intellectual powers.

Special

instruction, guidance, and discipline are required for the proper exercise
and training of each operation.
~1e

Such exercise and training should include

use of the most effective and economical methods of learning.

Likewise.

emphasis should be given to each of the processes involved in the acquisition
include

knowledge 1 its preservation, and elaboration.
training

memory;

~le

Such emphasis 'l'till

direction o:r t'he imagination; the

s$.rengthening and expansion of the capacity for assooiatior1; and the cultivation and training of the intellect so that it may judge l'Tisely, reason

94
as the intellectual
:\t~tJleti_g

,EQ,uc.zatjoa

T.h:t'ee fundamental elements in

cation is the aesthetic.

e total education

been con-

Lest the Catholic philosophy of education

found guilty of exclusivi.sm by neglecting or ignoring a very
process, it calls attention to aesthetic education.

of the

The aestJ1etic aspect of
is the

,

lll}J.n 1 s

total education
, or

~1e intellec~~l, ~~e

r.:1m1' s nature or

no

menns

other

of the

failure

to define its nature and
principles ought to

applied in practice.

which refers to the philosophy of

beautiful, both in

in art.

The two factors 1>1hich a:f'feot Catholic ed.ucatioM.l philosophy are those that
influence the formation of appreciations
p:roduetioo.

those

~1at

influence artistic

Of these, only the first factor is important in this research

Ut-"'i~cclil>:?'C'

of the

Of

whole man.
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Wi~iin

those factors which influence the formation of
the

of the fo:rm

of objects classified aB

is

commonly described as
bee~ut:v

of the 1;rue nature

was

necesG~.ry.

A Catholic educational

chologist has defined beauty thus:
<1'01Clllll8E!S in a
proportion,
clarity of
in an intellectual sensuous fom, so as to produce a
disinterested emotional
a rational perceiver.87

u.J.•:;u~L..!..!.;'E', Of

the

by ........... ""...·"' "'"'.~..~."'~;:>""

elements as

Catholic

are unity,

The pa.rticu.ls.r elements

are completeness, proportion, and cla..'l'>ity.

It

upon these phi-

educa.t5.on is base;l.
~

:f'tmction.

Aesthetic oo:ucation is the systematic inf'lUel'lCe,

discipline. guidance, and development of the educa:nd

he will understand, contemplate, appreciate,
tiful.

thoroughly enjoy the beau-

Just as the function of intellectual education is to enlighten the,

mind of the :i.ndividual

hi111 to acquire

by that ,means

knowledge, and just as the function of

education is to

the edu-

cand to conform his conduct to the moral

tJ'f

.retd.. • P· 294.

practice of virtue, so the function of aesthetic education is to acquaint
the individual ·d th the co:rrect notion of

Aesthetic education
of civilization

introduces the individual to the more

~uljim;:e. ~oroover, aesthetic education

commonly included under the tam

and the goodness of these treasures.

The anjoYJ!l.ent of such beauty will

tend to refine and em:1.ch his life. 89Pope Pius XI wrote concerning beau~J.
He explained that tbe essential purpose of art
of

rooral personality,

whie..~

is PJan.

perfecting

to

For ws reason it

itself be

mora1."90
one of the cl:J.ef functions of the educative

It

process to introduce the

educ~~d

included

to the vast cultural

him opportu:ni ty to acquire
a wholesome appreciation of the beautiful and to stimulate creative$
artistic axpression.9l
Aesthetic education takes place when the effective states,
the f'eelingsf, emotions, a,'ld sentiments are brought under the complete control of the intellect and l'dll. 92
Feelings are of two types, namely, pleasure and pain:.

~edden

They refer to

and Ryan, ill?.· cit., pp. 248-250.

89G. Gietmann, '*Aesthetics," The 9p.thQli,q J;no;y;clo.J2edia (Special Ed.,
York~ The Encyclopedia Press, Inc., 1907), I, pp. 174-175.
90Redden and Ryan, .22• _g1t., quote Pope Pius
Clean Motion Picturest p. 300.

Encyclical Letter on

92
f-!arique, ..W.::.•

sai t.'

p. 2'S7.
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mental or phys:!.cal states
affect

~1e

individual.

the mann.er in v1hich

result

Feeling, then, 1nay be described as the

'id1ich accompanies or
nitive and appetitive powers.

the operation of cog-

Catholic educators in general hold that
of

ment-:5\l response.

Feeling is nonlocalized in the body because it

subject to any particular sense

organ~

and

not stimulated by

parti-

The term emotion was explained as
<"> ........,...,..

in which one or more feelings combined td th cognitive and appe-

titive factors usually predominate.

lt"*or the pu.rr;ose of clarity, a tb.reefold

classification of
aocial emotions,

the intellectual and
the instinct of

centers in personal welfare of the individual.,

which

I'he social emotions stem

1

from the gTegarious tendency
the companionslup of his fellm" beings.

The intellectual and aesthetic

emotions are closely related to the intellectual and aesthetic needs of the
individual.

~~ey

include

emotions.
the aesthetic basis is love. 95

:intellectual basis is truth

Numerous Catholic educators have written on
that one of

9-.L

The

.

. . Manque, .2.E.• J2li., pp. 257-258.

95Ib;i;d. , PI'• 260-264.

~s

phase of Catholic

most important :f\mct:i.ons of the

94,!big. f pp. 259-260 •
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educative process
the el'llotions.

These :procedures must

all times be

uni:mpeac.l'1.able

after

stand.al'ds tvhich constitute moral goodness. 9o
The sentimer1ts are the most complex of' the <>+'·1"'""'""""'

states.

They

"tdrl.oh have

subjected to the operations o:f thought and volition.
permanent than feelings ar..d 001otions.

Sentiments a.re more

They become deeply

in

il'ldividual's very nature by their int:i.mate association with
They are 1uost difficult to change.

values.

'l"nese
santiments of love of

t.~e

the

aestl1etic sentiments of love of the beautiful; the religious sentiments of
love of God; the civic

of love of

the process of

education,

ind.i'Vidual 1 s very character and persor..ali ty.

of

are .....a.u..J.•• <;>;:;;

every activity.

A Catholic writer has emphasized

a

the educative process, from the standpoint of aesthetic education, is to
direct the formation of rational

sent~nents

to

values. · These values must be based at all times upon right

and

and

99
correct interpretation of the true, the good, and the beautiful.
sho1ild be incorporated into ideals which

~~ave

They

as their objective, worthy

1iving. 97
Health Education
The body is

&J.

integral part of man.

It has just claim to a proper

share in the ed.ucational training essential to the harmonious development
of all the educan.d 1 s f.,O'tlers.

According to the definition of educe tion

quoted earlier in this chapter, each aspect of Catholic education, whether
it be religious, moral, intellectual, or aesthetic,
according to its essential hierarchy.

developed

By essential .t>.J.erarci'...y is 1neant the

proper, logical order in which

should

training.
Catholic educators feel that it

essentially

or

one•s bodily health, or in any tifay prevent another from giving due
to the care of his body and health.

man needs

......,......,,.., and training basic to the development and perpetuation of
sound physical and mental health.
losophy of edu.oation

~¥hioh

Catholic educators point out that a phi-

ignores,

physical side of
that t.1.is is an outstanding defect of modern

cation. 98

9?Ytarique, .s&• oi t., pp. 261-263#

98nooden and Ryan, ..!?.Jl• cit., p. 3ll.

or denies the
They contend
philosophies of edu-

It was the purpose to
and
cational p.irl.losophy.

education

to

reader's

that
of the Catholic edu-

&.ll

Onl;>r the philosophy and its principles t·rhich underlie

physical education "''Tere therefore L\1e11tionoo.

III.
The nature and scope of Catholic education l'Iere investigated in the
attempt to set forth Catholic educa.ti.onal philosophy.

Although no adequate

tem exists to cover the nature of Catholic education, contemporary educators have used the terms teaching and disciPline.
The first step in building the educational structure was to define
education.

It 1vas found to have a brond. and a restricted

In the

broad sense it denoted all those experiences through 11hich knowledge is
acquired; in the restricted sense it was limited to fonnal instruction.

A

definition of .fonnal Catholic education, held in essence by many Catholic
educators, stated that it is the influGJ.J.Ce of the
bear on the

person brought to

for the purpose of bringing to perfection that parson.

It involves a purposeful plan to present truth so that the educand willingly
accepts instruction as true in itself or as corlling from proper author! ty.

It should be a harmonious development of ever:,1 aspect of man's nature with
specific emphasis to the training of the l'lill.

It should

the fact that man is an individ1tal as lrell as a social being.

into account
Above all,

everything in Catholic education must be aubordin..'lted and directed to preparing mru:t for his :f':i.nal

Catholic educational philoeophy l'fas vitally concerned ltith funds.-

principles

man

ele\:nenta.

basic
mant were

from the basic Ca tholio

to give oone:rueney to the educational philosophy.

of'
Through

these principles the ultimate aLrn of education is achieved--that of'
directing the educand toward

final end.

These

were

supply the formulating ele.11ents of the educational philosophy.

From

the educator receives his direction.

evaluated

Other

clEW.

light of these basic pr:l.nciples to see whether they be true or can

in

make conetructive contribution.
V"Ias
its

true because

all t:trne ~

it

pe,st bears out that it

em::~.

social

a trusted

Catholic educational philosophy has
is identical
imlnediate

to

~ri th

to

and

futu.re.
aims.

T>r:imtStr'l

The

the

aubordina te in

contribute to

ultimate

Catholic educatioual

data

super-natural, the
the whole 1nan by
110se and
infallibly

is to

his conduct into confomity

his fellow man.

of this

Divine

pttt'-

a synthesis

theory and practice in the educative process.

It was pointed. out that man is a social as v1ell as lEW. individual
being; that he must adjust to become lEW.

and

enm:r~~rfltt::i.n~?·

will

of society; ru.'ld

t

are

cation

this

societ-.r is
Religion must
constitute t..'lle very core and

sterns.

It

'i'Ia.s noted, hOirTevor, that i..'fltellectual educatlon rarLtcoo a close rival for

Catholic educators agTee that

focal point of Ca:tholic
religious education is

principles concerning

rneans by

man and his destiny t:lre taught.

to the will

It

thrust of moral
actions and the dictates of the
confon:nitJ,r in

.man freely does, what reason tells
tells

\fill,

no true

h.im

to

to do.

education without religlous
format:i.on.

lished

:t!here can be

~rill

}1-A...w.ta.o.· ......

Catholic educators

of unde-

and

t..h.e will to

sirable influences
~~ee

that

tar forme.tion in order to counteract

It is

principles.
must be

ever

charac...
ills ..

strongly advocate the introduction into curriculum of a

of character

foxmation conclusive to lasting results.
Just as the function of intellectual

is to

the
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mind to truth. and by that means assist m..<m to acquire

..... '""""'·"' and a.ss:imi-

late it, so the function of aesthetic education is to acquaint ti1e individual 1</ith the correct notion of the good and the beautiful so that it
enrich his life.

By this means the e'liucand is introduced to t.'lte values

found in cultural

which, tl:ll."ough direction of the sentirnents,

become deeply rooted in 11is

natu_~.

Physical developt:uent and training has its just cla:im in Catholic
philosophy of education.

Ca.t.'ltolic educators point out that it has ita place

in aiding man to achieve his highest good and. last end.

It was

C'~'J')Ud.J:>.J.<~~

that the Catholic philosophy of education embraces a composite
overview of man and his -vrorld, and that it possesses within itself the criteria needed to interpret and evaluate every aspect of man t s education
according to his true nature, not only from the viER.Ypoint of man's last end,
but his mundane life.

CHAPTER V
CATHOLIC EDUCATION:

ITS NETHODOLOGIOAL RELATIONSHIPS

CHAPTER V

CATHOLIC EDUCATION:

ITS

~mTHODOLOGICi\1

RELATIONSHIPS

All ed.ucatorst l·rhether religious or seculart agree that in order to
perpetuate a philosophy, a vehicle must convey the philosophy to the educand.

If the educator anticipates results of some type, the implementation

of methods are a necessity.

1'/h.y v1aste time and effort though, in unprofit-

able controversy over the philosophy underlying this or that method?
forget the philosophy and try the method.

If it works then use it, l'li thout

being troubled too much about the philosophy on vlhich it rests.
tude is perplexing many contemporary

Quietly

relie~ous

educators.

This atti-

Under any circum-

stances, hov1ever, a relationship between method and philosophy existst
although the types of methods employed may or may not complement the philosophy.
In the foregoing chapters of this study it was shovm that in order to
perpetuate basic Catholic doctrines, the educational :philosophy must complement the basic theological structure.

It should logically follow that edu-

ca tional methods need to complement the educa tional philosophy if true education is to

t~(e

place.

The aim of this chapter vras (1) to distinguish be~reen principle and
method; (2) to define the function of educational methods from a Catholic
and a Protestant Evangelical point of view; (3) to enumerate Catholic educational methods; and (4) to indicate trends in contemporary Catholic methodology.
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I.

PRINCIPLE

tinguieh sl:larply between the basic theologioal structu:re, the philosophy

be~~

gious and secular educators.

variously defined.

~~d

interpreted by reli-

The reason for the d:l.versity in interpretation
set out to define

of its meaning is that those who

del:iJni t the tem.

have neglected to consider the difference battfean principles of education

and methods of education. 1 ~ne necessity to distinguish be~reen principle
and method has been forcibly expressed

1.~

these words:

••• the cause of present educational 1?erdldement is to be found in
a failm:e, even
to
methods. Is tl:iel."e an essm1tial differen.ce betwee."'"l .~-·•~'-'•'-'.t..tJ•~""c
as
of
same
once between end ru1d mearw. 'l'he f"tmction of principles is to establish
the
or goal, and t.'len detennine, among coriflicting choices,
the proper road that of choosing the vehicles we shall use to travel
along the
:t"'a:d toward our
der:.~tination.

:finally, \'till dictate that in a
conception
of education, :first thi:ngs come first; methods should subserve, not
prinoiples.2
Conoa,it

.9.!

PrJ&o~ p~e

Basioally, pr:bteiple ie defined as "a fundamental truth. n3 Principles,

2
J.,
(Revised

D.
;

B;yan,

.Q..~~~olic .f.hilosonl~
Education
Publishing Co., 1955), P• ':!78.

3webster'; J~~~ .Qpl.l..egia:!{e .:Pictio!:!£1! (second Ed.;

G.

& C. Merriam Co., Publishers, 1953), P• 671.
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however~

are not guides of actiono

be more clear to say that

It

this in another
guides

i'lays can be deduced and inferred from principles, namely,

fundamental truths or the basic theological foundation of educational ain1s,
basic truths upon wihich a

Constructive principles of education are
system of education can be l~gioally

securely b1ilt and developed.4

Father Kane, a Jesuit educator, defined principle iu this

tt~ay:

r•Prinoiples are broad unchanging truths, applicable in a practical

as

guides in the business of education."' Since a principle is a fundamental
truth, a Christian and an Atheist, or a Ca:t;holio and a Pragmatist cannot
agree on the primary principles of education

therefore should differ in

end as to wl1at rtJ.ethod would

P1"1DOE~ttu.re

some desired

employed to

~

out son1e

7 Confusion lies in the use of the te:rm

or to attain

~~~ rll!if!t}loQ,.

the problem
method• the project method, and ot..hers.

8

Methocl is sometinms loosely de:f'ined

4I. V. Cully, .~.J}BW!!~C..S. .2.t ~i§S~ Education (Philadelphia:
\'lestminister Press, 1958), pp. 96-118.

5w. Kane, Some Princi12le~ .Qf- Edt;oatign (Chicago:

Press$ 1938). p. 4.

~den

Loyola University

·

and Ryan, .2.!!." cit., pp. 279-281.

7c. B. Eavey, Jm. git., p. 72.

The

8Cully, lgc. ill,.

as a use

9

about the best

of

dried procedure,

a cu.t
inst:ru.ction and
Since method
cational
attitudes

:in a vacuU!ll.

a procedure

on

among
ideals as

has a narrow

to devices and techniques.

is limited

broad sense • :method

more

a

has

extensive connotation
stated this i:n the

of method has to do
as they l'rork, and its concern is to
the total of
responses into ~~e best possible whole.
conc·:::ms itself
the ""'"·""""''"' ·'
that specifio thing,
concerns itself with
education limited itself to

The narrow

stresses the wider
tudes and appreciations ..
child and out of the

A definition of methodology

York:

its function was

forth in this

9a.. :a:. Betts and !•I. 0. Hawthorne, !lEtthod ja .'.l!~a;cpj.-sg }\el;tf.i.2,n (New
!he Abingdon Press, 1925), p. 212.

10Eavey, .212.• cit., pp. 75-76.
lly. H. Kilpatria.l;:t Foundations .2t P.hllthod (llew York:
Company, 1925), PP• 134-135.

The l<taamillan
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section.

the Catholic

the Protestant
as a prerequisite to establishing a

yet

critic&~,

the

defined educational methods, EDbraoing both the

li.ar.t"O\'i

and

as follows:
By method is meant the systematic way in whicll a teacller puts edu.-

on hum.':Ul be:i.ngs in
desirable clla.ngea or results.l2

to produce ,..,.....,..,,.,

Tb.is definition implies that methods fall into tlfo major categories,
namely, administrative and instructional.

Under the first category are
!Xrocedu.res, S"t.<.oh as ability

devices,

e.:nd

earned with the acquisition of right habits, attitudes and ideals. While it
is evident that these two categories are closely allied, 1t is wd th the
second cs:tegory that this study is especially concerned.
oators hold

the

included ULJ.der

:L."ltee;:ral

12Redd.en

o;:w.not

bo~'l

disa.ssoc:ta:ted. from the total environment

'lbe Catholic

all-rays is

as an

method. 1:;This was emphasized by Pius XI in these wordst

283.

uo
In order to obtain perfect education, it is of the utmost importance
to see that those conditions which surround the child during the perlod
of his formation, in other words that the combination of cucumstancea
which we call environment. correspond to the end proposed.

Catholic educators felt it lms important to u:nderstand the full implications of their defi:ni tion of method and 11ent to some length in defining
the terminology.

In the d.efini tion §J:I!rtgat;\o ,l1FJ.V. implies that a method is not a
hazard but an orderly mode of procedure based on flmdamental truths co!Y-

earning the na:ture of the eduoand.

The teacher must be acquainted with

three important items, the purpo::h9 of 1uethod, approaches to method, and the
psychological principles basic to .methods. 15
!!.ethog,s have two major purposes.
.matic

First, they

to encourage learning experience on the part of the educand, such

as experiences concerned l-dth knowledge, skills, and attitudes.

These

learning axperiences should be instructional activities. controlled group
activities, and certain educano. free activitiea. 10The second
methods is to supply diversified opportunity for

pu..~ae of

of democratic life

in the school and home- in the community and all intercultural relations. 17
are four approaches to methodt

(l) the emotional • b;r 'I'Thich the

educand' s emotions a.re aroused; ( 2) the enviro.nmental, vihere by concrete
situations provide specific contacts liith objects and individuals; (3) the
intellectual, by which the child com<:.<s to lmo1'1.

l4po:pe
XI,
Press. 1936), P• 23.

=~:..==~ £!~~~ Qi.. I,ou:tl£

15
Redden and R;sran, .Q.n...

is

by the reoos-

(liew York:

The .America

17~.

lll

with principles that a.:ra in
and the

tdth the

individue~'s

m~ral law. 18
In the definition of method,

goals of education, interests

is the ilnplication

the teacher

abili t"IJ of
atti-

tudes, and in the fom.ation of

j~ents

over others tor

purpose of instructing

ledge• skills, attitudes, and ideals, consonant -with their true nature

u.l tiroate end. tt20Catholic educators indicated

a discussion of

in

of the teacher.
l:reedom, in general, denotes the capacity to choose :morally.

individual must discern

betln~en

what is right and wrong.

means the ability to do what one

o~1t

CE'J.l

Freedom. OO.Sicilly

to do; to do what is right, just, and

himself to act in confoxmity to his rational nature.
depends on obedience to law and

Thus freedom always

e:d.st only within the law.

Catholic educators maintain that in contemporary times

l~ed.den
20

ll'Wi•,

_sm. cit., P• 285.
P• 286.

The

21
fre~dom

19~.'
211Ri4,.

is

P• 284.
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the imposition of any
intellect.

upon the
fact

Although such

defir.dte
Aut..'lto:ri ty is truth confined

Catholic Church.

the

to the educand. Authority
control.

doctrines of

teacher

It implies,

22

structu.re

Catholic education.

a

authority

the te<:tOi'l:er nlUst

learn.

In othei' llrords, it

areas:

(1)

teach

obligation to

( 5) the bou.."'ldaries

of life;

2
one's field of spec:i.Etlization. 3

embraces

all the various

24

294-295.

will he ineurred the loatness of hie present state..

Man' e. intellect because

of this is leas able to attain truth, his will is less able to seek good, and

his nature is more inclined to evil. 25
Renee every tom of pedagogic naturalism tfhioh in 8Jl';l vray excludes
or overlooks su.pernatural Christian fomation in the teaehing of youth
is false. Every method of education founded, wholly or in
the denial or forgetfu.lnesa of Orlg:tnal Sill and of g::race and
on the sole po>vers of human. nature, is u:noound .. 26

stim.uli.

He is capable of acth"'ity behavior.

The Cat!.wlio IJOsition goes

beyond man not only being capable to respond to stimuli, but also by his

by his Creator with a gift or endowment which is his mortal soul.

Of tl'le

foregoing, intellect is one manifestation or power, reason an.other 11 and free

above the rest
...-~ ............ in

creation an.d gives h.:i..m
conscience.

The oonsoienoe ean be refi:ned
there is gradually but defi.:ni tely

his intelligent use of educational methods are potent means for attaining the
end-to develop worth,y self-ideals. 21

that it

on the pa.rt of the educand;

(2)
intel~sts, and ideals; (;)

o.t:u~;es

evidenced by

( 4) changes evidenced by the educand f s increased
interest in his ow cilarD.oter formatim;, and in knowledge aP.Ji practice of

morality and religion. 28
Catholic educators say that no one best me·thod will serve better
other to bring

desirable changes or aims of education. They
enter into the choice

i.vh:teh are:

mental,

(1)

(2)

of subject

One cannot
The teacher

social maturl ty of

or activities; and (3) teacher
method. 29

the

are very often ascribed to a particular method when, in realityt it

until the

element in

situation, the teacher,

come

given

it mo'tion and direction. ;;o

29J. Hofiu.ger, ~Art .9I, ~eB;cll;!!}g .CJlri~tian Doctr~q (I~otre Dame:
University of Notre

30

Ib!£1•, P• 4.

Press, 1951), pp .. 2-3.
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C., B.,

of

f!

nation of

understood in the expla-

defi..l'li tion can

~~elieal

in the light

position.

of the

de:fini tion :i.nelw.les the

be effeeti ve

the

effeotiv~~ess

wher1 it

is the

of ·the edu-

dcm.e in e.n orderly pr<>--

of educa. tion. includi.:ng a body
of the leart1ing process. 32
forth as follows:
educand
to him in

(1) educational methods

~.Tith

for desirable

of his

effective reaction to the content provided; (3) educational methods

71-72.

but do not dominate the learning situ-

116
by const2,ntly

ationJ (4)

of the
and b-.r so

by

in.clud:lllg tlle

(6) education.~~ m.ethoets
edu-

of

more

his

uae ever better means

(7)

in

true

!.hus,
must

The essence of edu-

to be reached.

by

method is a rational
cand to

11

"34n al10!11s

n:r.'1r>~ZJ:-e<.:;s

All
an edtt-

tU3e

tirultive from other individu.als.

, P•

72.

There are as many

diffe:t.~ent

of doing

117
something as there are individuals who do it. 35

it

True education is a matter of creating conditions that
possible for another to learn.
educational

process~

fhe teacher is the

to

successful

T'ne teacher must provide materials and create an

environment that is couduoive to lea:rrdng.
but he learns only for himself.

The teacher learns as

The

teaches

must do his own learning.

In

in educatiotl the best of currl.oula mcy fail to 1)roduoe the desired :l::"esults

if the methods of ed:uoation are at fault. 36
Method is not a free
to
1~e

objectives.

age11t.,

It is under compulsion to

the way

educator with an objective is

objective will vitally affect method

th.:3.t it is the

of

not knolfledge but it does play an important role, so much so as to
conduct and ideals.

It is apparent,

that definite

cmmg:e

must be met by

definite methods• for example, if the educator is ooncerned wi t.'IJ. Bible knowledge, or with the application of the knowledge, or wlith committing the

individual to a Christian decision. 37

35Eavey, .2.12.• cit .. , p. 72.

36p. P. Person, .&l I}ltroduction !g, qh;;ist;!.,wl
Baker Book House, 1958), P• 82.

.~ugat6Qn

(Grand .._P...

?flJ. I~. Price and others, ,A)~!me;t.Qt liclous Ed!;!;!?,f\tion (Second
Ed.; Nett York: The Ronald Preas Company, 1959 , p. 170.

\.I.Q
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process and must be knit into sound. prino:tples concerning the educand.

The

purpose of his life must be grounded in the Bible, the 1'4Titten vlord of Godthe message of redemption.

This message must go beyond traditional theo-

logical concepts of a chura..it if :i. t is to
of thought and action.

Bible can be the only source for Protestant

Evangelical education; the educative methods must
God.

gui.ded by the Spirl t of

Lois Lebar has ably defended this posi'l.;ion in her book Education

lJi Q!l.ristian

Tha.~

by saying:

Although the Lord God gave
written revelation primarily to
unfold before us His great drama of Redemption, inherent in this
library are insights to every a.spect of life. Since the CreatorRedeemer is Lord of Life, implicit throughout Scriptures are his
of
as well as his thoughts. Action is
carried
means of some method. If we aren • t doing His work in the
of
methods, we*re doing it in the :flesh. by our own
The Lord's work in the Lord 1 a tvay will have the Lord' a
T'ne effective educative process must cooperate with God's plan as set
forth in the example of the master teacher--Christ.

He sought to lead men

into a relationship with God so that the results or desired end came as the
outward expression of a life transformed by

nati relationship.39

J.lethod, in Protestant Evangelical education, is merely a
achieve an end.
end.

to

It is always possible to use wrong means toward a right

-

-

The what shm.Ud condition the how.

Evangelical faith is the Gospel.

TeE\O~

.R¥-~

of the Protestant

It is to make known to the eduoand God's

38tois E. Lebar, Education That
Revell Co., 1958), p. 50.
39F. B. Edge,
1956), p. 12.

The

Christian (Westwood:

For Results (Nashville:

Fleming R.

Broadman Press,
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love as
mitting his

to

the Holy

Church to emprn·rer him in

o:f

relationship.

The

this accomplishment is still to be explored. 40
oontrollu~

factors must be considered in

forth the
f9.ctors are
up

a means or

oa.:nd

th.eologoical struoture and
rnethod

lihen it is in ha:!:'I:OC>11Y with the

called

is built out of h.is
ree.otion to enviro:nment ..
atti~~es,

to life, and

skills, and

educator must so un.derstz:m.d the pupil

h.~~

may be

to

toward the Christian objeotives. 42

growth

lies

individual

differenoes in oapaoity, interests, and needs of the ed.ucand call for adaptation

method.

experience.

!teaming is the purpose of teaching and is an llldividual

4'

Method• however, cannot i,gnore what is being taught-th.e curriculum.
Content is definitely a determining factor in methodology.

40Cully, ..2.R• oi t., pp.. 118-119.
42

~.,

P• 17()-171.

The materials

used for acquiring irleaJ.s, beliefs. skills, anrl attitudes, are "'""'"'-"'."-"-"
printed matter-the representation of facts.

The lfa,y t.11e educator

isters these facts facilitates learning, but method

the educand learns
educative process:

curricula..

a.~.u.J.W•-

the means by rJhich

:Four principles serve a.e guides in this

(1) the curricula should be taught in the spirit of its

content; (2) the curricula should be taught by a method that will develop
its 1.mderl;vin;!s purpose; (3) the ourrleu.la. should be ad<lpted to the eduoe.nd 'a
experience~

(4) the curricula should be so as to be applicable to the edu·

cand.* e Ufe experiences. 44

A concurrent position existed between Catholic and Protestant

Evangelical definition as to the function of m.ethodoloer;.

It ituae a[,sreed

that method is not merely a cut and dried procedure divorced from the materials of instruction and

eduoand.

Jtethods do not function in a. vacuum,

but rather, method is a procedure used to 11roduce desired educational
Th.ere was ag:reem.ent

t..~t

aililfll.

methodology is a media of cam:nunicating, and that

method. is the vehicle to desired goals; nevertheless, method is only a means
to an end and not an end in i taelf'.
There were two :fa.otora in method detemination, n£Jmely, the curricula

function of methodolo.g--.1, and the cur:ri0'..1la is the guide to the function.
The function of methodology has many diversified. mechanical techniquest but oo.sioally two categories of method evolve.

They are the trans-
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missive

the group dynamics process.
~~a tr~~sroissive

method may be described as a stereotype of

to
method is based on the theory? to knot'l

l~ight

is to do right.

o:t tl:U.s

method are oateohetical, lect1.1:re 1 and any other type which
mined oonclusion. 45

feeline:rJ of

appropriated willingly by every other member of the group and intert'l'oven into
the g-roup climate, group viewpoint,

III.

gl'OUp

goaL 46

OATHOLIC .E!DUO.I!.TIOlML

The approach in Catholic

~iETHODS

education has been that of

transnittir~

of the Catholio Church.

to

Through

discipline Catholic education attempts to carry out the function of intellectual indootrination. 47
Research has subsuu1tiated the fact that two approaches have been
used traditionally in Catholic education.

It '\i"as found that the scholastic

training and.

4

5Redden and Ryan,

the oate-

.m:t• .Q;t;~.• ~ PP• :;Q0-:;<)2.

46n.oss Snyder, '*A Theory of Group Dyn,;~m.ioa," ReJ.ig:tou! j5luoationt

Jan. Feb.,, 1951, XLVI, PP•

39-4().

47
Redden and Ryan, .2.12.• cit., p,. 2;5; &'ld Emmet 1,1oLaugblin, Mnerioan

Cultu:re and Catholic Ss;l!ooJ.!! (1~ew

Lyle Stuartt 1960), pp. 19-20.
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ohetical method \'fas used. quite predominantly in the

and parochial

school systems. 48T"ne educational met..l:tods used. in the parochial school

~stem

concer.ni.ng the teaoh.ing of secular subjects were not readily seen, not easily

Catholic educators consider theology a aciencet and l::U1:e every other
is that of
t..'le

in relation

to divine revelation.. This was classified as

the scholastic method

ita thrust was dogmatic

intallectual discipline.

This method grew out of the aoademic eurrioulum of

strictly a technical

the medieval schools and the dialectic teaching of the school masters.

1'h.is

today.49
The techniques of

scholastic method are fourfold:

step is ·to open up completely the content of

and to

(l) the first
it by

means o:f dialectic; (2) to establish a logical connection be'b1een the various
dogmas and to unite

in a well-knit t:rt,!stem; (3) to derive :new truths

48&oka dealing with Catholic educational methods are: R. Bondas,
.0~1$§Nh§tic~ r'iet;Qog,, St~ l~ethod ,gt ~each:!,p& lm1ig1o,n, (liew York:
J. E. \'la.gn.er, Inc. , 1929 ; J.. Hofinger t .The. .£1 ~ .T§Achi~ Clll;:istima
.J&~ (I~otre Da.t::!EH University of Notre Dame Press, 1957); E. A.
Fitzpatrick, .1 Believe .In jiig.ucat.i,gn (Net!!' York: Shead a.nd. Ward, 19;8); J. J,.
Sharp, ~ ~ !~:li.Qo~s ln. ~eligion (Nevr York: Benziger Bros., 1929); J. T.
Mcl~on, ~ Msrf.:bzgd~ J!i.l'~o}.l;i;M R@;tif.Q;sn (I<Tew York; Benziger Bros. ,
1928); 1\ 0, Donlan, .~eologz, and Etuc:at;os (Dubuque: wm.. o. Brmm Co,,
Publishers, 1952); R. J. De:ferrari ed.), Vit{&l .~.oblS!!s 9i. Catholic
Edy.ge.Uon in th§ JlpJ, ted, §~;.ti,s, (\'laah.i,."lgto:n: Ca.tholie Unive:rsi ty of .l!meriea
Press, l939J; J. D. Rsdd{;).n and F. A. !(ran, A C§l:thoJ..ic .f)rl.lg,aogh;y; $!.it
=~itn (Revised Ed.) .22.• ill·; and
H. Kilpatrick, .Ji:otmd~&tiop§ .9L
~ New York: The Macmillan Company, 1932).

49Deferr~Jrl, .211• cit. t pp. 129-1;50.
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end

called theolo£;;,"ical conclusions; and (4) to

though beyond

of
of reason, ca..."l be acceptable to the intellect .. 50
resulted in

th.em gets

motivation not in the classroom but

by group methods and individual com1sell::i.ng.

spirt tual

Catholic

ex~~re::t..se

admite how-

not the
cisee and the discipline which they invol va

an extent, the content

~rl1ioh

is

in t.'le catechisms of the Catholic

Church. 5l

The roots of the catechotical method lie li1
practices of

first five centuries,

Patristic Age.

the
llho taught the

catechia~n.

The

chetical

was
nated in the

t.~e oate~~enate

of the cate-

ed.u-

decalogue, the

and oulmi-
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visible signs that this method is used predom.ina.ntly in the teaching of
Catholic do{:?,1lla.

The catechstioal activity in the United States has been

carried on by numerous Catholic educational theorists and influential
teachers such as Thomas

S.~ields,

Rosalia, and ma.r..y others.

I!'. J. Cornell, R. E. :Banda.s, Sister I''I•

These educators were interested in the develop.

ment of parish and parochial schools "d th I>rofessioD..al development in secU;.oo
lar branches of studies in virtue of state requ.iramE"..nta. ~inked

VS:I"'J

closely to the catechetical sesr;ion in the elementary and secondary schools
is the fact that the whole curriculum is penn.eated

't>Ti th

Catholic d.ogma..

Catholic educators feel it is necessary that §ll teaching and the whole
organization of the school system, its teachers, syllabus, and textbooks in
every brancl1 of the

~-trriculum be regulated by the Catholic spirit. 54

The cateehetica.l method invol vas the transm:i ssion of knmw-ledge in a
systematic

T<Tay

by asking questions, receiving answers, and offering ex:pla-

nations of the l."lldiments in the Catholic dogtua..
in religious and moral instruction.

This holds true especially

The content of catechetical instruction

l1as been molded upon the technical theological manuals. 55T.he :rote memorization of theological statements is involved in the ca.techetical method. 56
They often have only a remote bearing on the individual's life and frequently
omit the important elements that concern the edueand. 57

53Tqlor, .52P.• ei t .. , pp. 400-402.

54r. H. Lotz (Ed.), .Q.rjentgjtion ~ Religi.ous Educat~g,q (liew York:
Abingdon-Ookesbury Press, 1950), PP• 521-523.

55Deferrarl,

~· .m,.,

P• 12:7.

57ne:rerrari, .21?.• ,e,it.. , P\ 1;8.
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~e

approach.

oatechetieal method employs both the individual and group
1"heee two aspects of the method are found in the parish church.
predominate in the parochial acllool system. 58rt has

i?le group approach

appeared there beoau.se of the rapidity of growth and the lack of sisters and
IJriests to do individual teaching. 59
~ Implief&'i(:f:.o_~

.2.t ~ tional

HethodoloQ

llie dominant characteristics of traditional methode are knowledge,
discipline, 6~d habit.

6

~owledge, t<~hich

60

is the acqu.isi tion of factual oon-

tent, is assimilated in the life of the educl:'Xld by means of discipline of
the cognitive potvers through the habitual exercise of Catholic Church rlt"Ual

in order to raold the eduoand to his ultimate er!d .. 63Theae three factors have
been utilized to propagate Catholic philosophy of education.
However, some implications of traditional methods which show that
they have not been conducive to the scope of Catholic philosophy of edu-

cation have been set forth by Redden and Ryan.•

58· Deferrari, .££• cit., p. 129.
59Taylor~ JUl• c;!:t ... P• 408.
60:a:ofinger, Rll.· ei t., p. 3; Redden and eyan, .sm.. ill·, pp. 150-152;

and C.F. Chapter IV, Intellectual Education,.

6

lwnt.

J. }fcGuek:en, The Catholic
:Bruce Publishing Co., 1934),p. 1:;.

~lall!l J!ducation (r1Iilwauk:ee:

. E. R. Hull,

~Redden. and Ryan., .9.:2• cit., pp. 200-201, 204-205,

The

Cglla:Jag~s ,m ~.t Lif~ (Bozl1bey: Bombay Exam.iner Press, 1920), p.. :55; E. R.
Hull, ~ Eomaii£n ,2! .~~ct~r (St. Louis~ B. Herder Book Compa.."ly, 19:;?6),
PP• 82-92; and C. F. Chapter V, Moral Education.

6

'Redden and

Ryan~>

.2:1?.• cit., pp. 200-215, 229.
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(1) The classroom is a restricted fom. of social life and children t s
are limited therein to academic lessons.
(.2) T'.ae quickest and most thorough 1nethod of learning lessons is to
allot a certain portion of the school d~ to instruction in separate
subjects such as reading, phonies, language, aritl:rrnetio, histol"h
etcetera.
(:;) Childrenta interests l'Tb.ioh do not conform to the set curriculum

~eriences

should be disregarded.
(4) ~1e real objective of classroom i11struction consists to a lllajor
degree in the acquisition of tl1e content matter to each subject.
(5) Teaching the conventional subjects is the rlsest method of achieving
social progress.64
IV.

TRENDS lN Cl!.TliOLIC t<lETRODOLOGY

The future of Catholic educational methodology ha.s new horizons for
within recent

major changes in educational methods have taken place.

These changes have come about nta.inly through the findings of modern research
studies and reflective thought of present-day Catholic educational psyohologists.65T.he causative factors underlying the changing trends in methodology
t:U'et

(l) new interpretation of' the learning process; (2) new views of child

nature and learning; (:;) more specific k:noltleds&

individual differences;

place; and (6) clarified statements of

setting in which learning
objectives in specific f'ielda. 66

Efforts to improve Catbolic educational methodology in tlle United
States can be grouped under two major trends.

6

~ed.d.en

and Ryan, ..2ll•

65
Hof'inger, Jm.•

ott.,

ill· , p. 301
P• 1.

~e

{q~otea

first trend emphasizes

J. W. Wrightstona).

66ned.de,';l a:nd Ryan, Sl?.•

s;.i.t.,

pp.

303-309.
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closely to daily life so that Jchasa methods may serve individua.l

more

adequately in a democratic sooiety. 07This na~ decisive ~lift within tra-

mainly in the refleeti ve thought of John Dewey and
education, is eha:ra.cterlzed by fervent attiSI!llpta to discard traditional

major trends

be stated in brief foxm as trends within traditional foxms

as trends toward social reconstruotion.

68

toward social rsoonatruetion emphasizes that in order for
the

educ~~d

to learn democracy he must live it within group interaction.

cational methodology.,

~e

assumptions which underly social reconstruction

(1) the individual's ~rorth is found in society; (2) the erlsta11ee of

are:

the moral law outaid.e of man is deniedJ and (;) society alone sets the ulti-

Catholic eduCB.tors.

It l.Jaa conse<tuently resulted in the adoption of a nega-

tive attitude toward socia.l

l~ve

rooonatr~..tction.

In recent yeal"at however, they

adapted some of its tenets in their educational practioes.

09Tneae have

eyan as followet
1.

The org'tiUlization of the ou:rrlculum for integration of pu.pil
~J1d fo~ organization

pereorkility is paramount to

67Redd.Em and Ryan, ,.s;w.. e;Li;., P• ;o2,.
69

~.. ,

PP• 302....;o;.

Catholic

feel

of a

the

these tenets of social reconstruction is can"ioo out, the
methodology

successful.

in
~1e

most important technique which had its

fonnati~~

in the social

reconstruction idea is the

that by proper

Catholic

guidance

discipline,

balance between

individua~ization

ru1d

socialization.

~lis

process can

vent overemphasis of individual freedoms self-assertion" and self-expression.
self-sacrifice, and e;rou:p

It should

72

niques

ID.f3Y

be used

teacher..

The teacher • for

use

of

ilnofinger,

,.Qi.. , PP•

shift in methodology is that the

and

.m~a

lgc •.~.t·

72Redden and R;yanjl Jll!... ,m", pp. 316-317; and F. 'l.. Hurley, nsome
Trends in Catholic Education, tt IWJ,igd.,ous !tlucat.•,g:;h Jan.-Feb., 1958, LIII,
pp. 17-18.
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becomes the agent in Catholic educational processes..
specific methods to

The selection of

the needs, abili ties 11 purposes of the group. and

the goal that is sougi:rt is left to the teacher• s discretion. T3

The trend toward a dynamic situation left to the discretion of the
teacher h:."''.s brought tt.1o major shifts

Ca~10lic

educational

p~\ctices.

The

first Shift is in revision of curriculum; the second is in the organization
of the Sister Formation Conference.

With

~~e

control in traditional edu-

sehool system, the Catholic Church needed some avenue of security in the
tr-ae perpetuation of its basic tl1oological structure; hence the
Conference and the reconstructed curriculum patterns.74

facilities of religious commtulities for a more effective teacher training

progre.m. 75
Until reeen:tly the Catholic Chureh was able to staff its parochial
school system.
fifteen
teaeh

The sudden expansion of the parochial school system in the
however, upset the balance.

secular subjects.

Lay teachers liere hired to

!he religious training, however, remained the

73Hofinger, J'le.• git .. , pp., 44-47; and Redden and Ryan, .2e.• .£t,t., p. 317.
74-n:urley, Jm• p;t,t., p. 17.
75s. P. Ryan, '•state of the Question, 11 Amer;tca, Oct. 4, 1958, C,
pp. 17-19.

duty of the sisters.

The work of the Sister Fo:rmat"ion Conference war3 to

produce a program which would integrate religious and professional training

to meet the requirements of a religious vocation in l?rofeseio:nal Competency.
It is regarded as a measure of control on the sohool system to
the perpetu.a.tion of the Catholic

nent in

dog~na. 76

Catholic school system with the inability of ... ,.,....,..~.,~

school population.

to

In order

in~

profession

Linked closely

Catholic educators mi@rt keep control of what was

curriculum reconstruction becwne a major concern.

Tney felt

upon

CUl'l-o

• • • everything else, administration, supervision, methods of teaching,
testing, depends . . . . . to it t.lte teae.ller turns for guidance and ill it
finds a means of avoiding the inde::f'inite and lw.ph.azard. • • • It is the
pivot on ?Thich the entire system turns. 77
The Catholic

must permeate every aspect of the scl10ol ourricu-

lum in order to assure the

o:mu:,

ttl'md!'fh

eduoa.~d

of a Catholic education.

Catholic educators are not only concerned with ele-

mentary, secondary, and higher education, but also 'tdth adult education.
The approach in this area was aloo away f:rom the traditional and more to the
group approach.

Th:i.s, Catholic educators il1.dicate, is in the interest of

TI~.,

P• 21.
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should enable

adult to

relations. 78

:tn Catholic
education.

This school may

described as one

girls are separated in most
academic classes but together in other school activities.

~s

association

the immediate ad:vantag& of affording the students the opporturdt'tJ for a
lfholesome familiarity with each other and of developing the attitudes necesaa:r:y for Christian living in present-day society.
be a deterrant to mixed marriages.

ot confidants

It is also hoped it 1rlll.

The heterogenioua :fa.culty rnee;;na a variety

and advisors are available to the students. 79

this chapter was to establisl1 a ori teria from which
Oa~~olic

of

methodology could be determined
educa-tional philosophy.
't!fas to clarify the confusion between principle and

It was found
to
was limited to the meoh,snios vlhile the broad

concept.
eono~pt

i!'las interested in atti-

78Jerom.e Kuler, "C'.atholica Look At Adult Eduae.tion," •lJtle;tiQ!i§; Oct. 4,
1

1958,

c~

14-16.

79R:urley, ttSome Trends in Catholic Education,'* .2J2.• pj.j:;., pp. 17-18.

second

to

look at the function. of methodology.
defining the
position.

A neutral
a C.>:ttholic and a

ac.cmr"d.ll,nt

.,,..,ntl,~i:Pn

def'::tni tion of raa·tnCHlOJ.Oirr;J

of communicating the

ed.ucand.•

curriculum to

teacher is

key to the function of methodoloer.

I<Iethodoloe,";V was found to divide itself into two

~aT;sJfi'oJ:•Lt-c!::o1

group process.

transmissive

of Catholic
l'Tere identified as the scholastic method and
of a transmissive na:t1.1re.

both

used in religious and

catecheticnl method,

two are the predominant m.,..,,.u,,.,

inst!'l.Wtion.

The educational methods in regards

to secular subjects were vague and unidentifiable.
discipline~

Knowledge,
tional

and habit are

a..~acteristics

these tradi tion..."lJ.

Tho

of tradi•

mA·r:nr>n

relationship.

of

under criticism by contemporer.y

Tradi-tional methods

Catholic

findings of modern

studi as in psycholog<.{..
remodeling of

to

has

~fle

methods;

second to social reconstruction.

toward soc1.a.l reoonstru.ctio:n resulted in the method used to be

The

t:letem.:ined by tho teacher.

'l~e

underlying philosophy of this trend, however,

is contrary to tl1e Catholic philosophy in that metl1od becomes both means

end.

Ca.thoHc

thelesa.

M11HJ.<.On

this method in oerta:in situations, never-

CHAPTER VI
THE Silllr>'IARY AND CONCLUSIONS

THE SUf<U>IARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A historical survey of Catholic education showed twenty
evolution.

of

During this time its basic theological structure, its educational

philosophy, and its methodology were formulated.

This histor::tcal background

of Catholic education was described in chapter two.

In Chapter three the

theological structure of the Catholic Church was examined to detexm.ine its
bearing upon the formulation of educational philosophy.,

Chapter four aim.ed

to structure Catholic educational philosophy, and clla.pter five
to light Catholic educational methodology.
the research were SU!!ll'!l.arized.
Evangelical position..

>>~'as

to bring

In this chapter the findings of

They ivere then evaluated from a Protesta."lt

The evaluation :resulted in fomulation of conclusions

pertinent to the problem as stated in chapter one.

It l'Ias found that the roots of contempora.ry .America..11 Catholic edu-

cation stem

the

of Christ.

n:otrever, through the centuries of

formulation Catholic education was influenced b.1 Pagan philosophies.
re&"Ul ted
Catholic :faith

rationalization of Catholic doctrine.
with the Church Fathers

of faith and reason by

Aquinas.

rational defence of the doctrines.

This

The defence of the

culminated

a synthesis

Scholasticism orlg'Uk"l.ted out of this

Other schoolmen perf'scted the de:f'encs

into a unit,y of educational philosophy.

i~e

Humanistic influencs, cuLminating

in the Protestant Rsvol t, wroug.'llt a disruption in the scholastic defence of

int~~lectual

Catholic educational philosophy.

education, the

still attempted to fulfill the educational

thrust of the Middle

of

final destiny.

C::rtholic

free from sin with

wri th one exception.

this

:ma:tl

ability

was placed on

losing sanctifying grace, and

to

mal

alld he

in a state, called erlginal ain.

As a result of original sin ma.n has ru:1 intellect less able to attain truth,
a will less

sin did not
special

to

more inclined to evil.

good, al:ld a

the nature of

htl!llLUl

Wi thdmllal

in'telleot and

Original

but depl'."lved it of

of God • s fellowship from man and the loss

tlle continl.U?ll operation of the Holy Spirl t.

Thro1..1,€.h the sacramental

of the Catholic Church, particularly the sacrc1oll1ellt of baptiam, certain

supematu:.t"al
:prep!n"'::.ng man for
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were restored to man.
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to develop

whole man by
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gious, mo:ralf intellectual, aesthetic,
Religion must

a nature.

physical

all life and education.

Its te.9u:m:mg must

constitute the ver'J core and :f'oundatiou upon 11th:teh aduoati011
Only by confom.i t<.r to the truths it teaches can
pu.r.pose..

ll18l1

be basad.

:fulfill h.i.s ultimate

Catholic religious education embraces th.e only infallible means to

s spiritual needs.
Training in moral conduct is intricately 'tvove-'11 into the scope

nature of religious education.
moral conduct.

Hence, :religious education

the guide to

It is through. the intellect that religious truths can be

absorbed by man.,

It makes its appeal pr:Lm.e.rily to the will for the assimi-

lation of lmowledg"e it aims to achieve.

Discipline of the will in habitual

practice of Catholic C.h.uroh ritual should result in right moral conduct by
which man will ultimately reach his spiritual perfection.
Catholic and Protestant Evangelical educators alike, hold
methods should su.bserve the cur:ricula.
essential

communiCf;1.ted.

Catholic educational
u.sed are

me~10ds

~1at

the

I•iethod is the media by which the

It is a process and not an end i.n itself.
are traditional.

~ne

scholastic and cateehetical :methods..

most prominent
'tvere found to

iu P..ature and concerned with the conveyance of };nowledge of
the curriculum.
Traditional methods have been under crl ticism
educators.

contempo~ Ca~1olic

?.rais has resulted. in a shift in present-day methodology.

teaoher bas become a dynamic factor in Catholic education.
of

certain

iuaugu.ra ted.

~ltlt

The

Fbr the purpose

Catholic dogmas be propagated, d.ef:bd te controls were

These controls were in the

of a ou:r:rloulum reconstruction
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program, and organization of the Sister Formation Conference.

Also, as a

result of modern research findings in psychology, new approaches to adult
education and parochial school administration were in evidence.
II.

CONCLUSIONS

Some conclusions pertaining to the thesis l'rere formulated from the
findings of research.
1.

They '\'Jere as follot-Ts:

The basie theological structure of the Catholic Church has an

erroneous concept of man, sin, and saJ.vation in ·!;hat (1) baptism in itself
does not ensure a spiritual awakening; (2) sin cannot be eradicated by knowledge or awareness of it; (3) habit and discipline of the will does not
ensure morality.

Catholic educational philosophy rests upon these concepts

which in turn become the guides to educational methods.
2.

The Catholic basic theological structure has set prescriptive

direction to its educational philosophy in that it holds to a position of
infaJ.lible authority regarding its interpretation.

3.

Predetermined kno1-1ledge which is decided or fixed at the dis-

cretion of Catholic Church authority lends itself to transmissive methods.
To use any other type of method 1vould have a tendency to undermine the
position of infallible truth to "tlrhich Catholic educational philosophy holds.
4.

Catholic traditional methodology has a negative relationship to

its educational philosophy.

If method is to be the medium of communication

betl·reen the educational philosophy and the educand, then mechanical methods
cannot communicate to a dynamic personality as described by Catholic psychologists.

5. Traditional methodology 1.s not meeting the needs of conteanporary
Catholic ed.u.catlon.

The shift in

indica:tes that either (1)

Catholic educators are dissatisfied idth
or that (2)

does

needs of

the

6.
b.;a.sic theological
oational

philoeo~~y.

in
structu:re.

A

the educational
>:>.J.(:;~u• .~..

and
in

d.ictory to

methods.

oontrs..-

Catholic

aims stipulated

the educational

IIL
Other areas of stu.dy vi tal to the understanding of the philosophy-

method

1~lationship

1.

in Catholic education are

Au~~~A1~~

A detailed study of the developuent of the catechetioal method

used by Catholic

throu~

the

oentu~es,

would give a more oompre-

of the philosophy-method relationship.
2.

A

the

school

.,.,-,cn:!<I>TH

on
Other signifioan:t areas of research would include a ooolpaJr.-a
study of scholastic and cont6mporar;y Catholic education, and a coo1parison of
its curriculum and educational philosophy.
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX A
CHRISTIAN EDUCATION OF YOUTH
ENCYCLICAL LET'l'ER OF HIS HOLrnESS
POPE PIUS XI
Representative on earth of :that divine Master llho while embracing
in the immensity of His love all mankind, even unworthy sinners,
showed nevertheless a special tenderness and affection for children,
and expressed Himself in those singularly touching words: "Suffer
the little children to come unto me," We also on every occasion have
endeavored to show the predilection wholly paternal which \~e bear
towards them, particularly by our assiduous care and timely instructions
with reference to the Christian education of youth.

REASONS FOR TREATING OF CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
And so, in the spirit of the divine I>Iaster, vie have directed a
helpful 'lirord, now of admonition, now of exhortation, now of direction,
to the youths and to their educators, to fathers and mothers, on
various points of Christian education, with that solicitude which
bec~es the common Fathe~ of all the faithful, with an insistence in
season and out of season, ~e~anded by our pastoral office and inculcated by the Apostle: "Be instant in season, out of season; reprove,
entreat, rebuke in all patience and doctrine.'' Such insistence is
called for in these our times, ''~hen, alas, there is so great and
deplorable an absence of clear and sound principles, even regarding
the most fundamental problems.
Now this same general condition of the times, this ceaseless agitation in various ways of the problem of educational rights and
systems in different countries, the desire expressed to Us with filial
confidence by not a few of yourselves, Venerable Brethren, and by
members of your flocks, as well as Our deep affection toward youth
referred to above, move Us to turn more directly to this subject, if
not to treat it in all its well-nigh inexhaustible range of theory
and practice, at least to summarize its main principles, throw full
light on its important conclusions and point out its practical applicati-ons.
Let this be a ·memorial of Our sacerdotal Jubilee which, with altogether special affection, We wish to dedicate to our beloved youth,
and to commend to all those whose office and duty is the work of education.
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NATURE AND

D~PORT.ANCE

OF EDUCATION

Indeed never has there been so much discussion about education as
nowadays; never have exportents of new pedagogical theories been so
numerous, or so many methods and means devised, proposed and debated,
not merely to facilitate education, but to create a nel·T system
infallibly efficacious, and capable of preparing the present generation for that earthly happiness tThich they so ardently desire.
The reason is that men, created by God to His image and likeness
and destined for Him who is infinite perfection, realize today more
than ever, amid the most exuberant material progress, the insufficiency of earthly goods to produce true happiness either for the individual or for the nations. And hence they feel more keenly in themsalves the impulse toward a perfection that is higher, vrhich impulse
is implanted in their rational nature by the Creator Himself. This
perfection they seek to acquire by means of education. But many of
them, with, it would seem, too great insistence on the etymological
meaning of the word, pretend to draw education out of human nature
itself and evolve it by its o~~ unaided powers. Such easily fall
into error, because, instead of fixing their gaze on God, first
principle and last end of the whole universe, they fall back upon
themselves, becoming attached exclusively to passing things of earth;
and thus their restlessness will never cease till they direct their
attention and their efforts to God, the goal of all perfection,
according to the profound saying of St. Augustine: "Thou didst
create us, 0 Lord, for Thyself, and our heart is restless till it
rest in Thee. 11
It is therefore as important to make no mistake in education as it
is to make no mistake in the pursuit of our last end, with which the
whole work of education is intimately and necessarily connected. In
fact, since education consists essentially in preparing man for what
he must be and for 'I'That he must do here belm:~, in order to attain the
sublime end for which he was created, it is clear that there can be
no true education 'i'Thich is not vTholly directed to man's last end, and
that in the present order of providence, since God has revealed
Himself to us in the person of His only-begotten Son, who alone is
"the way, the truth and the life," there can be no ideally perfect
education which is not Christian education.
From this we see the supreme importance of Christian education, not
merely for each individual, but for families and for the whole of
human society, whose perfection comes from the perfection of the
elements that compose it. From these same principles, the excellence,
we may well call it the unsurpassed excellence, of the work of
Christian education becomes manifest and clear; for after all it aims
at securing the supreme Good, that is, God, for the souls of those
who are being educated, and the maximum of well-being possible here
.below for human society. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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Now in order that no mistake be made in ,t his 1'lork of utmost
importance, and in order to conduct it in the best manner possible
with the help of God's grace, it is necessary to have a clear and
definite idea of Christian education in its essential aspects, viz.;
who has the mission to educate, . riho are the subjects to be .educated,
what are the necessary accompanying circumstances, what is the end
and object proper to Christian education according to God's established
order in the economy of His divine providence?
I,

TO 1tiHOH DOES EDUCATION BELOlm?

Education is essentially a social and not a merely individual
activity. Nm-; there are , three necessary societies, distinct from
one another and .yet harmoniously combined by God, into which man is
born: t\.vo, namely the family and civil society, belong to the
natural order; the third, the Church, to the supernatural order.

In the first place comes the family, instituted directly by God for
its peculiar purpose, the generation and formation of offspring; for
this reason it has priority of nature and therefore of rights over
civil society. Nevertheless, the family is an imperfect society,
since it has not in itself all the means for its own complete
development; whereas civil society is a perfect society, having in
itself all the means for its peculiar end, which is the temporal
uell-being of the community; and so, in this respect, that is, in
view of the common good, it has pre-eminence over the family, rThich
finds its own suitable temporal perfection precisely in civil society.
The third society, into which man is born when through baptism he
receives the divine life of gl~ace, ·is the Church; a society of the
supernatural order and of universal extent; a perfect society,
because it has in itself all the means required for its ovm end,
which is the eternal salvation of mankind; hence it is supreme in
its ot-m domain.
Consequently, education, which is concerned with the whole man,
individually and socially, in the order of nature and in the order
of grace, necessarily belongs to all these three societies, in
accordance with the end assigned to each in the present order of
divine providence.
A.

EDUCATION BELONGS TO THE CHURCH

And first of all, education belongs pre-eminently to the Church,
by reason of a double title in the supernatural order, conferred
exclusively upon her by God ~imself; absolutely superior, therefore,
to any other title in the natural order.
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1.

BECAUSE OF HER fUSSION

The first title is founded upon the express mission and supreme
authority to teach given her by her divine Founder: nAll power is
given to me in heaven and in earth. Going therefore teach ye all
nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of the Son,
and of the Holy Ghost, teaching them to observe all things whatsoever
I have command'ed you, and behold I am "I'Ti th you all days, even to the
consummation of the world." Upon this magisterial office Christ conferred infallibility, together "I'Ti th the command to teach His doctrine.
Hence the Church "'VTas set by her divine Au thor as the pillar and
ground of truth, in order to teach the divine faith to men, and keep
whole and inviolate the deposit confided to her; to direct and
fashion men, in all their actions, to purity of morals and integrity
of life, in accordance with revealed doctrine."
2.

BECAUSE OF HER Sl.JPERNATURAL l'rlOTHERHOOD

The second title is the supernatural motherhood, in virtue of
which the Church, spotless spouse of Christ, generates, nurtures and
educates souls in the divine life of grace, with her sacraments and
her doctrine. With good reason then does St. Augustine maintain:
"He has not God for father who refuses to have the Church as mother."

The Church does not say that morality belongs purely, in the
sense of exclusively, to her; but that it belongs vJholly to her.
She has never maintained that outside her fold and apart from her
teaching, man cannot arrive at any moral truth; she has on the
contrary more than once condemned this opinion, because it has
appeared under more forms than one. She does ho\'lever say, has said,
and will ever say, that because of her institution by Jesus Christ,
because of the Holy Ghost sent to her in His name by the Father, she
alone possesses what she has had immediately from God and can never
lose, the -vrhole of moral truth, ~ veritatem, in 'I'Thich all individual moral truths are included, as well those l·ihich man may learn
by the help of reason as those \·rhich form part of revelation or which
may be deduced from it.

3.

EXTENT OF THE RIGHTS OF THE CHURCH

Therefore with full right the Church promotes letters, science,
art, insofar as necessary or helpful to Christian education, in addition to her work for the salvation of souls; founding and maintaining
schools and institutions adapted to every branch of learning and
degree of culture. Nor may even physical culture, as it is called,
be considered outside the range · of her maternal supervision, for the
reason that it also is a means \orhich may help or harm Christian education.
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And this ~·mrk of the Church in every branch of culture is of immense
benefit to families and nations, 1.;hich Hi thout Christ are lost, as St.
Hilary points out correctly: nWhat can be more fraught with danger for
the <1orld than the rejection of Christ?"

..... .... ... .. .. ...

. .. . . . . . . . . .

Again it is the inalienable right, as well as the indispensable duty
of the Church, to watch over the entire education of her children, in
all institutions, public or private, not merely in regard to the
religious instruction there given, but in regard. to every other branch
of learni1~ and every regulation insofar as religion and morality are
concerned.

.. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"

~1e extent of the Church's mission lll the field of education is such
as to embrace every nation, ~ithout exception, according to the command
of Christ: "Teach ye all nations"; and there is no povTer on earth that
may lm;fully oppose he+" or stand in her way. In the first place, it
extends over all the faithful, of whom she has anxious care as a tender
mother. For these she has throughout the centuries created and conducted an immense number of schools and institutions in every branch of
learning. As we said on a recent occa sion:

. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .

~~1 this the Church has been able to do because her mission to educate extends equally to those outside the fold, seeing that all men are
called to enter the kingdom of God and reach eternal salva tion. Just
as today 1·rhen her missions scatter schools by the thousands in
districts and countries not yet Christian, from the banks of the Ganges
to the Yellm·T River and the great islands · and archipelagoes of the
Pacific Ocean, from the Dark Continent to the Land of Fire and to
frozen Alaska, so in every age the C'nurch by her missionaries has educated to Christian life and to civilization the various peoples "~<Thich
now constitute the Christian nations of the civilized vmrld.

4. HER RIGHTS

H..4RI~ONIZE

1>/ITR O'ffi"ERS '

Hence it is evident that both by right and in fact the mission to
educate belongs pre-eminently to the Church; and that no one free from
prejudice can have a reasonable motive for opposing or impeding the
Church in this her -vrork, of 1r1hich the vmrld today enjoys the precious
advantages.
This is the more true because the rights of the family and of the
state, even the rights of individuals regarding a just liberty in the
IJursui t of science, in methods of s cience and all sorts of profane
culture, not only are not opposed to this pre-eminence of the Church,
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but are ill complete · harmony vii th it. The fundamental reason for this
hamony is that the supernatural order, to which the Church ovres her
ri~~ts, not pnly does not in the least destroy the natural order, to
~ihich 'pertain the other rights mentioned, , but elevates the Il..atural and
perfects ft, · each affording mutual aid to the other, · and completing it
in a manner proportioned to its respective nature and dignity. The
reason is that both come from God, who cannot contradict Himself:
"The 1-1orks of God are perfect and all His ways are judgments. 11
B.· THE RIGHTS OF PAP..illTTS

This becomes eiearer when we consider more closely and in detail
the mission of education proper to the family and to the state.
In the first place, the Church's mission Qf .education is in wonderful agreement with that of the family, for both proceed from God
and in a remarl~bly similar manner. God communicates directly to the
family, in the natural order, fecundity• 1-rhich is the principle of
life, and hence also the principle of education to life, together l'Tith
authority, the principle of order.

.. . . .. . . .
1.

1U~TERIOR

IT IS

TO THE STATE

The family therefore holds directly from the Creator the mission
and hence the right to educate the offspring; a right inalienable
because · inseparably joined to the strict obligation, a right anterior
to any right whatever of civil society and of the state, and therefore
inviolable on the part of any power on earth.
IT IS INVIOLABLE

2.

That this right is inviolable St. Thomas proves as follows:
"The child is naturally something of the father • • • so by natural
right the child, before reaching the use of reason, is under the
father's care. Hence it would be contrary to natural justice if the
child, before the use of reason; were removed from the care of its
parents, or if any disposition vlere made concerning him against the
will of the parents. 11
And as this duty on the part of the parents continues up to the time
when the child is in a position to provide for itself, this same inviolable parental right of education also endures. "Nature intends not
merely the generation of the offspring, but also its developnent and
advance to the perfection of man considered as man, that is, to the
state of virtue, 11 says the same St. Thomas.
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On this point the common sense of mankind is in such complete
accord, that they i-TOuld be in open contradiction vrl th it who dared
maintain that the children belong to the state before they belong to
the family, and tha·b the state has an absolute right over their
children. • • • "There;f'ore it is the duty of parents to make every
effort to prevent any invasion of their rights in this matter, and to
make absolutely sure that the education of their children remain under
their Ol-m control, in keeping \d th their Christian duty, e.nd above all
to refuse to send them to those schools in which there is dsnger of
imbibing the deadly poison of impiety."
It must be borne in mind also that the obligation of the family to
bring up children includes not only religious and moral education, but
physical and civic education as irTell, principally insofar as it touches
upon religion and morality.
3.

IT IS RECOGNIZED BY CIVIL LAW1

4.

l'.C IS PROTECTED BY THE CHURCH
C.

1.

THE RIGHT OF THE STATE

MEASURED BY THE COMMON GOOD
2.

HAS DUTY TO PROTECT

3.

HAS DUTY TO FOSTER

CAt1 RESERVE CERTAIN FORI'IS TO ITSELF

4.

5. PJ&LATION
6.

BETY~

CIU]RCH

~rD

STATE

RELATION OF CHURCH AND SCIENCE
II.

SUBJECT OF EDUCATION
A.

THE l4HOLE MAN

In fact it must never be forgotten that the subject of Christian
education is man whole and entire, soul united to body in unity of
nature, with all his faculties natural and supernatural, such as right
reason and revelation show him to be; man, therefore, fallen from his
original estate, but redeemed by 01rist and restored to the supernatural
condition of adopted son of God, though without the preternatural
privileges of bodily immortality or perfect control of appetite • . There

1

The sections vlhich are not pertinent to the body of the thesis were
omitted. Only the headings were inserted to give continuity to the material.
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remain, therefore, in human nature the effects of original sin, the
chief of which are ~.reakness of 1'lill and disorderly inclinations.
"Folly i ·s bound up in the ·heart of a child and the rod of correction shall drive it av1ay~ 11 Disorderly inclinations, then, must be
corrected, good tendencies encouraged and regulated from tender childhood and, above all, the mind mus t be enlightened and the uill
strengthened by supernatural truth and with the assistance of grace,
without which it is impossible to controi evil impulses~ impossible to
attain to the full and complete perfection of education intended by
the Church, which Chpst has endm1ed so. r:i.chly with divine doctrine
and with the s9:craments, efficacious means of grace •
. B.

NATURALISM

Hence every fonn of pedagogic naturalism, which ·in any way excludes
or overlooks supernatural Christian formation in the teaching of youth,
is false. Every method of education founded, wholly or in part, on the
denial or forgetfulness of original sin and of grace, and relying on
the sole po'.riers of human nature, is unsound. Such, generally speaking ,
are those modern systems bearing various names; which appeal to a
pretended self-government and unrestrained freedom on the part of the
child, and which diminish or even suppress the teacher's authority and
action, attributing to the child .a n exclusive primacy of initiative
and an activity independent of any higher law, natural or divine. in
the work of his education.
1.

F~ILLSE

2.
3.
III.

AND D.At•lAGING

SEX EDUCATION
COEDUCATION

ENVIRON!·~~T

OF

EDUCATIO~

In order to obtain perfect education; it is of the utmost importance
to see that all those conditions which surround the child during the
period of his formation--in other words, the combination of circumstances which we call environment--correspond exactly to the end proposed.
A.

THE CHRISTIAN F.t'l»ULY

The first natural and necessary element in this environment, as
regards education, is the family, and this precisely because so
ordained by the Creator Himself. Accordingly that education, as a
rule, will be more effective and lasting which is received in a ¥Tellordered and \>Tell-disciplined Christian family; and more efficacious in
proportion to the clear and constant good example set, first by the
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parents,. and then by the other members of the household.
It is not our intention to treat formally the question of domestic
education, nor even ·to touch upon its principal points. The subject
is too vast. Besides there are not lacking s pecial treatises on this
topic by authors~ both ancient and modern, 'lrlell krlOl'ffi for their solid
Catholic .. doctrine. • • •
Nevertheless, Venerable Brethren and beloved children, \•l e 'lrTish to
call your attention in a special manner to the present-day lamentable
decline in family education. The offices and professions of a transitory and earthly life, 1ithich are certainly of far less importance,
are· prepared for by long and careful study; whereas for the fundamental duty and obligation of educating their children many parents
have little or no preparation, immersed as they are in temporal cares.
The declining influence of domestic environment is further weakened by
another tendency, prevalent almost every1'There today, which under one
pretext or another, for economic reasons or for reasons of industry,
trade or politics, causes children to be more and more frequently sent
a'.:ray from home even in their tenderest years. And · there is a country
vrhere the children are actually being torn from the bosom of the
family, to be formed (or, to speak more accurately, to be deformed and
depraved) in godless schools and associations, to irreligion and
hatred, according to the theories of those who teach common ownership
O·f all things; and thus is renev1ed in a real and more terrible manner
the Slaughter of the Innocents.

. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
B.

THE CHURCH'S EDUCATIONAL

t~ORKS

To meet the weakness of man's fallen nature, God in His goodness
has provided the abundant helps of His grace and the countless means
l·Ti th lvhich He has endowed the great family of Christ, the Church. The
Church, therefore, is the educational environment most intimately and
ha.nnoniously associated rri th the Christian family.
This educational environment of the Church embraces the sacraments,
divinely efficacious means of grace, the sacred ri. tual, so wonderf'ully
instructive, and the material fabric of her churches, whose liturgy
and art have an immense educational value; but it also includes the
great number and variety of schools, associations and institutions of
all kinds, established for the training of youth in Christian piety,
together with literature and the sciences, not omitting recreation and
physical culture. And in this inexhaustible fecundity of educational
works, how marvelous, how incomp£>..rable is the Church's maternal providence! So admirJlble too is the hannony which she maintains tdth the
Christian family, that the Chu:rch and the family may be said to constitute together one and. the same refuge and temple of Christian education.
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C.

THE · SCHOOL

Since, hm~ever, the younger generation must be trained :i.n the arts
and s ciences for the adva'1 t age and prosperity of civil society, and
si."lce t he fanily of its elf is unequal to this t a sk, it >·ras necessary
to create that social institution, the school. But let it be borne in
mind t hat tlU.s institution owes its existence to the initiative of the
family and of the Church , long before it was 1mdertaken by the state.
Hence, considered in its l1istorical origin, the school is by its very
nature an instit"u.t ion subsidiary and complementary to the f amily and
to the Church. · It follovrs logically e.nd necessarily that public schools
must not be oppos ed to hut in accord \d th those other ttqo elements, .
and form w:t th them a perfect moral union, constituting one sanctuary
of education; a s it 'i"ere, with the f amily and the Church. Otherwise
the school is doomed to f ail of its purpose and to become instead an
agent of .destl'Uction.
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"NEUTRAL" SCHOOL ,

2.

"~1lXED"

3.

CATHOLIC SCHOOL

SCHOOL

And let no one say tha t in a nation where there are different religious beliefs, it is impossible to provide for public instruction
otherwise than by n eutral or mixed schools. In such a case it becomes
the duty of the state, indeed it is the easier and more reasonable
method of procedure, to leave f ree scope to the iPJLtiative of the
Church and the family, >'rhile giving them such assistance as justice
demands. Tha t this can be done to the full satisfaction of f amilies,
and to the advantage of education and of public peace and tranquillity,
is clear from the actual experience of some countries comprising.
different religious denominations. There the school legislation
respects the rights of the family and Catholics are free to follow
their o>in system of teaching in schools that are entirely Catholic.
Nor is distributive jus tice lost sight of, as is evidenced by the
financial aid granted by the sta te to the several schools dema...YJ.ded by
the families.
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CATHOLIC AC'r iON THROUGH ·TIJE SCHOOL

For vrhatever Catholics do in promoting and def<mding the Catholic
school for t heir children is a genuinely religious work and therefore
an important task of "Catholic Action." • • • • •• .• • •• . . . .
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In such a school, in harmony 'l>Tith the Church and the Christian
family, the various branches of secular learning will not enter into
conflict with religious instruction to the manifest detriment of education. • • •

. ... . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .

. . .... . . . . . . .
b.

GOOD TEACH.ERS

Perfect schools are the result not so much of good methods as of
good teachers, teachers t1ho are thoroughly prepared and 111ell grounded
in the matter they have to teach; who possess the intellectual and
moral qualifications required by their important office; t·Tho cherish a
pure and holy love for the youths confided to them, because they love
Jesus Christ and His Church, of which these are the children of predilection; and who have the~efore sincerely at heart the true good of
family and country • • • •
D.

THE i'lORLD AND ITS DANGERS

It is no less necessary to direct and vlatch the education of the
adolescent, '1soft as l'la:x: to be molded into vice," in ivhatever environ-,
ment he may happen to be, removing occa sions of evil and providing
occasions for good in his recreations and social intercourse; for "evil
communications corrupt good manners."

.. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. ' .. ..
IV.

END AND OB.TECT OF CFIRISTIAN EDUCATION
A.

TO FORt<1 THE TRUE CHRISTIAN

The proper and immediate end of Christian education is to cooperate
with divine grace in forming the true and perfect Christian, that is,
to form Christ Himself in those regenerated by baptism, according to
the emphatic expression of the .Apostle: uivly little children, of whom
I am in labor again, until Christ be formed in you." For the true
Christian must live a supernatural life in Christ: "Christ, who is
your life , 11 and display it in all his actions: "That the life also of
Jesus may be made manifest in our mortal flesh" 11
For precisely this reason, .Christian education takes in the 1e1hole
aggregate of hwnan life, physical and spiritual, intellectual and moral,
individual, domestic and social, not with a view of reducing it in any
way, but in order to elevate, regulate and perfect it, in accordance
with the example and teaching of Christ.
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Hence the true Christiw1, . product of Christian education; is the
supernatural man vrho thinks, judges and acts constan-tly and consistently in accordance 1·rith right reason illumined by the supernatural
light of the example and teaching of Christ; in other trords-to use
the current tenn-the true and finished man of character.. For it is
not every kind of consistency and finnness of conduct based on subjective principles that ma~es true cl1aracter1 but only constancy in
following the eternal principles of jus-tice, as is. admitted even by
the pagan poet 't'Then he praises for his tlvo qualities "the man ivho is
just and finn of purpose. 11 And on the other hand, there cannot be
full justice except in giving to God what is dtte to God, as the true
Christian does.

The scope and aim of Cbristian education as here described appears
to the worldly as an abstraction, or r a ther as something that cannot
be a ttained 1d t..lJ.out suppress ion or dwarfing o:f the natural f aculties,
and renunciation of t he activities of the present life~ Hence it
seems to be inimical to social life a.l'ld t emporal prosperity, and contrary to all progress in letters 7 arts and sciences, and a ll the other
elements of civilization. • • •
The true Christian does not renounce the activities of this life,
he does not stunt his ne.tural f aculties; but he develops and perfects
them, by coordina ting them i'rlth the superna tural. He thus ennobles
<-rhat is merely natural in life and secures for it neu strength in the
material and temporal order, no less than in the spiritual and eternal.
B.

TO FOill'I USEFUL CITIZENS

This fact is proved by the 1..rhole history of Christianity and its
institutions, which is nothing else but the history of true civilization and progress up to the present day. It stands out conspicuously in the lives of the numerous saints, whom the Church--and
she alone-produces, in \vhom is perfectly realized the purpose of
Christian education, and 1-Iho have in every 'ltlay ennobled and benefited
human society. • • •
·
C.

CHRIST THE l•lASTER AND MODElL

Such are the fruits of Christian educa tion. Their price and value
is ·d erived from the supernatural Virtue and life in Christ which
Christian education forms and develops in man. Of this life and
virtue Christ our Lord and Iliaster is the source and dispenser. By His
example He is at ·~he same time the universal model accessible to all,
especially to the young in the period of His hidden life, a life of
l abor and obedience, adorned 1vith all virtues, · personal, do.-nestic and
social, before God and men .
Now all this a:rray of priceless educational treasures, which 1tle
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have barely touched upon, is so truly a property of the Church as to
form ·her very substance, since she is the Hystica l Body of Christ, the
immactuate spouse of Christ and conse~uently a most admirable mother
and an :incompar abl e and per fect tea.cher~, This thought inspired St.
Augustine, the great genius of \'Tho se bless ed death :tve a re about to
celebrate the fifteenth centenary,. >'lith accents of tenderest love for
so giorious a mother: • • •
Let us then, Venerable Brethren , r a ise our hands and our hearts in
supplication to heaven, "to the Shepherd and Guardien of our Souls,"
·to the divine ICing "Who [:.rives l a'l-rs to rtD.ers," that in His almighty
power ile may cause these splendid fruits of Christian education to be
gathered in ever greater abundance "in the whole world," for the
l a sting benefit of ' indiViduaJ.s and of na tions.•

As a pledge .of these heavenly favo1•s , l·rith paterna l affection He
impart to you, Venerable Brethren, to your clergy and your people , the
Apostolic Benediction.
Given at Rome, · at St, Peter's, the thirty-first day of December, in
the year ;1.929, the eighth of Our pontificate.
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PIUS PP. XI.

2

Pope Pius XI, Ch:ristian Educa.t ion of Youth (Netv York:
Press, 1936), pp. 1•33.
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